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Title- IMAUE&Y' 0> Kj&IDASA A HE THEORY PE POETIC^
The examination of the works of Kalidasa here undertaker
makes an essential departure from the hitherto existing 1 pproac
to the subject in two directions. There being no comprehensive
ana intensive inquiry into the poetic and dramatic art ana tec
nicjue of the poet, an attempt has therefore been made to confir
ourselves, firstly, to a strictly liter; ry appraisal of the pc
and drama s . d a t a  gathered from this study leads us on to ti
second aspect our investigation where the evidence bearing on 
\
mutual relation between Kalidasa*s literary art ana the theory 
poetics is.examined.
In our internal literary estimate the works have been sc 
nised from t?/o points of view which form the basic criteria in 
danskri-t theory of poetics.
(i) The poet* s imagery has been classified and the most 
important image patterns deuuced therefrom.
(ii)The works are analysed from the standpoint of rase,. 
i/lmulateu in dramatic theory before i-JLlidasa and accepted as a. {
1 literary principle in the 1; ter theory of poetics.
one important fact which emerges from the above survey : 
the poet's vivification of nature in his image processes-r-a p: 
ciple deriving from Indian philosophical thought- and another : 
his conception of love which appears as human and realistic th<
operating within the divine and semi-divine framework of the 
narratives.
Wherever it has been founa necessrry referhce has 
made to antecedent image-processes that enable us to stuay th 
historical development of better-patterned forms from early ti 
to the days of Kalidasa.Asvagho§a's influence on KalidFsa witt 
regard to rhyme and assonance as well as the contrasting- feat 
of the sound patterns of Bhavabhuti and Kalidasa have been bri 
discussed preparatory to the detailed survey of the poetic^ai 
tic technique of Bhavabuti in comparison with that of K&lid££ 
This has not only helped to elucidate the fundamental differer 
and similarities of their literary art and style but thrown sc 
valuable light on Kalidasa1s place in the general evolution ot 
Sanskrit- kcvya.
from this point we have proceeded to examine the 
extent of the influence of dramatic theory on Kalidasa's drame 
technique^testifying to his awareness of Bharata's conception 
rasa.Being the earliest dramatist to refer to it, iv&lidasa forn 
an important link between theory and prr ctice, the interrelatj 
of which has been examined in some aetail with particular refe 
to the contribution he has made in furnishing data for the cle 
fication and exemplification of poetical theory in succeeding 
schools and notablyin Anandavrrdhana's school of dhvani.
As far as the literary evidence permits we have
#5
found it possible to deduce the purpose ana function of poetry 
as it appears to ..aliaasa which is diametrically opposite to ti
is only
conception of Asveghosa and accepted partially by B&svabhuti.Ti
comparative stuuy of the poet ana 31 
bhuti and certain data from the more mature works,as for examp 
the 3eghaduta and the Vikraraorva^iya, havefenabled us to arrive i
A
plausible views on his life ana character as a poet.
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SUMMABy
The examination of the works of Kalidasa here undertaken 
makes an essential departure from the hitherto existing approach 
to the subject in two directions.There being no comprehensive 
and intensive inquiry into the poetic and dramatic art and 
technique of Kalidasa,an attempt has therefore been made to 
confine ourselves,firstly,to a strictly literary appraisal of the 
poems and dramas.The data gathered from this study leads us on to 
the second aspect of our investigation where the evidence bearing 
in the mutual relation between Kalidasa's literary art and the 
theory is examined.
In our internal literary estimate the works have been 
scrutinised from two points of view which form the basic criteria 
in the Sanskrit theory of poetics.
(i) The poet's imagery has been classified and the most 
important image patterns deduced therefrom.
(ii)The works have been analysed from the standpoint of rasa, 
formulated in dramatic theory before Kalidasa and accepted as a 
general literary principle in the later theory of poetics.
One important fact which emerges from the above survey is the 
poet's vivification of nature in the imagery-a principle deriving 
from Indian philosophical thought-and another is his conception of 
love,which appears as human and realistic though pperating within 
the divine and semi-divine framework of the narratives.
Bhereever it has been found necessary reference has bewn 
made to antecedent image processes that enable us to study the 
historical development of better-patterned froms from the early 
period to that of Kalidasa.Asvaghoga1s influence on Kalidasa 
with regard to rhyme and assonance as well as the contrasting 
features of the euphonic qualities: of the styles of BhavabhQti 
and Kalidasa have been briefly discussed preparatory to the 
detailed survey of the poetic-dramatic technique of BhavabhQti 
in comparison with that of Kalidasa.This has not only helped to 
elucidate the fundamental differences and similarities of their 
literary treatment and style but thrown some valuable light on
i
KalidSsa's place in the general evolution of Sanskrit kavya.
From this point we have proceeded to examine the extent 
of the influence of dramatic theory on Kalidasa's dramatic 
technique testifying to his awareness of Bharata's conception of 
rasa.Being the earliest dramatist to refer to it,Kalidasa forms 
an important link between theory and practice,the interrelation 
of which has been examined in some detail with particular 
reference to the contribution he has made in furnishing data for 
the clarification and exemplification of various aspects of the 
theory in succeeding schoils and notably in Anandavardhana's 
school of dhvani.
As far as the literary evidence permits we have found it 
possible to deduce the purpose and function of k&vya as it
appears to Kalidasa which is diametrically opposite to the 
conception of Asvaghopa,which is essentially didactic,and is only 
partially accepted by Bhavabhdti.The comparative study of the 
two outstanding dramatists of the classical period of Sanskrit 
literature and certainii data from the mature works,as for example 
the Meghaddta and the VikramorvasIya,have also enabled us to 
arrive at plausible views on the personality and character of 
KalidSsa.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The translation of the jSakunt^leT into English by 
Sir William Jones,in 1789,and the publication of the fitur^gihar^ 
in the original text,three years Ister,by him,is significant for 
the early recognition given to Sanskrit drama .and poetry, as much 
as to the philoso hical and religious literature of Sanskrit, a.s 
an Integral part of Indian thought. The ^akuntale appeared so xmxs 
irnportr t a drama in Western eyes that a direct translation iibto 
German stimulated interest in Indian literature,in general,and 
Sanskrit poetry and drama,in articular.It is no doubt a cle-r 
indication of the appealing power of Kalidasa’s dramatic art,that, 
so soon after its discovery by the West,Western critics found 
that it compared very favourably,in many respects,with the 
products of European dramatists. Besides,he was not only the most 
outstanding literary figure in oanskrit literature,in the 
reckoning of ali oanskrit literary critics but had also combined 
in himself the functions of poet and dramatist,which was perhaps | 
another important reason why his works received the deserved 
attention of these scholars.
All these factors have combined to give us the largest 
collection of writings dealing with the times,life and the works • 
of any Sanskrit poet or dramatist that it may appear hardly worth­
while to examine the works .further.But a survey of the available 
critical literature points to a lamentable deficiency inasmuchas
2there is no thoraugh-going analysis of the art and technique 
of Kslidaso from the purely'literary angle. Before we set forth
,'v ‘ '? ” ' *V. * "1•
the lines on which we propose to study the works we may make a 
few remarks on the nature of the present writings inquiring into 
the aspects ignored in their treatments and much more important 
than this,showing where the starting point for a more detailed 
and intensive examination of the literary art of Kalidasa can be 
found.
Indologists seriously confronted with the problem of
building up a working chronology for the different systems of
1. •
' • ' ' ' 1
Indian philosophy found the task of tracing the evolution of 
Sanskrit kavya from poet to poet,naxisxxxkxgfixxgx on the literary 
evidence,alone, no less baffling.Although in the case of the 
former it was possible to arrive at a relative chronology on the 
basis of the development of thought in various schools,histori­
cally ,classical Sanskrit literature admitted of no easy chrono- 
logicaljstratification. Therfore,as was to be expected, practically 
all the students of literature becan to piece together the shreds 
of quasi-historical,traditional and even legendary accounts spun 
round the classical writers in order to get at the historical 
kernel thus hampering the growth of any serious sense of literary 
appreciation.So is it in the case of Kalidasa round whom so much 
myth and legend has groan. Consequently,ve notice that historians 
of Sanskrit literature began to grapple with the problem of his
date without paying much attention to his literary art that
deserved to be studied more carefully for the solution of swch
problems* Even those vho made special studies of the works \ere ,
lured into repeating the hackneyed arguments advanced for settling
inquiry
his period before commencing their into the literary merits of the
A
poems and plays. The total effect of nil these was to pose 
important roblems connected with the times.and social background 
of Kalidasa irrespective of the bearing the Examination of the 
works from the literary angle,in itself, and by comparison with 
the contribution of other poets would have in solving some of the 
problems raised.
We cannot,however,belittle the contribution of
1
Hillebrandt, who in spite of the then known approach to the subjeci 
attempted for the first time to assess the works for their literary 
worth and contribute a critical appreciation.The fact that he '"as 
presenting the W m  works of the ooet to his own people obviously 
rendered the irelusion of e summary of their contents nece. r; , 
so. that we find onl3r a third of the volume devoted to the most, 
important aspect of the study.lut within that brief compass he 
nbt only throws into relief the conspicuous features of thej^petry 
out shows the pai^fellelisms with the trends of German poetry and 
the divergences therefrom.
I
Among the historians of Sanskrit literature we must
l.Hillebrandt-Kalidasa.
ref er, specially, to Macdonell ,who is,in/imir opinion, the first to
make the bold suggestion that 0 The question of his(Kalidasa1s)
age is not likely to be definitely solved till the language,the
§tyle_ and the poetical technique of each of his works has been
minutely investigated in compaif^on with datable epigraphies 1
documents as veil as vith the rules given by the oldest Sanskrit
2
treatises on noetics.11 This suggestion gid not go unheeded and 
was presumably one of the reasons which encouraged Hari Chand 
Sastri to seek to establish the historical relationship between 
Kalidasa and the recognised authors of the manuals of poetocs.
He has collected all the citations from K8lidasafs T,orks occuring 
in the manuals with a view to fixing the terminus a. quo and 
terminus ad quem of the poet’s peri ad.He has then undertaken a 
study of the various recensions of the works noting the variant 
readings with the minutest care,but neglects the more urgent task 
of interpreting the data collected from the manuals for a critical 
study of the poetry in the light of the theory or theories of 
poetics,where the writers seem to seek for exemplification of 
their propositions from the usages of Kalidasa-The dat^ collect'a 
by £astri is extremely valuable and forms with similar evidence 
from the manuals an important basis for our investigation,parti­
cularly, in the latter part "-herejwe take u< the question of the
2.History of Sanskrit i»iterr.ture.p.
3• Hari Chand Sastri-Kalidasa et l'art poetique d^ns li*lnde.
influence of the theory on the poet and his poetry on the formu­
lation of the theory, in making this an ro^ch to study the poetry 
more closely from a new angle we cannot but quote from the prefa-
L
tory remarks to’ biwekar's study of rhetorical figures in Sanskrit 
literature.
11 Parmi tous les sujets d 1 etudes sanskrites,le Kavyalapkara
ou la science des ornements poetiques,est celui qui a le moins
attire' les savants europeens.On a beaucoup etudie' les textes k k x x
veaique aji point de vue de la linguistique comparee.De riombreaux
savants se sont accupes des doctrines philosophinues,des religions
indiennes,de l fhistoire ge'nerale de la litterature de l ’Inde, de
son theatre, etc etc . ,mais eu ont e’tudie les grands no ernes
4
Sanskrits connus sous le nora de kavya."
5
In tracing the evolution of the 'stylistic ornaments’ 
consequent to these observations,Diwekar discusses their growth 
in historical perspective from their simple structure in the t^vedj 
to the developed forms of Kalidasa and Bharavi and illustrates, 
at random,from Kalidasa's works,the variety and freshness the 
poet imparts to imagery by improving on the techniques of his 
predecessors. We cannot,therefore,ignore the role imagery has 
played in the develo merit of Sanskrit kavyr which was as much
r;— --------------------------------------------------------------- ---~~—
4. See Prefa.ce to his ”l.es Fleurs de Hhe’torique dans l ’Inde.”
5. Ibid.,specially Chap.VII.
6enriched by its judicious wse as it was dicredited by its abuse 
in purely ‘decorative1 specimens of compostition of later times.
We hope to examine the imagistic content of the works in greater 
detail and after assembling and classifying the most common and 
important image patterns elucidate the principles that underlie 
the main types as well as the sub-types.Our analysis will commence 
with the simile,which forms the most popular image as early as 
the Vedic period and is so commonly used by the poet.It is on the 
basis of similitude that we shall rearrange the diverse images 
known to later theory and consequently scrutinise the remaining 
image-forms of the works as sub-types drawn from the simile.The 
varying patterns of similes occuring in Kalidasa*s works will be 
studied against the background of the theory,then in its 
formative stage,and in relation to the philosohico-religious 
thought which seems to have exercised a powerful influence in 
the shaping of his image processes.lt will be necessary,also,to 
see how far the content of his imagery is conditioned by the 
requirements of the rasa theory,which was primarily applied to 
the evaluation of dramatic poetry and later extended to poetry, 
in general.This will entail an investigation into the rasas 
permeating his poetry with particular reference to the validity 
of the principle of dhvani(which originated later and is closely 
associated with the idea of rasa) as appli'ed in the evaluation 
of his poetry by the earliest systematiser of the dhvani theory,
7Anandavardhana.A comparison and contrast of K51id5sa*s imagery
6
and +1 © rasas with those of BhavabhQti,who is the most outstanding
dramatist of later times to have been influenced by the former,
will also be attempted.Amomg other problems of a kindred nature,
the way in which the poet’s conception of love,the dominating
theme of his writings,is set in the framework of religious and
mythological narrative will be examined.We may proceed a step
further to the interesting study of the unconventional nature of
his poetical technique that enables him to set the most erotic
scenes within the deeply religious background of his narratives.
The nature and scope of the pre^Kalid&san literature on erotics
may perhaps require our attention in estimating the extent to
which these writings have influenced him.In the course of our
literary estimate we shall study metrical variations and the
balance and rhythm associated with them in relation to the
musical qualities and emotive power of language.Thus,in brief,to
use two technical terms employed in modern literary criticism,
the ’Form and Content‘-the elements or. ingredients of poetry,
including ‘Thought,Imagery and Emotion* on the one hand and
‘Sounds of words,their Rhythm and the Verse forms* into wThich
7
they can be arranged will constitute the essential
6.For an analysis of the rasas of Bhavabhflti*s dramas see 
L.Kretszchmar-BhavabhQTi,der Dichter des ‘Dhexma*.
7 .Gurrey-The Appreciation of Poetry.p.20
8 *
criteria in ©ur assessment of the literature.
On the basis of the development of thought .and maturity of 
technique and style emerging from the analysis of the poems 
(internal evidence) and the examination of the citations on the
works from the poetical manuals(external evidence) re shalx •
;
attempt a/i chronological arrange rant of the vorks.
The manner in which the images are patterned and the 
nature of the rasas evoked,which rill be emphasised in ©ur inquiry* 
therefore,brings into focus the tto main - principles at work in
*. • ' ” - 'g  J- ' «g V  ■ • W - f / j  , . ' . t v '  " ' " ' ‘  ' j ' I d -  :
Indian poetical theory,rhose influence on Kalidasa as *.rell as nir
art and technique on its subseouent developments is one of the
most import-rt aspects that rill be treated^finally for it en- dies
/  /
us to understand the r-ture of the : ' id• ^etreen tne rneoryjj
end ’practice(poetry ana "drama) not rithouljvalue for a proper 
estimation of the poet’s place in the general evolution of 
Sanskrit k&vya.
The deductions and inferences rhich Te vill be permitted
I
to dra from this at .<y rill be usee ,as far as the d^tr are
? ' ' j
adehuete end suustantial,for strengthening the arguments ut
. ms » *v * * —■ . v'j
forward, for determining the date of the poet and for constructing
a geperal oieture of Kalidasa fs temperament,personality and
* - 4
8
character as a poet.
8.In defence of our method we may refer to the study of the life 
character and tastes of Shakespeare on the basis of his inmgery ^  
in C.F. Spurgeon-Shake spear e?s Imagery end what it tells us.
CHAPTER II 9
KfLII) ASA'S ILAGrERY
The Sanskrit term1alapkara1 those literal meaning is
'that which adorns1 or 'ornament1 has acquired several r - ' f a
as
other connotations.sholesticism progressed end,especialLy,vhen it 
came to denote loosely the entire theory of poetics(rl~ikara- 
b p strr ) which had absorbed in its course such concepts as'rasa1 
and 'dhvani) both of which ran counter to the original literary 
significance of 'embellishment' and furnished more critical canons 
©f literary evaluation.Apart from the effeteness of the term,
therefore,in its applicability to the critical phases of specula-*
-1
tion in the theory the descriptive title,'alapker- a used for 
the poetical categories covers only one of the functions of ; 
imagery.This is the decorative function of the image which has 
been exploited so much in classical poetry but which by no means 
constitutes the sole function of />/ imagery prevailing in the 
outstanding works of the period.It may be said in passing that
. j
the emphasis laid on this aspect of imagery in its very desig­
nation ,although the poetry we shall no\ study points to other 
important aspects of the image as w7ell,cen reasonably account for 
the general apathy shown to the study of poetic imagery among 
Western critics.
Before we set forth the diverse image patterns that 
testify to the poet's consciousness ©f the many-sided function 
of imagery we may trace the points of contact between the
10
shoeing
lyrical and speculative poetry of the jfeveda xkxKhx'XXXxifeiyxxhxxx
•the passible lines an which poetical symbolism evolved, r< symbolist
which is the raw material of Kalidasa as/will as the early
classical poets* . , .
important
Practically all the developments of thought in Indian
■* r* ■’ ■
philosophy and religion of later times have been,traced back to 
the basic^ ideas of the pgveda.This is no less true of Indian 
peetry-.We may, therefore, examine the ideas and reflections 
contained in the earlier nature poetry of the ftgveda on the one 
hand and the philosophico-poetical discussions of the later
;t;vedic and Brahmanic texts on the other ibotine hcv the conceptior
.
of similarity in ppetic imagery and the idea of the relationship 
(bandhuta) involved in the1 correspondence1 blstabjfcished bet. een
in
nature(the macrocosm) ^nd Man (the microcosm) speculative poetry 
supplement each other. We must ,however, avoid the apparent chrono­
logical error of trying to see in the 1 correspondence1 theory, 
which was fully developed only in the late Rgvedic period,the 
origin of the idea, of similarity kxixExxxxxturRXxntfeMim that is 
xxxxx anterior to it and makes its ap,,earence in the beginnings 
of /edic poetry.The conception of correspondence between the 
constituent elements of the macrocosm and the counterparts of the 
microcosm.although outlined for the first time in Rgveda X.90*,- 
in a section considered late- is as old a.s the earliest Vedic 
poetry, here it appears to germinate.lt is this germinal idea ?f
11
the later philosophical theory that is rise embodied in the 
simile,in Vedic poetry,whodh as. nines more or les. the r- e 
correspondence between objects,ho ever disparate,by establishing 
a relationship of some bind.Thus ' hen the Vedic -poets were 
enraptured 'by the beautiful sights of nature and expressed their 
feelings and emotions often anthropomorphising’the movements of 
sun, and stars,rind and rain etc,, th§' had begun to m-ke 
comparisons between inanimate nature and animate man. ‘ : ; r :t
felt that maai was nature inj/i miniature and, eou°lly,nrtore a 
magnified expression of man,related mutually by their constituent 
parts,they could not have endowed nature rith the activities and 
movements associated vith human beings.The lyrical dercrii tions 
of these religious works lost their original poetical v^lue as 
the philosophical and speculative tendencies of the thinkers 
superseded the poetical and fanciful,but the repeated use of 
nature images helped in shaping e poetical symbolism whose 
development ^e shall no1 study.
Growth of Poetical Symbolism.
In doing so -nether feature of the bandhuta theory 
may be noted as having determined the premises underlying the 
formulation of what care colled,literally, ‘poetical conventions* 
which we render as 'poetical symbolism*.
It is said that at the immolation of the primaeval 
Man (Purup?) the sun was born from his eye,wind from his'breath
12
the sky from his head,the earth from his feet etc't,.. In the
Upenisads this develops into the early form of the transmigration
theory stating that the component parts of a m a n ’s body mentioned
here find their appropriate resting places in the sun,"pin ,sky,
2
earth etc*,at death. Whatever the philosophical import of these 
statements many of these identifications have been very veil 
adapted and absorbed into the mythological imagery vhich threads 
the earlier religious poetry with the classical in its poetical 
and imageic content.In addition to this direct connexion we find 
a more indirect relation shoving the way in vhich the things 
chosen to symbolise various qualities in classical imagery are
\ ' ' ' •v '. -V » ; * a f J'* >. V , ,* 'T' y 'y* . t»' ’ *“ *  ^ '
associated, with the phenomena referred to in the bandhuta theory.
-
To take some of the commonest conventional symbols- the 
moon and the lotus are,according te classical poetry,symbolic of 
the gracefulness and beauty associated rith a. feminine figure 
v.hile the sun symbolises the prowess and glory of heroes and men 
of majestic appearance.irrom the tendency manifest in the early 
hypothesis ©f pairing objects and fixing definite external 
phenomena as counterparts of man’s sense organs ^nd limbs the 
more poetically-minded may very well have drawn out the dualities 
like beauty and radiance common to both/ terms of the comparison j  
(moon and feminine face) or majesty and authority,in the care of ,
l.See ajvefia.X.90.13-14.
2. ” By.Up. III.2.13. & Ch.Up. /I#8.6.
■13
the sun im^c e,and converted them into symbols evocative of such 
eujecjss.lt may therefore be assumed that the symbolising process
mm
res one of the early stages of poetical activity on 'hose symbols
 ^* iux? J * " M
rhetoricians set forth such an emphasis that in the hands of infest 
rior poets their introduction became the end of poetry and not a 
means for unfolding the narrative#
The symbolism that came into vogue could net thrive on 
philosophical soil and so it had to seek a secular medium which is 
perhaps none other than the formative period of Slassical Sanskrit 
literature.The earliest extant literary work which has adapted 
the conventi n a l  symbeiisjn into its framework is the Hamayan-, 
which is also the fipst specimen of poetry,at least,in some parts,
to show that a poem had other ends than didactic in stirring
mm befcan t© write 
emotion.When Kalidas^ KB&k/fotx&xiKKxxKKKK symbolic imagery had
been accepted and laid down in a wide ran >;e although stylistic
and technical improvements with regard to its employniBnt r^ere
lacking in the RamSyane which pursued a strictly poetical purpose
in certain sections.
Sy mb o 1 i c I mag e ry
Between Valmlki and Kalidasa Asvaghopa intervened and
*  *  • M g P  ^  . <■ . ' '*• « T  k .  _ V *  ' m .  g . i f .  I f i  | T  i  ... ' v  ' . j p  V  "'*■ -.t~. - [; ■ •”  V t j
the decided didactic motive of his poetry retarded the growth ©f 
poetic symbolism to any developed form such as we get in Kalidas4? 
patterns.A striking feature of Kalidasa's technioue is his manner
■' , ' ' ■ '• • . . • '-A
®f employing the symbols,which had tended to become somewhat stale
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to impart a freshness of tone to the description.Take,for instance, 
the lines which sum up vividly the features that g© to make 
Parvatl beautiful.
Sarvopamadravya samucc ayena ya t h r a d e  s agi vinives'it en o 
3a nirraita vis'vaspja prayatnad ekasthaseundery?didpkgayeva.
Kum.1.49.
Here he makes bold to transcend poetical convention in 
concluding,logically,that if Parvatl*s beauty and symmetry of form 
is symbolically associated with the various objects used in 
comparison these symbolic ingredients themselves can be taken as 
contributing to the formation of the ideal pattern of the feminine 
figure.Noteworthy also is his use of words and their harmonious 
arrangement,which is characteristic of his style right through, 
intended t© echo the sense cf order and harmony that he tries t ) 
see in all aspects of nature.
If we select some more examples from his works where the 
symbols are woven into his descriptions of- feminine beauty,which 
constitute/ the chief source ©f his imagery,T"e find him bringing 
out the sensuous qualities ©f the portrayal for evoking the 
appropriate emotiens by improving ©n the simpler patterns ©f his
predecessors and maintaining .the same elegance and sug. estivity
- ■ ' - • !
©£ language we observed in the. previous verse.
Asyafr sargavidhau prajapati-r abhHc candr© nu k rntapi*aohaji
' . "■ • ' • ; ' . • ■ 4
"
3phgara.ikaras-’li svryibjji nu madan© mas© nu pug-oakareb
■
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VednbhyasajafiLsfc katha# nu vi^ayavyavpttrkeMtilhalo 
birmatugi prabhrven raanohrram idajp rttpnm purapo raunih* /ik.1.8. 
The above descri rticn,as. the cne prcvi us to it,illur- 
trates how the mythological concexDtion of earlier poets who held 
that a divine architect fashioned the 7 ©rid transforms itself to 
a poetical image setting forth the creation of a f rn full of
passionate associations..The incompatibility of the professed
religious preoccupations of the Creator with the present sensitivitj 
for sensuouvjf ctivity is cynically hinted at and in this inconverti­
bility he makes the symbols of loveliness and passion represented te- 
by moon,Kama and spring: perform that creative function more 
effectively.
The intimate relati nship between nature and humanity
established in early lyrical imagery finds expression in various
a p.'C;'. fpt • a- , . ••
wayr in Kalidasa *s symbolism.In describing the w rter-sports °f the
/- ' * .. " 
harem-bea.uties he elevates the emotional tone of the narrative by
i
coupling eddies xxtkxxxx&lx ©f the water with the deep navels 'f 
women,wavelets with eyebrows and breasts with svanb.(Rgh.XvI.65.)
Abstract qualities are associated with specific colours- 
a tendency universally observed in poetry and is the attempt to 
simplify the abstract and represent it concretely.Thus fameyin
Sanskrit poetry, is always conceived in terms of something, v.i*fcte
* -, f :1
and radiant.Kalidasa embroiders this idea into the more figurative
5. 3e Hv.X.
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descripti n of the king 1s fame when he deduces its presence from 
the whiteness of swans,stars and white lotuses symbolically 
reflective of f ame. (Rgh .IV.If . j
These illustrations which may be taken to be typical 
of symbolic imagery used in the narrative bring to the surface 
two important aspects of his image-making,in general,firstly,the 
reflection of the beautiful features of nature in setting forth
.. <:'r •' .
the gracefulness ef the feminine figure and,secondly,the descrip­
tion of lyrical scenery in terms ef feminine beauty.In ur^ce ring'
-
to study the former aspect of symbolic Imagery we may well remind
ourselves of a definition of simile by ray ©f contra stint the
method adopted by the poet from that which is ordinarily fell-owed,
In the simile and analogy11' e have a. phenomenon, of
one plane likened to a phenomenon on another,which mental
operation,moreever endows the former pheirnirncn with a- hitherto
uncinc verer me-ni; un< ’ ict< I • 11:y. f,jl The geperal !
‘
of comparison,therefore,is to equate human feelings and ^ctions 
with the corresponding movements and behaviour in the world 
external t© man i.e.nature,more often attaching primary impor­
tance to the human duality that comes in for comparison, resides
. a ’ •
following; this method in imagery Kslici~sr i** extmas/ its appli-
c* ti n to c to discover human feelings and emotions.in n-turdfc'
. . . . . . .  •*>,
ways,-a tendency clearly foreshadowed in vedic lyrical poetry-
4.Se Colin McAlpin-HBRMAIA,A Study in Comparative Aesthetics.
p.127.
 _
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which stands, out therefore as the major term of the simile.By
thus animating nature he achieves a. dramatic effect and in the . 
following lines the symbolism is significantly adapted to convey 
the pathetic feelings ef the speaker.
Punar grahltuji niyamasthaya taya dveye'pi nikgepa iv-rpita^i
dvayagi
Leta/su tanvlgu vilasa.cegjit--gi vilolsdrfcfcagi harinnriganasu
ca. Kum.V113.
And the lamenting Pururavns finds in the movements ©f birds,
beasts and creepers the lasting charms of Urvas^i1s beauty left
behind as symbols reminding him ©f her during her absence.
Kalam rnyabhpta.su bhasitagi kalahagislgu madalasa?i gataga
Ppgatigu viloluyi ikpitsm# pavandhStalstssu vibhramrfc
.
Triuivotsukayapy avekgys magi nihitafc satyam ami gup as tvaya
............. Hgh.VIII.59-60.
a ■: 'p. -. ; .-'a, ' '*?.-<<
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In the lines below ve h^ve the same symbolism repeetec but 
in the context of despair and frustration the expression th^t none
©f the external resemblances can recall the human form endows the
image with the ability to evoke a series of person- 1 associations
enshrined in the hero’s memeory.
Hfintoikasmin kvscid rani no tc c^pgii
5.See ;ltu.III.17 g 16 for a similar image pattern not sc mature
oyam"sv aAga# .cakitahariplprek^ape &£g£i;pat< g
Vaktra.cchajragi s'asini slkhinagi b^rhabharegu ke ^n
Utpasyami p±r t-nuga na.dlvlcigu bhrttvilasan
1 6
Kalidasa ases n©t use symbolic imagery merely for its
decorative value but considers the context end the desired emotion
✓
' - i " - ' " ' - •
that would necessitate^ it^ being inlaid as an intrinsic element 
in the stery.Brought up amidst the domesticated animals of the 
penance grove,Sakuntala appears to have been taught to cast side­
long g l a n e e ^ y  dee r,who, therefore,do not deserve to be the target 
©f thejfkA&g&s/ arrors-this expression of sympathy graphically 
suggests the symbolic relati'nship existing between deerfs eyes 
and feminine eyes and is fitted,therefore,to further the pitiful 
significance of the king’s statements. (£n!k.II.3 )We may ncte/one 
more variation of this same image pattern where the major and 
minor terms of the comparison xtxnd are of enual significance ^nd
stand as symbols of each other.The underlying sense ©f conjecture
makes for its appeal in the mutual exchangetef feminine looks and
-
deer’s gaze in the following lines.
Pravatnnllotpalanirvisesam adhlraviprek^itarn ayat”ksyeji 
Taya gphj-ta# nu rapgahganrbhyas tato gphltryi nu mygatfganabhifci
Kura.1.46.
The same idea is somewhat varied in descriuing PRrvatl’s gait 
in terms ©f the movement of flamingoes where each is said to teach 
to the other one’s ©to specialised movements by way of perfecting
j I
each ©theirs manner ©f motion.Thus P~rvatl imitates the graceful j 
movement ©f the sv;ans who in return try t© c^tch the rhythm of her 
anklet sounds.(Kum.I.34•)
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We have discussed several of the important processes of 
symbolic imagery,embodying as they do so much ©f the symbolism of 
early classical tradition and hence shoring the continuity ©f 
thought.But their importance lies more in the indications that 
they contain of the trends of practically all the remaining 
image patterns we shall/ study later in this cheppter.Although 
there is no definite evidence kxfck,internally,as veil ~s,exter­
nally , as to the nature of the poet's influence on early theorists 
on imagery like Dap £in and Bhamaha it is possible to see some 
connexion between the variations introduced by Kalidasa in the 
simile,a here,and the many changes ©f form and meaning ©n the 
basis of which the poetical categories have been subdivided by 
the two rhetoricians,who cannot have entirely ignored his usages 
in this direction,if they wrote later,as is generally assumed.
While tracing the connexions between the concept of simili-
tude in tfedic poetry and the germinal idea of the b°ndhutr"theory
xxxxxxxixxtxxg originating,therein,in the early part cf this
chapter,we referred to the anthropomorphism of nature as the
motivating; factor of those conceptiins.There 'ere clear tr* ces of
this tendency in symbolic imagery,to®,-nd it is this aspect of
classical poetry,which farms the most outstanding feature of
Kalidasa's imagery,that we shall no” examine.
Imagery where nature is animated
The £tusagih"ra,vhich may,on th comparatively simple diction
v ^ . ^ r r N -  ; . M # s  S £ v t  b r d  4 ^ ' ^ '  v *  y i p  ►’ g . • «;'■ ■' i }  y g g f ? * » o
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.^nd lesc developed imag ery,be considered the earliest work of 
KSlidSsa is proof ef his intense appreciation of nature, which has 
determined the entire trend of his poetry and drama.le his there 
handled end experimented with a variety ef images ef which the ,
’ *  -  • . * * ■ '  /  '' *  . ' }■ " \  3?  *  ’ *’ * ' ■  ' g  - • '-‘.i -  0 *.*. . ' * - ' V  ■ _ '
commonest is the feminine figure for describing natural scenery, 
both for the perfection of beauty it embot ies, according to Indian 
canons ©f aesthetics nd for its capacity to evoke sensuous 
emotions.
Many of the images for describing the seasons h-ve a
m rked passionate flavour.The comparison ef a season,at its event
to a coy damsel in the net/ly redded state is the image in its
simplest farm reflecting the youthful style of a poet in contrast
to the mature diction of the lyrical imagery of the iieghadQtg*
xhxskxKXKixHxtixxiyxixxKXXx Formative as the imagery of this stage
is,it il characterised by a judicious ch: ice of words sue epithets
underlining the delicate toning of the picture and evoking in
ample measure the sensuous associations of meaning.
The night iso thus portrayed with sustained metaphors
within the simile.
Tafaga^apravarabhugapam udvahantl
Megha v ar o dha ae r imukt a sa Marikav a.k t r a
Jyotsnaduktll am amalajji raj an I dadhana
n*.
Vpddhigi prsyaty *>nudina#i pramsdeva bala. ptu.1.4.
/ !
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In portraying night as a well-decked damsel he intends#/ to 
emphasise the incitement to passion accompanying its onset.By the * 
word pramada,the type of woman waxing in passion,he has conveyed 
the gradual deepening of the passionate fe-lings.
»•*
The sensitiveness for colour in natural scenery is a common 
characteristic of the imagery ©f the lyrical pasages.To take the 
simplest ©f its kind,an image of strong visual appeal presents to 
us the vernal season full of red kimduka flowers in the firm of 
a woman robed in red garments(ptu.Vl.19.) The ccleurful scene of 
blossoms renders the reference to the form of women in the images
suitable.thus the riotous mixture of flowers of autumn is viesed 
in terms of a fascinating lady attempting t© dis lny her attractIn 
apparel.(ptu.Ill•2 6 .)There is,however,no marked emotional signi­
ficance in these colour images as in the following lines fr©m a 
later work where the colour sensitivity is toned down and the 
emotional content is deepened.
Agre strlnakhapa Jala^i kurabakagi syamsyi dv^ y©r bhageyor 
Balasokam upo^iharagasubhaga^i bhedonmukhagi ti^fhati
Ifadbadahara.jatikapegrakn'pi^a cdte nav~ manjarl
H ' > • k a: ^
Mugdhatvasya c^ yauvatin^sya ca sakhe madhj^e madhusrljji sthit".
• • . ;h i •*
Vik.II.7
Here the flowers in all their variety studding the landscape
impart to the vernal season the signs of a woman approaching youth
■
- .j
the kurabak^-,her nail-marks; the asok^ bud, trie ruddy Olov ©f
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passion; the fresh mango sprout the signs of approaching maiden-
into
hood,the subordinate images fitting 1X3 the larger image*
It is by ascribing feminine feelings and movement that 
the poet generally conveys the furious onrush ©f rivers as well °s 
their gen tie, undulating flow. Thus in the verse belcT:,
Nipatayantyap pariteb tafadruman prrvyddhaveg^iti salilair
anirma.la.iti
Striyafc sudu^fa iva jatavibhrajnati pray anti nadyas tvaritop
payonidhigi.ptu.il .7 . 
the turbulent sweep of the river is reflected by the violent 
feelings of impetuousness and excitement ©f women,flurried and 
passionate,.
In contrast t© this picture of violence and haste 
we have the placid flow of the river capturing somewhat the 
languorous gait of heavy-hipped women.
Cancanmanojnasapharlrad’anakalapap paryantasagisthitasit”p£aja-
panktiharaii,
Nadyo v i dal epu 1 i n an t an i t amb ab i mb a mnndagi prayanti samadap
pramada ivadya. ptu.Ill.3 .
S. ' •>* v ‘ . J4 r‘
here the metaphors give special point to the compari­
son in which the halting motion of the river is specially copyeyed
. **■" ' ' kt •> *V, r'. . f. . ‘ -= v*, •"%; a/’*’-w
by the emphasis ©n sandbanks recalling the heavy hips of womeh.
Although he makes every effort to bring ©ut the 
sensuous appeal of the image he does not sacrifice precision in
v. ■
a
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in the pracess.Comparing: the delicate m- llikr creeper to a damsel 
e
he selcts the respective portions-honey,srrouts and blossoms thatA
would correspond to the appropriate feminine attributes of
fragrance,red lips and radiant smiles,while allowingjthe metaphors
t© convey  ^ double meaning in their interpretation, 
a
An ad ay n madhugandhasanathaye kisalayadharnsaspgatay? m^n'ah
Kusumasa$ibhptaya navamallika smitaruc" tarucaruvilasinl.
Rgh.IX.42".
in the blossoming jasmine set againdt the background of red 
asoka fixxxrx he sees,with an eye for colour,the rosy radiance of 
feminine smiles.(ptu.Ill.18.)
But it is not only as a lover ©f naturi&s external aspect- 
colour, appear ence etc.,-we have s® far selected in the poetry that 
Kalidasa imparts a liveliness t® the lyrical narrative;His imagina4 
tion goes deeped iKtxxtkRXEXxmxuxtixiixMfxxxtutrxix probing into the
fj T ' •>
manifold processes of nature that are so cammen as- te pass g • ' ' ' t
unnoticed but have’a greater significance for the poet whs/
renders«them in imagery establishing relationships with human 
behaviour.
DivasakaramayQkhair bodhyamana^i prabhrte 
Varayuvatiraukhabhnjp pahka ja$i jpmbhhte 'dya 
Kumudara api gate$stagi llyate candrabimbe
Ha.sitam iva v^ahftnaQi profite^u priye^u. fitu.III.23.
Thus the opening of lotuses at daybreak and the closing of 
lilies at ev;entide are ’ oven int© a Trell-b-^lanced image of lover
end beloved.3Ln the lines quoted he makes the sun play the role 
#f a lover before Thom,his beloved,the lotus,unfolds herself while
the fading lily gives the obverse of the picture when it forgets
'
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her usual /smile at the mkm+mm disappearenc© ©f her lover,the moon- 
Imagery bringing out the romanticism of nature in human terras, 
Thich is typical of Kalidasa*s technioue has a fascinating appeal
•••
when the element of exaggeration is reduced to a minimum.V/e may 
take a rare specimen where the incongruity of the terms of 
comparison detracts from the effectiveness*
Pinastanorapsthalabhegasobham asruyn. tatpl^an&jatekhedafci
Tppagrala^ n ais tuhinaip patacl’uhir akrandatlvopasi ^Itakala.41
‘ .*^ 31
ptu.IV.7.
The comparison of tears to dev; is apt but the subordinate image
hangs loosely giving no convincing reason for the outburst.
1
If picturesqueness of the scenery is decidedly marked in 
the extracts examined so far paleness ij§ no less impressively 
depicted In the followinf lines There the poet is successful in 
evoking the feel of it in the repetition of soft assonant 
syllables.
Pakagi vrajantl himajatad’Itair adhuyafiiana katatagi marudbhip 
Priye priyaiigup priyaviprayuktf vipapputa# yati vilasinlva.
ptu.IV.10
Some of the ptusagihara images of this category have 
nothing very striking in them and obviously reflect his early
25
efforts t® e conventional modes• Thus in
Sitegu harmyegu nispsu yasitagi 
Sukhaprasuptani mukhani candrsjnafr
Vilokya nUna^p bhpssgi utsukad’ ciragi
hisakgaye yati hriyeva papduta$i tftu .1.9
the poetical fancy shades into a conceit when the moon is said t< 
recoil in shame owing, t® the superiority ®f Ikxxform of Yemen's 
faces,even in their slumbering postures.
But as his style and thought matures he ascribes to nature 
subtler feelings and deeper emotions,consequently,re-shaping 
his early image processes and using them to clarify/// the 
situations that arise in the drama. King Agnimitra amplifies the
remark of the VidGgekr, rh® refers*-/ to the excellence of the
women at their toilet with the luxuriant variety ©f flowers xxxxxx
As in ti . ,§pfing is desc: in the xxmx ra o f gj
feminine beauty,yet here not nly is the diction mere developed 
but the exaressian also is. mature in the ascription to the lady
vernal season,by pointing out haw the lady ©f spring humiliates
serving, as various means of adornment sndprSsing those of r^men.
Rakt”sokaruc” vise^it/gup” bimbadharalaktaksti
Alcrant” tilakakriys ca tilakair lagnac-vire
Sa,v ajneva mukhaprasadanavidhau srlr inr-' I . ill v. 111.5
(off spring-} a jealous intolerance of a like loveliness in vomen-
__
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kind.
in ition to th i©ds of image-shaping ©f ~:hich
the first /seeks hum<an attributes and movements in nature and the 
other,nature 1s superiority over humanity i;e have a third which is 
a further development from these tro traits and which is charec- 
teristic of the writings that appear to fall into his l°ter period 
o f .composition.Various natural phenomena have so much in cam :in .
i/'* •  . • • -  _ *  #
with feminine features that the latter is conceived as absorbed 
in the former so completely that their appearance tends to recall 
all the attributes ©f feminineness in certain contexts.
To quote two specimens-
Tanvi meghajjalardraps-llavataya dhantadhe.revasrubhiti 
SGnyevabharapaifr svakalavirehed visrantapu^podgama 
Cintemaunam ivasthitf madhulih~iji se.bdeir vina lak^yrte 
Cep£I meiji avadhQya padapatit*yi jatanutapeve sf. Vik.IV.38,
Tsj:e#gebhr1Ibhariga kpubhitavihagr srepirr s'nn~
Vika r pant I phenol vas^nam iva sa§iranibhadithil^m 
Yathaviddhatfi yati skhalitam abhisrpidh§,£a//$ b^hus© 
kadlbhaveneyp^i dhruvam asahana so paripets. Ibid.IV.28,
The complete identification of the separate features ©f the 
terms ©£ comparison could not have been better expressed.In the 
creeper image the absorption of the human form int© a creeper is 
intended to give mote point t® the sense of tragedy that overwhelms 
the king and is also conducive in evoking a feeling of resignation
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to his fate.The second verse containing the river image expres es 
more forcefully the degree of violence,despair and impetuousnesr 
attributable to the heroine and therefore sug estive of her 
transformation into a river.
It would appear that KalidS.sa is only concerned i ith the 
evocation of the passionate sentiment s the imagery so f r 
analysed leads us to believe.This hspect ©f image-making ha.s been 
treated at the beginning •because it is,^s we re.aa rked earlier, the 
dominating trend of his poetry.Conceptions of purity,serenity and 
solemnity are also at the basis of his *ppr©ximatians between 
nature and man.We may again quote from the works and examine their 
content.
Udaysgu^hadadenkamrrlcibhib tarnssi duram itafc pratisarite 
Alakasa^ayaiaanad iva locane har ti me barivahanadirimukhagi.
Vik.III.6 .
Tamrodarepu patitagi tarupallavepu 
hirdhaut^habaguJ.ikavi^adafla yad ambhab 
Abhati labdhaparabh^atayadharo^the
Lilnsmitagi sadesanarcir iva tvadlya^i Rgh.V.70.
proceeding from the basic idea of the’moon-face1 relationship 
he seizes upon the pun contained- in mukha,in the first verse,to 
widen the range of the image and sug^ est in the scene of the 
expansive Western sky rxQt&in^ rid of its enveloping darkness the 
same serenity and purity associated with the f ce of a maiden vhose
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obscuring tresses are combed.In the second he avails himself of 
the conventional symbolism to emphasise the immaculate beauty of 
dev-drops resting on sprouts of lotuses recalled by the si. Jit of a 
beautiful f-ce adorned with a smile.
And in
MendarantaritamQrtina nida lakgyate sad’abhpta satatoka 
Tvaflfl may a p r i y asakh I s amag at a drogyateva v-canani pppfhats’p.
Kum.VIII.59.
XKrsHKXXRtikn^xircxkbiiXxxkjc the serene setting ©f the sky suggests 
t© the lover the moon eavesdropping behind Mandara.
Departing fr©m images in which women and their gestures 
and feelings are recalled in the observation/ ©f nature’s beha­
viour we find the poet’s observations equally marked by an intirrr bg 
understanding of nature and as delicately nuanced.As a striking 
example the following lines may be considered.
RuddhaEirgamanayi adinak^ayat pGrvrdpffstpnu cr^ndrikesijiitpQi 
Etad udgireti candramap$alajfi dig rahasyam iva r“trip©dit~5i
Kum.VIII.6 0 .
*  w  •
The scene unfolds itself smoothly.The laughter ©f mo$n-
light slightly visible at dusk is fancifully conceived as e
■
' * • * '» , : . ■.
release //of the me^n from night’s clutches.This fancy then shades
♦ ' * •*. - . • *■->
• •  -  *  v4 * * '  *. ^  , * •  .  ‘ • *  .. u  • '  ; j |
into the ©ther complementary portion ©f the image where the moqn 
piercing through the darkness of the nig;ht suggests in its illumi­
ne ting aspect the idea of e secret being revealed.
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The close connexion between bees/ and flowers,particularly,
v * '  *" / - p  ,'A g  j  V -  /  . v j .  • - *  f  -  ■ • - { .  ' V  .-. ' . -X
the lotus,has been so well symbolised in Sanskrit poetry that 
Kalicirsr hr s recourse to some aspect of it sr other in the lyrical 
descriptions.The bee’s entry into the lotus bud at dusk and its k x : 
exit at da n has be n conceived as "'ill ct of friendship similar t 
the granting ©f shelter t© a guest though pressed far space.The 
didactic and gnomic character ©f the imagery may be n>ted here,
.be
and it will discussed later as the distinctive feature of some
A
image patterns deriving from the simile.
The lily blooming in the ra©anlight is as figuratively
'  ' ■ , a  _ £ ? ?  - ^
drawn.Satiated with its fill of lunar radiance which it has drunk 
the lily appears t© brer-k ©pen from the stem with a noise as the
t ’ '  ^- T • ' -V'> “1* * v. 4 Y ■*’ * £ :■ V •* r *- *•.£’>* * *. -V
humming bee emerges from y ithin.(Kum.VIII,70.)
In his imagery the Thole forest,with its trees,creepers 
and flowers comes to life as if it were sharing in the ernoti n^l
activities of m e n . T h u i n  the ptuswjihara^ the pleasant sit nt of t‘ t
.
*; Pc x. \ .v • •' -•pg '■ ». • - %. ■ p. i-.f, V* ■ -3^ • * pr "Va .
scorched fo£e£t/feffesEed by sh®' ers of r ain is picturec as n
~'y" * - r A f  g V
renewal of the joy and gaiety of life>contentment -manifest in the
blossoming, of flowers,laughter in the opening of buds and even
dancing in the motion of t * igs swaying in the breeze. (ptu .II. 23}
In the Raghuvagr^a he improves ®n the iraegeic content of these
lines attributing dramatic gestures t© the £oun^ sahakara pi-nt
rhich is imagined as a maiden and hence enables him to speak of
the leaves ^s imitating the mimetic movements of the hands(Rgh.IX.
33)
7 .Kum.VIII.39•
„ w. • ,v.*• ■. ,vfv a : ./ a xfs- •- ''T’Wps
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This pattern may be seen developing further when the noet -dcr t 
these rhythmic movements the humming of bees and the result is a 
musical tune accompanied, by the movements for keeping time.
Srut i sukh a bhramarasv an eglt ay ah ku surnako ms1 a d a n t • ru c o babhuh
.
UJJavanantslatsb pavanahataib kisalyyaifc sal.ayair iva paniohift
Rgh.IX.35.
Creepers net inly express the joyous aspect of life but the 
sorrowful as well.They shed tears when they' drop old leaves,at 
the departure of Sakuntala (owe.IV.12.) Or; the creeper eloquent 
in xxjctx its silence bends its foliage indicating to the sorrowing 
Rama the path t-ken by SIta.(Rgh.XIII.24.)
Sometimes Kalidasa is influenced by the tendecy to submit 
to the decorative requirements of the image and it is nowhere so
clearly evident as in certain epic narratives.In the following
a
lines which are from/ purely decorative description savouring 
strongly of the panegyrical style of an earlier period,this bare 
function of the image is more th^n exemplified.
4  i*.
Vrntac chl-ataft harati pugnrgi anokahwnayi
SaJjispjyate sarasijair arupa^isubhinna.ih
,
Svabhavikam paragupena vibhrtavayuh
Saurebhyam ipsur iva te mukhamarut^sya. Rgh.V.70.
The image explicitly outlines the way in which the breeze acquires 
fragrance in various stages to vie with the king's breath which 
has nothing so excelling mentioned about it as to make the comp^ri-
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sen congruous.
.
Quite different is its evocative power when the contextual 
situation renders the image appropriate as for example ixx in the 
reference fci spring as a/ lover inquiring int® the pangs ©f love
xxxthxxkxngx and applying the soothing touch in the form of the 
bre. ze charged with the scent of the mango shoots,when the love- 
afflicted king finds spring favourably disposed towards him in 
spite of the excitement if passion.
Amattana^. £ravspasubhageib kdjitaib kokilanaga 
Sanukrosa^i man a si ja.ru jab sahyatayi ppcchateva 
Ange cutapr-savesurabhir dak^ipo marut© me 
oandraspars'ab karataXa iva vysppt© madhavena. irilv.III.4.
A series of verses in the Raghuvajpda descrlbes|the advent of 
summer where the raovemnts of plants and flowers together with the 
behaviour of animals are interwoven with the emotions ©f human 
beings,in a sustained pattern,following the same style and tech«i* 
nique we have discussed in the last part ©f this section.
How well the p©et can transmute int© a lively and colourful 
image even such a n ‘insignificant event as the particles of dust 
raJLsed by the horses hoofs resting on drenched backed garments 
can be observed in the vay he establishes a relation between 
nature in its animate aspect with the inanimate.
8 .See Rgh. XVI .'43-53 ♦
Turagakhurahatas tatha hi re^ur vifapavigaktajalardravalkale^u 
Patati paripatarupapraka&afr salabhasamuha, iva&ifams^clrumegu.Sak.1.29< 
In summing up this aspect ef Kalidasa1s imagery in illustration 
of which we have referred to the xxrxxrax important variations of 
pattern we may allude to a specimen characteristic of its trend 
of vivifying nature and discovering even ennobling qualities.The 
poet ascribes to the clouds the virtue of gratitude in extin-
v -  ■ . _  -* , v .  - g - p  t  S r , - ■ , : - . ‘■ V .  * .
guishing the forest fires of the mountain,which has borne them on 
its summits as a favour.
J al abha r an ami t an agi esrayofsmakam uccair 
Ay am iti jalasekais toyadas toyanamrat1 
Atispyaparugabhir grigm^vahneti sikhabMli 
Samupajanitatapagi hladayantlva vinahystfi? Rtu.II.27.
It is clear irom the content and thought of the tw© aspects of 
imagery dealt T.ith in the preceding sections that feminine beauty 
is the source of his imagery.This feature,undoubtedly,manifests
• . C|r>cA
itself from beginning to end in the poems and dramas is closely 
linked with the emotions he seeks to evoke in his writings.In the 
portrayal of women he reverses the terms of comparison using; 
nature images for the purpose in the same way as he dref on the
loveliness and grace of the feminine form for describing the scenes
of nature,In the next section the types of feminine beauty that, 
energe from the imagery shall occupy us.
_ i , 1  |, , , iM ■ n t —i ~ r ~  i ~ 1 —  - ■ — ■ i i— — — « ■ ■■ !■■■— - —  i
9 .Compare this verse with Iiegh.1 .17.where the same thought is 
conveyed in a diff*er<*nt ima°e nnd in ° developed form.
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Feminine Beauty reflected in Nature Images
'- S  ***• v‘ > - y*’< r  ■ ^  . / v- ? y-* p  - jr’ „ . .» fr* ■ v*.■ - \ • tvV. ’ j *.a '■ , . *r
The vivid description of the Himalaya and its environs, 
in the Kumrrascmbhavn,is followed by the portrayal of Parvatl1s
r ■ "" : ‘ \*K. g; >>g r * • . y_\ -
beauty,which the poet unfolds from feet t® hair in the charac-
-r ■ . y  . ' Xjp^  .p. tW  y4if* ^  "n ;r ‘ \t*‘ * .1 A t  -V’ • A. W A '  yl *rv
teristic kavya style. The imagery of th-t pa A o n  of the epic^is 
full of Conventional symbolism,which -e referred to earlier in 
discussing symbolic imagery, and a conspicuous feature therein 
is the ref rBBne to the c nstituent parts 0 1 her bo eg • r coniw°.rinf 
rith and sometimes surpassing the delicate aspects ®f Indian flora
and fauna.It is m-. ' by e r-re d Tioicy of taste both in the
-
choice sf - rensueus imagery end a rhythmic style best suite for*
-r ' . , J
the delineation 0 - h~t could easily be called his ideal pattern
of beauty and ' nich,by comparison,with similar accounts of womanly
# v *
beauty in other Sanskrit poets stands as - model that has been 
but poorly imitated by them.
The constituent parts ©f her body that piece that piece 
together tc make an ideal form are themselves conceived in terms 
of perfect models ®f their kind as in
' • "* *:V ■ g;\ * ' > .
/pttanupurve ca nr catidirghe janghe subhe ry^av^tas tadlye
• 1 1
Ses'ang anirmapavidhau vidhotur lav^pya utpndya ivasa yatnrh
Kum.1 .3 5 .
• f  ' .  • • • ..  ‘ . T  . t ;  ^ •. , * S  v *  >  . *  * •  .  -  '
#
It is not only a long narrative of this kind that he
• . L- » • • v. ' i f  f jH
'
uses t© sketch feminine t.beauty but a long verse is just as well
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adaptable for the task of compressing effectively the delineation 
of form from limb to limb.
Dlrghskgajp daradinduknnti vadana# bahn natav aips'ayob 
Sa^pkgiptagi nibiglonnatastanam urafr parsve pramppje iva 
Madhyafr pepimi to nitambi j a g h m  s.gi padav aralangull 
Chand® nsrtsyitur yathaiva man as r ft j£Lip£rm tathasyfi vppuii
Mlv.11.3.
the last line which says "that her body has been turned out in 
accordance with the vlsh ®f the dancing tut©rucontains rn important 
clue to the pattern- of feminine figure the p©et intends to depict.
The danseuse,Maiavika,thus set forth,^nsvers to the requirements 
of suppleness,gracefulness and poise of figure indispensable for 
dancing and vividly suggested in the murals,sculptures and 
paintings of women in Indian art.It hr been pointed out by Masson-
11
Oursel,Grabarska and Stern that there are obvious similarities 
 — ,
1 1 ."the importance of painting and its connection with poetry °nd 
drama are also proved by the constant mention of it by poets and
playwrights........
Sanskrit poetry incessantly returns to describing women and 
that description can be applied to the female figures at Ajant” .
..........The ideal of loveliness corresponds,in rather e>:‘-g crated
and perhaps late form, to that of the Aj ants' paintings.........
The union of pliancy and balance which we have found to be 
characteristic of the music of India and its language,its drama 
and its plan tic composition, we find here again, in the:, feminine
jjA .*.£*' • %. * ■* -
figures and their movements,in which elasticity,suppleness and 
lassitude are combined with harmony. Ancient India.pp.394-5 •
between the description ©f women in Sanskrit drama and poetry 
end the sketches of their features in frescees end paintings.
We will have to refer to the importance of paintings -nd portraits 
in the dramatic technique of Kalidasa end BhaV8.bhHti when re 
analyse the works of these dramatists and compare them in the 
chapters to follow.As Kalidasa is believed to be broadly contem­
porary with the Ajanta artists,who dpicted feminine figures ©n 
frescoes,we/ are,as in the cr.se of the chronological rel^tionsuip 
between him ana the early rhetoricians,up against the problem of 
who is anterior and who,posterior.In the absence of any positive 
evidence it may be safely said that the influence/ ha,s worked both 
ways;Kalidasa may possibly have laid elastic arts under a d bt 
by his miniature-paintings with words ?hilst deriving much 
inspiration ffom portraits and canvases in perfecting his poetical 
and dramatic technique as well as his style of narration.
In the Kumarasambhava he conjectures whether the beauty of 
Parvatl could be such as to resemble a fom/i painted with a brush-
a remark which lends proof// t© the close interdependence which !
12
existed between the pictorial and the poetic acts.
_
Unmilltn^ tplikayeva citrapi suryajpsubhir bhinnam ivaravindagi j i
Kum.1.12.
1 2 .Another reference bearing on this is found in Sak.1.9
But when it is necessary t© evoke passionate feelings,pri-
■ - V/
marily,as in the characterisation of the heroine ©f the Megfcrduta
the features,though dravn with the same exactness ®f detail,bear
not a little ©n the manner of description ad¥®cnte( in the manuals
on erotics(Kamasad’tra) . For example,
Tanvl syama si kha ri das an a pakvabimbadha-rogjihi
Madhye k^ama cakitaharipiprekgapa~nimnanabhiti
groplbherad alasagampn£ stokanamre st^nabhyam
Ya tatra syad yuvativigeye sppfir adyeva dhatu’p. ivegh.II.22.
and in another sketch the varying proportionssf the several^parts
\
of the body,tending to excite the king's pascikn,^re thrown into 
relief by the emphasis laid ©n the epithets used to describe th*;n.
/i ml am nitambabimbe madhye ksamaqi s^munnatam kuc^yob 
Atyay^taci naysnayor mama jivita^i et^d eyati. Llv.III.7.
In the a.Dove the feminine figure is equally effectively outlined 
without the usual aid of xxtkxx a long verse and in sritc of th^ \
- X 1• vr .* • *’ * -
terseness.
Sq far *e have analysed images reflecting something like ^n 
artist1 s approach to the patterning of the feminine form and N 
c-nseouentlyxunaerlying the mutual relation likely to have been 
prevailing xxxtryy between poetry,painting and eratic theory/ of 
this very creative epoch of Indian art.We must next proceed to the 
study of nature images for it is there,more than in -ny other 
kind , of approximation,thai, • c get a glimpse of the true Kalidasa
linking womanly beauty'-1, ith natural beauty.The conception of
beauty,however,embodied in nature imagery is far from idealistic
'
and,therefore, we may note r more realistic represent- tien of e 
feminine form,delineated without any effort at adornment,as an 
intermediate type.
Sra.stegispv atimatralohitatalau b~hQ ghat©tkpepan“d 
Adyapi stnnavepathugi janayati svasati prsjnopadhikati 
Baddha.gi kerpasirl^arodfti vadane ghrrm~mbha,sagi jalaka^i 
Bandhe sragisini c^ikah-stsywnitah paryrkul” murdhajrp. 3ak.I.27, 
The simplicity of its tone brings out an effective picture of a 
human 8akuntal~,in her rustic appearance,pursuing the normrl daily 
routine of the hermitage.
Using the image ©f the withering creeper and describing the 
limbs ana general appearence indicative of a love-lorn condition, 
the poet leaves his ide^l conception of beauty to sketch a pale 
and sorrowing Snkuntal~,in these lines.
Kf^jnskgpinakapelam "nanam ursji kajfcinyainukt^stanagi
| v  * • * >  j i V . ' ' i ^  .  ti A . * . '  • / • *  . *  f  * *  i ’ p o c  '  -  *  \  : . . V *  • *  *.
Madhyaji klantatarr£i prakamavinntav agi^au chavib papglur"
&ocyf ca priyadprsana ca madan^ kl i £ J eya^i gilakgyate 
Pp.tr~p3.gi iva sogapena maruta sppg^a lata madhavl. Sak.III.8 . 
As they go through the vicissitudes ©f life brought by 
separation from their lovers,Kalidasa 1s heroines lose that perfec­
tion of pattern and become more ~na more true to life.
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in f-^ct the second bait of the Legh'adGtn is almost entirely 
devoted to the characterisation of the heroine g*in,, through the 
various stages of mental and physical pain.The portrayal of the 
heroine is in the poet*s inimitable style of compressing se much 
into a four-lined stanza-a confericueus feature ©f this lyric.It is 
the same attention to detail we observed in the descriptions -of 
Parvatl ,Malavika ana ^-Icuntala in the prime of their beauty that 
enables £m k  Ivalidas^ to round off as effectively his most mythical 
of feminine creations,yet the most fascinatingly human,in the 
figure ©f the pining yalcgipIT 
ixcrelare two typical sketches from the w©rk-
V\* : - r  .
hQna.51 tasyab prabal^ruditocchflnanetrafli ' riyaya
bihgfvasanam a£i£irataya bhinnavarpadharo?tha-gi
Indor dainya.51 tvsdanuserapakli^takanter bibh^rti. Legh.ll.24.
Ruddhaparigaprasaram azaleair anjana.sneha^unyapi
Pratyadesad api ca madhuna vismptabhrQvilasp^i
Tvayy asanne nayannm uparispnndi £ahke mpgakgya
Llnak^obhac calakuv'-lnyasrjtula^i esyatlti. Ibid.II.33.
The long metre admitting of rhythmic variations,the completeness 
of the image in form and meaning and the pict©ria„l power of the 
lines,all combine to make thesefpoems1 within/ the noem,s© to speak,
' •  , • >  x ' ' .  ;p •'v  ►  . ' . g  p * -  4/,.'. ' j
In other parts of the story he translates into stirring and drama­
tic poetry the deepest mental anguish and even the most 
excruciating pain,in such telling language,that he combines the
we
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role of the "rtist of words with that of the keen observer ®f 
human nature reflecting on the the many bitter experiences ®f 
life.Thus in
Padan inder ampj,asi^iran jalamfrgapravigjan
PQrvaprI typ gat am abhimukhajp sajginivptta^i tathaivn
CaJkpuJikh edad selilsgurubhib pak^mabhi^ chsdpymtliji
oabhre’hnlva sthal a.kamal an I gi n a pra.buddh§gi na suptajp. Legh.II.3C
Tajp jpnItB|Lb parimitakathf.51 jlvitpgi me uvitly^gi
furlbhtlte inayi sahacare cakr*-vaklin ivsiknyi
Gaglh0 1k a p f h a g u r u p u  divase^w e$u ganchetsu bal^ iji
Jat“:;i manye sisiramathit-g^i padmin 1^1 vanya rOpajp. Ibid.23.
the lotus,an image usually employee to suggest the tenderness and
charm of r#men,ha.s been adapted to reflect the frail and prle l®?k
of a formerly beautiful figure.In the first simile, a lotus "'bout
to open on a rainy day gives us a near enough approximation to
slow opening of the lady’s eyes which though on formerly used to
■ S. ' 'k* 
the soothing radiance of the mo n  ^ t nov no more delights.
therein, while the second likens her disfigured form to a lotus,
. - ,;d
changed in ajr earence and blighted by forest,thus bringing out a
further detorioration of her condition.
So far,in this section,1: e have chosen the varying patterns of
\
the feminine figure,as a whole,revealed by nature imagery which we
.
. i
shall now study in a little more detail,in the several aspects of 
mo; n images,lotus images,creeper and plant images and river imager-
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to name the commonest-for the associations and relations they 
have wiith particular feminine features,attributes and movements. 
The bare symbolic connexion of the moon with the beauty and -eh* 
shapeliness of the feminine face is the starting point for the 
many variations ©f the moon iinage which comes t© be employed 
frequently t© convey the external physical changes of the face or 
the mental states inferrable from them.It is no more than 
decorative when kalaviks,in her finery,is compared to the moon on 
the verge of rising in the April sky studded with stars.(Elv±V.7.) 
The firm resolve of Indumati not to toe influenced by external
appearance in her choice of a husband,at the svayaflivera,comes out 
more effectively in/likening it t© the wry in which the moan,
though full-orbed in the clear autumnal sky falls to make the day
lotuses bloom.(Rgh.VI.44 • )The a© n,faintly visible  ^t aa n,ita
release from "n eclipse and its waning, all, reflect approximate”
changes conveying, the varying shades of colour,appearing on th?
.
faceiThug the pale Indum tl, enciente,is dewic.teu in a colour image 
of the faintly glimmering m ®n in the sky ^t dawn. (Rgh.III.2 .)
The contextual neces: ity ©f the image cle: rly stands/out in the
reflection ©f UrvasI1s face regaining its charm after a s *o n in
■
the clearness of the moon released from an eclipse(Vik.I .10.) 
and in the observation of an event like the waning of the m©~n in 
the sudden de^th of Indumati and the consequent glo m that f^llr 
on the royal h©us< .(Rgh.VIII.7 4 .)
Among flower images the lstus image is the most popular
fd
in Sanskrit poetry where it is used together with the comple- 
mentary bee image to symbolise the charming expression of the
i
face enhanced by the beauty of the eyes.In employing it in this 
form vltheut any other significance attached to it Kalidasa is 
closely following convention as in the epics where he repeats it
’ ■ . '  v  ■-' ■
(Rgh.VII.il & Kum.VII.62.}The variations of the image arc,he'ever, 
much more striking and aim/ at greater precision.The openin. l^tus 
with filaments partly exposed appears as • better approximeti n 
to a smiling f&c< with te th half^- shoeing. (Mly.II*10.) . . n o
stillness ©f a face devoid of lustre is visualised in terms ©f a 1 
lotus,closed in the night,the bee silently resting •ithin it. 
(Rgh.VIII.55.)
In the course of our analysis of the imagery ch-r^c4-
• W  . * .751
terised by the vivific-tion of nature and in the study of the 
types of feminine beauty we have seen that ; creepers and plants 
have been the main source of these image processes.Let us now 
examine these tv® image-types a. little m«re closely.3prautine 
and blossomigg/creepers convey distinctively the colourful nature 
©f women's garb and their slender gait.The terms of the compari­
son are well laid side by side in
Avsrjit" kigicid ivs stanfbhya^ vaso vss“na t a run afka r “ga
v ..ass
Porysptaau^pastabskavsnamra sajpcaripl pallavinl lateva, Kum.III.
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In the shed ing ®f leaves end in the felling of blossoms he finds
images reflecting.'; / // the phyisical changes of his heroines.For
■
instance the kunda. creeper with its ripening leaves and scattered 
flo?;ers is able to ca ture the likeness ©f the lo^e-lern yet 
lovely figure of Malrvik&<mv.III .8 .) while by likening the 
expectant que n with plump limbs t© a freshly sprouting creeper 
which has rhea, itr >ld leaves he expresses the swiftness of growth 
more than the f ormal resemblance, (dgh.Ill.7*) Creepers entwining 
round trees have far Kalidasa an important significance far the 
cl ; uni n bserv a a in this si- ht furnishc. -n inr , ( far mirro­
ring thejlaieals of constancy and attachment of married life.Thus 
A j a n d  Indumati pledge themselves to concubial devotion recalling 
the manner a mang# tree is girdled firmly by an asoka creeper-an 
image which also symbolises the union of strength and beauty•(Rgh• 1 
\AIII.21 •) ihe same image recurs in the parallel drawn between the
widowed queens of Dasaratha and the creepers severed from the
...
trunks tf trees (Rgh . .{VI .1 .)
In -K31&5&& 16' imagery rivers are siways. asstciqted .with .the 
features ©f>women,ast\te have s® far observed.lt is often the eddy 
©f a river recalling the navel of a women that le^ds to the
r ■ • . . • , . • ' •• ‘ •> • j
amplification ©f the image and the emphasis is invariably tn the 
passionate sentiment as in the description tf Indumati presenting
'  *  * ■' *  • > *  - >  • ’ - h  - A
13 . 1
herself t© the suittrs.(Rgh.VI.52.)
13.See Liegh.1.29 • where the Mrvindhya (river) is conceived as a 
ctquettish lady exhibiting the navel-like eddies.
 .  ;  _  _  ' '
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tfoconvemtional Imagery
Many ®f the images hitherto discussed,for the most pert, 
are,as we have explained,developments fr©m symbolic imagery which 
tradition bequeathed t® Kalidasa and,therefore,in all the 
variations ©f pattern,dnterinined by the neccesity ©f enriching 
their content 1 e h-ve observed a. t. ndency to adhere to the b sic 
c®nce t i o n o f  the image.Yet examples are not ranting in the 
deliberate departure from convention with no perceptible reduction 
of their evocativeness ©r of their.preciseness.In doing s9 he 
transcends the idea of mere res mblanc-e bet'-een object a and takes 
into account the context and the circumstances t© reflect by means 
of the image a wider relationship than vhat conventional symbolism 
assumes in fixing a particular symbol for a particular idea.iw.ore 
than once we saw during the course of our study of nature images
how the p©et contrived to vie?; the image in a videj/scope in order
. * «&>* w > ■ , y-ii a ■*->v **• prv> ppvg -■ • 1
t© illustrate his idea clearly and so we shall devote some space
p .v, jv • .
t© the examination of a few from this group typical of unconven­
tional image-forraation•
The consensus ©f poetical ©pinion had more or less
accepted the approximation of the female face inly to;a lotus but
• ' w " 1
Kalidasa finds the lotus image as useful f©r another purpose,as in 
Pralobhysvestupra^ayaprasrrito vibhati jal-grathitariguliti k^r^b 
Alakey^airSnt^ra 1 iddhara a nave, g bhinnwm iyaikap^k&j-ajp
• .g, \ ’ *£• -s:' v -i. • _  y4
fiak.VII.16.
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The imags© shivs how the tenderness end reddishness of the dainty 
hand.4 evokes mire effectively the shape and colour of a lotus 
gradually unfolding itself at the break of day.
The unconventional image id sometimes motivated by the
poetfs desire t® express something distinctively new in the manner
«f the applicability ®f the image.Thus in the lotus again,subject
t® rain and heat ,simultaneously,the fluctuation of joy and sorrow
which the king experiences is reflected.
Kintnjp vicintya sulabhetarasamprayogagi
Srutva vidarbhapatim enamitagi, balais ca
nharabhir atapa ivabhihata^i saroja^p
Jjubkhayate ca fepdaya^i dukham adnute ca. 61to.V.3.
And even its original conception as a symbol ®f beauty,delicate-
ness, and shapefulness is ignored in another context when the
lotus severed from its stalk,and its filaments spoilt by frost
suffices as an image far picturing a singed face torn off from the
rest of the body in the battlefield. (Rgh.£]£.52.)
The waning m o m  and the rising sun g© to make a coimosiie
image where the unconventional use of the moon image distinctively
lends itself to suggest,in combination with the sun image,the
simultaneity of an* ageing monarch relinquishing the throne m d
14
his successor taking over the kingdom (Rgh.VIII.15.)
Other Nature Images
Having examined imagery and nature iraages,in particular,
■    -    -    - - . ___
14.See also Rgh.XI.62. cc Lilv.V.13 for similar images.
bearing on the delineation of womanly beauty it is left to us t© 
turn our attention to the: other themes'1 which should necessarily 
have been the subject of illustration in his imagery.We may here
!
deal firstly with the natural phenomena conceived as masculine in 
character in Indian thought and adapted by the poet as instruments 
for image-making.
Lightning and twolight images have no other important function 
than serving as colour images.The same form of tvllight image is 
twice used(Rgh.I.85 <1 1 1 .2 0 )to reflect the redeish-yellow colour 
of the cow while tftla lightning flash lining the clodds throw's into 
relief the contrasting background of the dark body decke by golden
A
ornaments(Vik.I .15)as well as the dazzling splendour of the prince 
among the multitude of suitors.(Rgh,VI.5)These do not show: anything 
extraordinary in the shaping of the image and are only illustrative 
of its mere decorative function.The scorching flash of lightning 
falling on s tree just after it has been relieved of its heat gives 
us a better idea of the sudcemness of the sorrow: setting in after 
the first experience of joy when the king hears of the separation 
from Urvasl soon after the news of the"birth of a son.(Vik.V.16)
In its barest shape the sun image reflects the qualities of
\ 15
majesty and authority associated with the king forming thereby the 
logical counterpart to the moon image which expresses the ch^fma of 
feminineness .The king at the height of power recalls-tKe sun in "11 
its dazzling brilliance.(Rgh.IV.16)
15.Rgh.XVII.74.
Sunset,hovever, is connected : ith disaster and ruin and hence the
9
day at sunset is remarkably effective in imaging the t ruinous 
state ©f a city as below.
Vislrpatalpatfaswto nives^ti paryastas^lab prabhmna vin~ me 
Vidamb^yaty astanimsgnasuryajji dinantam ugrrnilabhinnerargh‘'-5i
Rgh.XVI.1 1 .
The striking quality of thajdeecripti an comes from what is implied 
in the comparison;the cmtrpst betve~n the city!s present ruination 
and the prosperity of bygone days suggested by thej corresponding 
reverse the sun undergoes from sunrise to sunset.
In sketching daybreak,the setting sun,the floating clouds, 
the rushing torrents ^nd the flowing rivers among the many other 
scenes of nature,in lyrical narrative well as for the illus­
tration; of situations in termas of such descriptions Kalidasa 
lavishes all his pictorial power and masterly use of language.
during the aerial journey with Sit'-’ Hama shows the 
confluence of the Ganges and Jumna to her °nd describes its 
majesty in a chain of similes.We quote the passage in full,belov, 
as it conveys by means of repeated colour images,each appearing to 
get nearer the original,the sense of harmony and consistency of 
pattern the poet sees in the xiiofc scenes ©f nature.b* ;
Kvacit prabhalephibhir indrnnTlai{i mukt~mayl y^^Jir ivrnuviddhr 
Any tra kalasitaparikajanam indlvareir utkh-’Citantareva 
Av^cit k hag an ”31 priyainanasnnajp kadambssaflfisrkgavatlva psriktiti
Anyatra kalagurudsttapatrs bhrktir bhuv-s' candanakslpitevr 
Kvrcit pfcafehfi c fin drama si tamobhi s chSySCvilinaib sabnllkytev r.
m
Any- tra subhrp spradebhralekha r°nohregv i v “ 1 ak gy an ab hp.bpr s-
dcsa
Kv^ cic ca kpgporagabhtlgrpevp bhasmarigarage tanur I^varrsya 
Pasyahavadyarigi vibhati gaftga bhinnapmvah” yanunat.araiigaiti
Rgh.XIII.54657.
ISome of the lyrical imagery of this group point to the 
influence of the Ramryana imagery on Kalidasas rrhere the skeletal 
image form of Valmlki has been reshaped mare elegantly .Kali­
dasa's technique, too appears to improve in stages as we shall nor 
illustrate by comparing the sr,ine image as it appears in the works
k  * .  .  *  r'.
with the preceding form of it in the Ramayana.In the fttusajphare
he refers siar ly to the attributes,mOan and st rs of the sky rhich
go to make it look like a lake studded with flowers whereas in the
Raghuvagisa the sky image for describing the surging waters of the
ocean with its mass of- foam sug esting scintillating stars reduces
the incongrutiy underlying the ptusagihara conception and appears
as a better adaptation of the mutual comparison(ananyopama)
16
involved in the ocean-sky image occuring in the Ramay°nr-.-
Vaidehi pas'yr malayadribhaktagi ms.tsetuna phenilam arabura^igi
.• K • ' j
Ghayapatheneva. ^aratprasannpjp akasnm avi^kptcacarutaram*
Rgh. XIII. 2,
16 -Ip. Sagaragi hy ambaraprkkhyam ambaragi srgaropemagi
Ambarrjji sagarayi cebhau nirviseppm apas'yrtagi. Rmv.V.74.
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This conception is also at the basis of another image related to • 
itlThus the beauty ©f the raters of the Sareyft is visualised in 
a twilight image deriving from the sky image,the sheets of unguent 
coloured water suggesting the idea of coloured patches of clouds. 
(Rgh.XVI.58.)
The images descriptive ©f sunset either allude to the 
sun's movement in the traditional style or bring out more 
pictures uely the setting of nature at dusk.The personification of 
the sun and the reference to its movement by a chariot image dates 
back to Vedic times.It is a relic of this that re have when the 
poet compares sunset to a chariot halted after depositing the day 
with the ocean,the fatigue of the imaginary horses drr ing it 
signifying the necessity for the sun to rest.
Tfae impact of the sun's rays ©n theSjLandscape is a sight
that evokes rich imagery from Kalidasa who allows his imagination
to range far and wide cnesing brilliant colour images'in true
lyrical style.The magnificient view of the ruduy beams of the sun ;
erst on the waters is thus pictured
Pasya pascimadigantalambina nirmitaga mitakathe vivasvata
Labdhaya pratimays sero !mbhas£$i tapenlyam iv^ setubandhene#
Kum.M3iI.34.
and the darkness covering the eastern region as the sun gradjualI}' 
sinks in the vest coulu not have been more vividly imaged than as 
Purv^bhagatimira.pravyttibhir vyakteporiknm iva j“t^m ekatati j
Kha^i hytatp.pajala:^ vivasvat” bhati kigicid iva ^v- tssarafci
Kum.VIII.37 
 .
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Here there is a study ©f the distribution of light and sh^de at
dusk which forms the theme ©f another picturesque image ah’)' Ing
.
how intensely fascinated he has been by this particular setting 
• f nature .Twilight gradually envdoaed in the darkness is t r m s -  
lated int© the image ©£ a river of liquid mineral lined by rows 
of dark green tam~la tx-ees. (Kum.VIII. 53 .) The resemblance in 
coloui’ existing between twilight on the one hand and lion 1 s m-nr,
s imutiny tre> s ~nd mineral rocks on the other hand is poetically
■
conceived as a distribution of the glow of the sun,at its setting, 
among those ®bjects(Kum.VIII.46.)-the imagery establishing,symbo­
lically, the inherent affinity and sympathy between natural 
phenomena.In the ^bove images ideas of liquidity and limpidity
were also underlined and it is even more clearly wronounced in
the sketching of the scene when the maen’s rays penetrating-
through the veil of darkness raises the image of a sheet of turbid
water gradually becoming clear.(Kum.VIII.64.)
All the images examined in this group leaves us with the 
strong impression that Kalidasa has the almost irresistible urge 
to reflect,in his lyrical poetxy,the bright and joyous aspect of 
nature ^nd introduce this tone even into its gliomier aspects.
He is here in the true lyrical tradition of Sanskrit poetry but 
this outlook mainly springs from his poetical personality rhich 
enables him to take a gay and colourful view of things.We mey 
however refer to at least tv© images reflecting the darker side
. g-g'-' sLv.;
•f nature associated with darkness and sunset so that it may not
be inferred that this aspect has been ignored. ;
Nordhv^m Ik^apagrtir na capy edho n~bhit® na purato na pp$£hatet
Loka e^a timira.ughave p J; i t © garbhavesa iva vartate nisi.
Kum.VIII.56
W v i■ ' ■ ■ ■ ?  ’ ’ ,, • .?• ■ 4r *■'' f
Sandhyam astamiitiise^am atapaQf raktrlekham a para bibhrrti dik
Spjiiper ays Vasudhasadonitajp mappalagram iva tiryag ujjhitry
ibid .5 4 .
The dense darkness covering the whole v/orld on all sides is 
spoken of in the former as a. sort of incarcerated existence for
humanity whilst the re.d glow on the western horizon has for him 
the ominous suggestiveness of a battle scene.
most of the images treated in the preceding p^ges are drawn 
fro m the eighth cant® of the Kumarsssmbhsva,where the narrative 
of post-nuptial dalliance of 'Parv tl and oiva living in idyllic 
surroundings is interspersed with lyrical dcsriptions•appropriate
|  'Jl* ‘.*vw « r 4^  £  :_•* ’-*• * I'f *  -* J ^  T  ' *  ‘,r<l  Js T \  v , 1 * /*, ■' '* *-£ 4 •* ^ *•* • »„/
tr. .the thciiiv • i-.uch of the; remainder earner from trie thirt'- nth ca.tf
■ v . ’* • . ' . a  *- ' ■ * >  - . ’’ ' - v  • - ■ ,  . . g  s : g "  ' K  ' * • *  - ' . r j ,
-f-S*1?'* -*;• r; * . 'Jti > r' « ' : 1 v  ' * '
of the Raghuvnyisa when Rama during the flight through the air
’ . - . ' V- - v ‘ ' ’ * “  ,, g . -  . *  • • •. ,, w ' * . • . . . "  V
surveys the surrounding scenery in conversation with Site.The 
aerial journey affords an opportunity to the poet to make e 
detailed survey ef the plant and animal life ^s well as animal 
life on sea-a poetical motif which is enlarged in all probability 
into the theme of the LeghadCTta as a. medium for vivid imagery.
We shall now proceed to another group of images where the
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poetry clearly illustrates,more than anyrhere else,his gift for
highly imaginative description.These ere for the most part used
to depict the situations in the battle scenes in the more lively
narrations of which he seems to imprsve decidedly on the simplicity
of ValmflLki1s diction.In the following lines the intermingling of
dust and mud in the,- thifcfcnofi the. fightuis so strikingly conceived
that the terms of the comparison merge into each other.
Tasya dvipanagi mada.varisekat knurabhighatac ca turahgamanagi
Repuh prapede pathi pa.hkabhJV-.gi panto'pi reputv^m iyaya netuh
Rgh.XVI.30.
To indicate the immensity of Kura's armies he refers to the 
whirling spirals of dust, exaggeratiftgly, as’.t^e-eprth .itself 
friending upwards scared by the onslaught.
Tasya prayatasya varQthininagi plgi'jp aparyaptav-tiva so£hugi
Vasugadhars vippupadagi diitiyam adhyariSiroheva ra.joschalena.
ih.XVI. 2 s g
We have finally a smoke image for shoving how the dust sped 
upwards by the wind and appearing over the blo*d in the battle­
field conjures the vision of smoke rising from the bubnrng embers 
©f a fire-s© graphically expressive of the gushing streams of 
blood in the battle.
8a, cchinna. mfllati kpatajrna repus tasyopaript"t p a v an a v ^ dhQ tr; ti
Atfg's rases a sy a hutadanasya pdrvotthito dhuma ivababh&se.
Ibid.VII.45.
17.See ^lso Rgh.IX.50 for the cencewtion ©f dust covering the sky 
in the form of a canopy.
V
A few of the same category occuring in the passage*from the
- • 1 - .4’ * - • -■ .
Baghuvr ^arfrt discussed earlier in eannectionjwdth lyrical imagtry 
may ^lso be noted.^he poetfs imagination soars higher ana higher 
and lifts the imagery from the ordinary when Hama unfolds • the 
panoramic viei of the seaside ncmrr, during, the aerial journey. 
Take,for instance,the most fanciful im^ge clescribin, the sea, 
conceived as a wheel,the dark trees on its cs^st appearing as 
a coating of rust on the circumference.
nQrau ayescakranibhasya tanvl tamalatallvanarajallla
Abhati vela lavapamburas'er dharanibadcihev- kklaftkdriskha.
% h .  XIII. 15.
The deliberate use of a fanciful imagery is conspicuous in other 
parts where the sights of nature that have rarely caught the 
attention of Sanskrit poets enter into the narrative.In describing 
a whirlpool and the s^*ift movement of sharks with a touch of 
exsgger'5tinn (EghdXIII .11 & 14) he enriches the content of the
passage and manages to rn^ke the images as expressive as they - j
;|
should.but to infer from these images which are so set fifth on 
a highly imaginative note and from the other pictures ©f sea 
life appearing elsewhere in his works that the poet is not so
J
-
familiar and observant of anim&J: life at sea as of life on land
18
is a wron0 deduction Ilillebrandt h^s made.In passages of this kind 
18.See Hillebrrndt-Kalidasa p.135.
rhere the poetical category common used (called utprek^&yrenuiresj 
the fanciful presentati©n of the idea one cannot obviously expect 
the poet to render as faithful a copy of nature and sustain the 
interest for the marvellous(a-dbhuta r°sa)that seems to have 
influenced the very choice-of the theme-an imaginary a-ri^l flight 
Seed (and grain) Images
The productivity and germinating power of seed under
t
suitable conditions i-s an expression of the vitality of nature 
and,therefore,8 source for imagery as much as its more mature 
form of growth motivated the patterns of imagery we discussed at 
the beginning of this chapter.Thus in the seed image he reflects 
the potentialities of a growing child placed under favourable 
condition^.
Tajp bhavarthajp pras&VasamayskerikgipInagi prajanojp 
Antprgndha^i k^itir iva nabhobijamuffim dadhana. Rgh.XIX.57.
But when it transcends the germinating stage and shows si* ns of 
a goad or bad harvest the image is often used to indicate the go?d 
or bad prognosticsticns of secret policy.The kingfs secret plans 
are,accordingly,said to shape future policy exactly as germinating 
seeds would yield a harvest T, hen well tended. (Rgh.XVIII. 53 .)
How the princefs conduct augurs well for the future of the 
subjects is imaged in a more developed form of the same inrge- 
r crop awaiting a rich harvest with rain at the proper time •''(Rgh.
XVIII.2.)
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Bending corn is ? symbol of obedience.
Tasthufe t e ' vahmukh“ti sarve phalit“ ivc. rfplpyrfc.
Proceeding from this basic ides he avails himself of the nature 
of a special variety of grain which yields a good harvest v?hen 
uprooted and transplanted to suggest the manner in which the 
Hanquished opponents of Raghu honoured and paid tribute to the 
new ruler.Particularly noteworthy is the effortless punning on 
the words'phela* and 'apadapadmaprapsta1 to bring out its 
significance for both terms of the comparison.
Ap5.dapadma.pr spat a k 8loma iv^ te raghuga
ghalaiti sajivardhayamasub utkhrt^>pr~ tiropitab Rgh.IV.57. 
Painting Images
Painting has not only Contributed to the development of his 
dramatic and poetic technique ip enriching the content and in s 
influencing-the art of ^ versifies tioncbuf has been also drawn upon 
for image-making. Thus the poet borrows an image from the -pointer* s 
technique to give an impression of trie multi-coloured attractive­
ness of the clouds.The constant movement of the clouds accompanied 
by changes of colour and shape raises in the mind the illus
fiaktaxItakapi&fti payomucagi kojayati kujilaicedi amdti
Drnkpyasi tvam iti sandhya.ynnnya vartikabhir iva sedhumap^itagi
concept of patches of colour well arranges by bi\ushes on a canvas
\ v
Tv.ilight is thus made to play the role of the artist in
ICum.VIII.45
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Kalidasa more often associates the painting image with the
stillness of bodies or the silence pervading a peaceful scene
Thus the position of the fingers on the arrow haft when the archer 
determinedly trices rim suggests the stillness of painted fingers. 
(Rgh.II.51.)The iraa^e appears to be much more suitable for 
capturing the a.tmosphere Yhenf n audience leaks on, "'11 attention, 
drawn by the melody ^receding the staging of the play.(Ssk.I.p.9.) 
Or the lamps faintly dimmed bv the radiance of the ne?-bern babe . 
a^p'car to aossess the stillness of printed lamps.(Rgh.Ill.15.)
But for the express! n of perfect calm °nc undisturbed composure 
the following image is unsurpassed in the entire (roup.
Kipkrmprvykpsfli nibhptac.virebhagi mQkapcla jagi s“ntarnpga r- vesV.yi 
Tacchas^nat kananejfl eva sarva§i citrarpitararabha ivpv^tasthe.
Imagery with a varying sensuous anneal
-*-n the analysis of Kalid“s a fs imagery we nave taken for
r few images which transcend the basic visual associations of
Noted for the climax the images attain by a combination of 
the auditory significance with the visual are the following-
Kum.III.42
granted the essential appeal the image to the visual sense.
But as the imagery,in the h">nds 01 a very sensiUi-ve poeo xxko
Kalid~s" ,carries with it ? much marc varies appeal we map group
meanigg to appeal to other senses as well by virtue of the 
evocative power, of words., o ^ / • rwm - • ngeo in
Bahutara iva jataft s'almallnatfi vanepu
Sphurati kanakagaurafc kojprepu drumapagi
BaiiLpataiffalasakhan utnatan prarisuvpkgan
Bhramati pavanadhdtad sarvato,gnir. vanante. Rtu.1.26.
Utthapitkji sajpy&ti reput a'£va±ti sendrlkpta.il syandanavaoisa-
cakraiii
Vistarita.ii kunjare#arpatalaib netrpkraraepoparurodha surya^ ji
Rgh.VII.39.
Above,a forest fire in the first exejnple and a column of 
dust in the second are described exactly as they spread and what 
is most conspicuous in the style is the rhythmic location of the 
verbs and adjectives from which the image derives as much appeal 
as firora its~meaning.It-Is remindScentAs'vg^gho^a'»?-style 1 5 
spontaneously breaking out into rhyme..
It is perhaps the strong sensitiveness for the feel of 
things that is nfrtab&jr characteristic of the choice of the word 
in the following simile.
ha khalu na khalu bapah sa^jinipatyo ’yarn asmin 
kpdupi mpgas'arlre tularasrv ivpgniti Sak.1 .1 0 .
The other speaks in the language of touch,as if it were, 
refeering'.i® the., father *s sensitive feel of the son.
Servariglnaii spars'aft khtasya khalu magi upagatena
t . * .
Ahl5.daya.sva tevac candrekaras candrakantam ivp.Vik./.II.
The sensuous appeal of the following lines is undeniabl
57
and the image speaks to us almost in the language tf smell. 
Tvpnnigyand#echvasitavasudhagandhasainparkaramyati 
Srotorandhradhvanitasubhagagi dantihhifci plyamanafci 
NIcair vasyaty upajigamigor devapurvptfi girigi tc 
SIto vayuft paripamayita kanentdumbarapagi. Megh.1.45.
Animal Symbolism and Imagery
In examining the content of ^nature poetry1 and'nature 
imagery’ we have been able to gauge the spontaneity of the poet's 
feeling for nalure.This was,however,,an expression, of the relation^, 
ship between man arid his ^ inanimate environment only with occasienrl 
references t® animal life as. in the symbolism associated with deer 
We shall now etuuy the animal imagery of Kalidasa for his obser­
vations on animal life and their relations with men. generaIp 
impression conveyed by his sketches of animals is that of loving
' ; . x  . . . .  ' j ? i% A
sympathy towards them characterised by the recognition that they
‘ J f c  . n ' V  • »■; % ■ *
are as important as nature or man far his pattern of poetry and
*
it is nowhere more clear than in the description of wild end tame 
animals resting peacefully at eventide.(Kum.VIII.55,35 & 56)and 
in the ^rosaic account of the leisurely action of bird d bees-* - 
making typical gestures on being opppessed by the heat.(Vik.II*2>| 
In addition t© the human! we qualities connected symbolically 
with the derr’s eyes and its fast movement the deer generally 
sjembolises the greatest expression of mercy and delicateness^ in
i
Sanskrit litera.ture.lt is the latter feelings that the deer
58
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evokes in the scenes of the jjermitage of Kanva in the Sakuntala, 
where the deer are said to be brought up with the care shown to 
human beings.The safety and security the deer feel in the environs 
of the hermitage extends to the wilder animals also.We may note, 
for example,how the poet describes their peaceful rest with an
imagery \hich has none of the sparkle and liveliness of
'
expression observed in the portrayal of their wilder neighbours, 
in other parts, and in fact harmonises with they serenity}, that a 
is introduced &pto the rest ©f the scene.
Gahantagi mahiga nipanasalilam sprigair muhus taditam 
GhayabaddhaJnadambaJcam rapgaJculagi romantham abhyasyatu 
Vlsrabaham kriyatam vnr'hatatibhir mustakgatih palvale
Visramagi labhatam idam ca s'ithilajyabandh^.m asmaddhanuh
Sale.II .6 .
In contrast to the calm pervading the above description,the 
poets puts all fury and impetuousness into his language to 
picture the onslaught of an infuriated elephant scared by the 
LugyantaJs chariot.
TI v r agh a t ap r e t i h a t at e ru sk an dh al agn ai kad an t ah 
P ad ak p p f a v r a t a t i v p 1 ay a s ahga s am j-Jt ap a dah 
MQrto vlghnas tapasa iva no bhinnasarahgaytitho 
Dharmarppyagi pravisati gajah syandanalokabhitab Sak.1.30. 
Long compounds of this structure,though rare in the poet!s style, 
specially in dramatic narrative,here serves the specific purpose
18.See also R g h . I I * H •where the deer enjoy looking at the monarch
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•f indicating the temp# of actionn&nd irresistible movement.The 
same vigoirousness of language marks the description of the
elephant emerging from a ^iver uahd attacking therarmy. ;Aja* rny
20
his way to the svayagivara-But nowhere does the language, style and 
verse rhythm match the theme so effectively as in the narrative 
of Dasaratha's expedition v:here the king exhibits his skilled 
markmandhip in shooting down wildland1,.fertGious beasts.In thct 
passage four verses are specially remarkable for their bold and 
virile imagery and,therefore,we may reproduce them in full.
Tagi vathanad avanatfcttarakayam I gad
Viddhyantam uddhatasatafr pratihantum Isufr 
hat man am asya vividuft sahasa varaha 
Vpkgegu viddham igubhir jaghana dr ayegu• 
Tlvrafthighatarabhasasya vikfgya patrl 
Vanyasya netravivare raahi^asya rauktafr 
Nirbhidya vigraham asonitaliptapurikhas 
Ta^ i patayagi prathamam asa papata padcat.
Prayo vigapaparimopalaghuttamangan 
Kha.dgahs cakara nppatib niditaifr kgurapraiti 
&rrige#i sa dpptavinayadhikptati paregajp 
Abhyucchrltagi na mampge na tu dlrgham ayuft
who is full ao f 3 c smpas si in • though ; armed wi th bow :an d a r r * w . 
2 0 .See Rgh.V.44-9.
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Vyaghrnn abhlr ebhimukhotpatitan guhebhyajj 
phullasenagreviJapan iva vayurmgnan 
Sikpavisepalaghuhastataya nimepat
Tup I cakara ^arapQritavaktra.randhran. Rgh. IX. 60-5.
The fertility tf hid ptetic imagination is the keyntte tf the 
whole piece. In the above extract it is said that the boans are
• %  v  . »  v >  —  > I ' ' S S ^ S i i v  v *  a ' > »  - '  „
' - _ 7 * 
fixed tt the trees and rhintcertses shtrn tf their h#rns;the
imagery used tt set forth these situations reflect the way in
which his acquaintance with the theory of archery-dh^nurvede,
which tradition recognises as one of the s^stras a poet should
know- has been combined with-his dextrous pictorial ability,
special ly, evinced In the picture of the dying buff aloe and tiL err:.
The elephant and the lion,in animal imagery, symbolise two
' ‘ ■ • ' : ; ... . • •*. . . • 
important qualities associated with those in power.Thus the
elephant’s aauthority over the herd coupled with his majestic
bearing images the onerous duties of a king protecting his
■ subjects. (Sak.V.5.') -bile the lion’s majestic gait r^fl^cta, 
in particular,the majesty inseparable fram regal dignity•(Rgh#713}
Imagery describing objects in swift motion.
.
Four verses from the Ja.kuntn.le furnish cogent prj ' of the 
poet’s a.ccurate powers of observation of objects, animate as well 
as inanimate,in the course of swift movement.The picture of the 
pursued* de'er reflects this ability quite clearly, anqjheref ore we 
commence with the imagery from that description, Dupyanta’s
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chariiteer speeds the king's chari©t during the chase when the
king in his amazement bursts int© this vvjri-picture ©f the fleeing
dedr,the best «f its \ind in the £>akuntala.
Grlv a bhehgab hi ramayi >tuhur anupatati s. an lane dattedppji;
Pa^cardnena pravigfap sar.apatenabhayad bhuyasa purv^kpa ji
JDarbhair ardhavallphaiti sramavivptsniukhabhta^isibhir klrpavartma
Pasytdagraplutatvat viyati b°hutami;i stekam urvya^i prayr/ti*
S^k.1.7.
This is the starting. p»ihttferr e series of inrg a maintaining t >. 
s me temp© ®f movement,. The charitteer in turn describes t« the 
already amazed king h#w the h©rses are3 ala© speeding fast.vying t 
with the;;svift movement #fi the de^ir. y.
rasmigu nirayat^pUrvakaya 
h i pkampac~mar as i kh a n i b hp t • r a h v a k i~ rp r h 
Utmiddhatair api raj«bhir alaflghsnlya 
Dhav^nty ami rapga javakppmpyeva. rnthy^h. 3sk.I.8 .
The imagery develops in its visual significance as the scenery 
itself appears t® m®ve when the ch^ritt gathers mtmen turn •Visual 
ebjects seem to be distorted and the ©ptic -^1 illusions ape 
fascinatingly expressed.
Yad aloke sGkpm^gi vr^jeti sahasa tad vioulatagi 
Yad ardhe viechinna^i bhavati kk£ t a sajjiqhrn am iv^ tat 
Prakptya yad vakrrgi tad api samsrekharp n ay an ay© r 
Ne me dure kiijicit na p~rsve k^apam api r°th^jav“t. Ibid. 9*
"W-m
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A linger metre enables the fart movement t® be m®re suggestively- 
expressed ^nd the lines bel®w which are ntt connected tt the 
farmer verses in p®int tf ctntext ft rm:' as it ^ere a natural 
climax t® the present image-psttern.The rapid descent frtm the 
skies lays b'eftre the kin^ a wonderful picture tf the wtrld with 
its mountains,trees,rivers ^nd 1 -ndscnpe seeming t# m©ve ;end 
assume fantastic shapes.
S~ilanain pvsrthatlvs sikharad unraajjata^i medinl 
Perp“bhy^nt^ralln't~yi vija.ha.ti dkandhtd^yet padapoti
Sagitnn-als t‘'nubhrv'uvj ^ fasnlila vyaktigi bhaj^nty rp^g~d 
Kenapy ukgipateva p*£yp bhuvanegi metpar^vam ~nly^te. Sak.VII.8-.
> 'ifr 3 * ** , . . ..  .?> . ' ^ 4  *' i ‘ - v> ' ' 1 , •« y  . j .  - w * '- v -y  . ’ ' 7 ^  * •*£«?'* * # •  a_:
Before e end this estimate rthe content tf lyrical imagery
we have tt allude tt tne mtre theme round which ptets beftre and
^fter Kalidasa have spun the same prttern tf images.It is the
descriptitn tf flurry and excitement tf city-vtmen on the return
tf a prince tr nable tt the city after a ltng absence.The im^ge
pattern appears f®r the firdt time in A^vsghtpa and recurs in
21
Kalidasa and Uagha.lt has be< n established th-*t Asvaght^e set the
22
m«del ftr Kalides^ wh® furnishes us vdth the m®st elegant p®rt- 
raysl tf the scene,which,according t® D^pdin,is a sine qua ntn ®f
21.Gp.Rgh.VII.5-12 ®r Kum.VII.57-62 with Be.III. 13-24 tn the *ne 
hand and Sis.Kill.30-48 and Vik.Cha.VI.11-19 ®n the ®ther.
\ - y  ’ • *  p  - ' r  ^ i - i j A  * <*m
' * * r\ ***
22.See Hillebrandt-Kalidasa p.101 and Keith-Hist.tff Skt.Lit.p.91• *
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e 1great1 epic.Kalidasa1 s treatment- is rioted f s i ^ h e  Vbs?£nce of
does not detract from its poetical merits but,on the contrary,has 
as much of pictorial effectiveness as could hrve been derived by 
the use of images and serves as a marked contrast to the handling 
• f the s°me theme by poets of the later period like Magha,vhf has 
used it for the s^ke of strewing decorative images(alehk£res) in 
the conventional manner.
as in the case of the beauty and orderliness of nature ,inspired 
him to bright poetry but its other aspects have not left him cold. 
The desolation and dec^y come upon them in their decline brings 
out as vivid an imagery•Ayodhya1s powerful ruler,Rama,dies ana 
Kud'-.and L-^ vf move into Ku^avatl to rule their respective kingdoms. 
To the slumbering Kuse the gu^rdi^n goddess ©f the city reveals 
its ruinous state.The royal roads inhabited by jackals,the waters
s . - a  ' .. v  - *  =&  * .  '  ~  \ . -
of the pleasure ponds tossed about by buffaloes,the domesticated
peacocks reduced to wildness,the jackals smearing with their
even the murals of elephants torn at their heads by invading 
tigers,the sloughs shed by snakes covering the breasts of women 
carved on pillars,now sullied and colourless,the dusty white
nraansions no more reflecting the lunar beams,the blossoming garden
the usual decorative devices-except two similes at the end- which
The opulence and majesty of prosperous cities has,therefore
bloody footprints stairways formerly marked by wemeni1 dyed feet
creepers and tender boughs plucked by monkeys and the lattices of
windows covered with webs of insects-all piece t®£ ether a dramatic 
picture of dreariness,desolation and dilapidation throwing faint 
gleams on a city's erstwhile splendour and prosperity.
The imagery so far discussed falls under thre^ bro^d division^ 
nature imagery,imagery f®r describing and vivifying mature and 
animal imagery.These f®rm,n® doubt,the salient aspects ®f his 
imagery and constitute the foundations of his poetry.Less impor-
\
tant as the images drawn from various branches of knowledge are 
we may cast a glance at the astronomical,medical,musical and 
craftsmanship imagery to gauge the measure of their im^p^ct on 
his writings.
The astronomical images may also be considered as a blend of 
mythological and nature images and s.m©ng them we find repeated 
references to the moon's movement in the milky way,the relation of
the constellations to the two luminaries °nd that of the moon ^nd
if’.' •
the sun.These phenomena coming to some conjunction or other in 
clear skies symbolises union or compatibility between human beings. 
Thus the conjunction of the constellations with the mosn when 
there is no other obstructing phenomena reflects the coming 
together or uniting of husband and wife after some impediment.(Rgh. 
1.46. & ^ak.VII.22.).Although the ide^ of the nature of the 
combination is somewhat conveyed in these images the references to
23.See Rgh.XVI.10-22.
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sun uniting with the constellations and asterisms in imagery have
more or less a decorative function and often renders the in~jer c
term,the sun etc.,insignificant when used,as for example,in
describing the path of the gage(Rgh.XII7) or the movement of the
princd(Rgh.XII.25•).But for the expression of beauty and radiance
the m«sn images are effective.The manner in which the maiden puts
•n charm could not h°ve been better expresset than in terms of the
moon’s digits adding to its gr^du^l growth.(Kum.I*25.)or the
shimmering radiance of the moon,stars etc with the milky r^y; more
appropriate than any other conception to conjure a vision of the
ocean vith the masses of foam.(Ibid.XIII.2.)The influence of the
sun on the moon in the course of the letter’s development into a
fuller formaalso appears as a satisfactory simile to indicate the
growth of the young under the projection of the strong. (Rgh. Ill .22.]
But in availing himself of their relationship in a different way ;
in anetherucohtext for illustrating the manner in which friends
part from each other he makes no important point.(Ibid.VII.35.)
The VidGgaka humorously refers to the retrogade movement of Mars,
which,beyond referring to ths likely upturn of the.ar^te IravafI py
a vide stretch of the imagination,h^s no other signific'n ce
v
rendering the parralelism congruous.(Mlv.III.p.62)|We may end this 
section with a reference to the punning sentences he constructs 
so as to contain the names of the constellations associated with 
the kings Pu^yafDhruvasiddhi and Sudar^ana(Rgh.XVIII.32,54 £35.)
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Judged as a whole astronomical imagesc do in#t stand to Kalidasa's
f
credit.
kedicine images are few and far between.He refers more than
once to the pervasive nature ofccobra.ven®m considering its victim
as useless as a wicked man(RghI.28.)whereas the possibility of the
suppression of serpents by herbs and cures suggests to him the way
in which an eminent man is consumed by his own power.(Rgh.II.32.)
The vicious nature of poison is coupled Twith the incurability of
certain diseases.An indocile enemy is as much beyond remedy as a
*
malignant fever.(Kum.II.48.)
In the delicate craftmanship of cutting and polishing gems
and in the testing of the purity of gold K?lid“s^ expresses the
finer qualities of judgment and character-*^stutenees of mind,
sincerity of purpose,compatibility of temper ment etc.Keferring
to the connexion inherent betveenithe epic and Kalidasa's versi n
/
of the epic story he compares it t® the thread running throu ;h a 
p'erforrtef gem. (Rgh.I /4.) .The lustre of the p lished ge. i emphaiaaa 
sises the refinement of Raghu with a pun on tlu> >rd1 sajpskars 1
well executed.(Rghlll.18.)vhile the friliure of -n ^rtifici^l gen
*
c y ; ,  1 ; r y  \  t  • * ■ . ~ p . ' -  p  . ’■*.  » 1
to convince lapidaries of its genuineness is comparable to the 
superficial expression of womens' love having no effect on lovers
■i- , > i |
when unaccompanied by emotional respenses.(Vik.II.p.61.v.22.)In 
the gakuntalS the brilliance of the pr II she'd gem,conspicuous in 
spite of its small size,reflects somewhat ex^g eratingly the h^na-
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some form of the king clearly observed epfen in his emaciated 
condition.(VI.v.6 .)At the beginning of the Raghuvsycu<fs he requests 
the readers of the poem to have descriminating knowledge which 
could enable them to test the value of his work in much the same 
way as fire tests the purity of gold. (Rgh.I .id) -na elsewhere 
(klv.II.p.31*v•9) he avails himself of the positive aspect of this 
imoge-the unadulterated nature of gold clearly proved by the test- 
t® illustrate the rece >tivity of knowledge.But the im^ge of the 
firmness of a streak of gold on touchstone (Rgh.XVII.46.)to indi­
cate the attachment of one person to another is far-fetched.
Music enters into Kalidasa fs poetry in the most natural vay 
exemplifying the general observation that music ^nd poetry are 
linked closely in literature .In lyrical description Kalidrsc' 
refers to the triple symphony-according to Indian musical theory- 
found in a pastoral setting;the reeds rustling like flutes,t ~ 
the mythical kigniara maidens dancing and supplying the chorus,and
the clouds producing the sound of drums,thus appearing as- a
.
concert presented in honour of Siva, (who is associated with dancing
24
in ’.Indian mythology) (M^gh .1. 59.') In the humming bf bees he hears
m  :
musical notes(s'rlkti^ukhabheamafasvanegltayati) ^nd in the Kumrfca- 
s°mbhava the warbling of the cufcko® is disparagingly compared ta 
the uneven sounds produced by a broken lute when set by the aid*
24.The noises produced by the wind on bamboos ^nd reeds is repea­
tedly associated with the notes ©f the flute,the voices of the
sylvan maidens forming a harmonious cscc©rapaniment to them.
(Kum.1.8.,Rgh.II.12.& IV.73.)
excelling,melodious voice of Parvatl(Kura.I.45.)
• *V . t ji* • •
We have seen earlier haw dancing and music are cannected with 
the playful mavements and delicate saunds af n^turi in imagery,and
I
in the caurse af aur analysis af the dramas in the faliasing 
chapter we shell discuss the p^rt they play in the structure af 
the dramatic episade.
Images drawn fram statecraft
Images referring ta the variaus principles af good govern­
ment accur mainly in the Kaghuva^s’r , where he deals vith the royal 
dynasties .Fram the imagery we abibgin evidence af his general 
acquaintance with the theory an the sub ject (nlti ).Amang the funda­
mental concepts known ta him nre the faur expedients af st<: tecraft 
(s“m a ,dana,bhed^ and dap£n)the three-fold pa^er af the kin,(nrabhu
j
^akti,uts~has^kti and mantrasrkti-autharity, energy and dia>lom^cy) 
and the seven-fald division af the state(ka^a,dap£a etc-tre-aury, 
army etc.).In all the examples f«und,the singleness af purpose 
motivating the use af the faur expedients illustr°tcs the combi­
nation af four princes far the general well-being(Rgh.X.6 6 ,XI.55 
& XIV.11.) while the other two ideas are cannected with the birth 
af a prince or princess in the same way as they °re the foundation
far material prosperity.(Rgh.III.13 & XV.13.)Twa other ideas
& Kum.1.22.
referred ta are the practice af the king receiving one sixth af 
the produce as revenpe (Rgh .II. 6 6 ) and the ]basiti^n af the neutral 
king (madhyama) in the alignment af armies in warfare.(Rgh.XIII.7)
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Mythyl.gie 1 Igj-, ■ ry
Mythology and p©etry have 0ane handJ ,in hand in ]the : th( !
entire course of Indian literature.The myth-making capacity ©f the
■
authors ©f the Vedic hymns resulted in the elaborate personi^i.
fication «f Atni , 3Qry^, Indrn and Varup^ contributing at the s'-rae
>... . . . .  •> * •
time t• the enrichment of the imagery.Every p©et,therefore,h^s
' ?'-• \  :’A • . ’ , r $ *  *£■ ‘t.'5* ’** ■ 4 .  ‘' J ' I ' . •>: '• '*‘v  iv. ui- v -  i * 1
drawn almost instinctively on the imagery ©f the myths t©
illustrate the literary themes which have a religious ©r mythical
background f©r the most part.S© d©es Kalidasa wh© alludes to so .
many ©f the classical myths and sagas handed dovn from Vedic times
and avails himself ©f these pr©fusely for image-making,especially,
in the epics which have a strong legendary ©r mythical sfetiigg.
It is n©t necessary for ©ur present purposes t© g© into an
exhaustive analysis ©f the imagery as re propose to get at its
typical characteristics and elucidate its redeeming features.
iy'iyth«l©gical imagery derives its appeal,in the few patterns it
succeeds t© d© so,from the colour significance associated vath it.
Pradakpipaprakramnpat kppapor udercipas tan mithunagi cak~se
Mer©r upantepv iva v art am ana m anyonyasagisaktam ahsstriyamagi.
Rgh.VII.24.
It is merely the effulgence and b^aze ©f colour ev©ked by it that 
tends t© justify the image.Similar is the image, of Skandh^ seated 
•n a pe°c©ck as described below.
Pararghyavarpastarap©papannam asediv“n ratnav^d as^n^gi s°ti
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This is true of practically ^ll the mythological images of the 
Meghaduta, which are by far the best #f this group,and where the 
dark, colour'oftthe cloud set against the lighter background of the 
sky furnishes the dominant image of the work.To take t o  descrip­
tions typical of the work-the colour contrast between the cloud 
and the rainbow is reflected in its comparison tf Vi£py?s dark
- .H
skin set against the spotted ^nd bright peacock plumes (Megh.I.15)j
*
and another represents the cloud,dark as collyrium,resting on the
I
snow mountain,white as ivory(the subordinate metaphors emphasising
the'contrast all the more)-a scene reminiscent of the dark +- 9
garments resting on the fair bsdy of Balarama.(Ibid.I.62).
r • V . . ' ** g I
Gross and fantastic exaggerations that discredited the kavya 
style of the post-Kalidasan period are generally absent in the 
poet's imagery.Yet a fev; that we shall now examine show him 
descending" to the level of the pedantic poets who tended to make
ornamentation °nd ex°ggerrtion a special feature of their style.
'
The examples referred to acquire their incongruity because the 
illustration is not only irreconcilable in terms of the idea 
illustrated but inconceivable in itself.Thus two mythicsJL ideas 
are juxtaposed-the speech from the Primaeval Man accompanied by 
the radiance of his teeth and the Ganges flowing from the feet 
upwards-with ns obvious a/ttempt at clarification . (Rgh.X.37) .In 
another the description of Siva who Lreceiyea then sun-sh«de as a 
gift from the sun in terms of a person on whose head the Ganges
falls (Kum. VI. 41) speaks of proportions far removed from ordinary 
reckoning.Though the comparison of the impressions left on the 
victor fs arms by the.bowstrings to the paths of destiny of his 
enemies held captive(Rgh.VI.55)expresses the complete mastery of 
the king in archery,very fancifully,the incongruity is too promi­
nent to make it effective*
Serial Simile
^e cannot omit from this estimate a very important develop­
ment of the form of the simile we come across in Kalidasa's imp ery, 
the roots of which also car be traced as far back as the Vedic 
period.It is the process of using a series of similes(called 
taalopama1 by Sanskrit rhetoricians) of the same import woven
together into a coherent pattern to illustrate the same idea.It
25
h^s been first employed in the t^ gvetia ,particularly, in parts recogw 
nised as late,where it naturally lacks the artistry and finish it 
attains,later,in classical poetry.In the Up an ipads it has lost 
this semi-poetical role and the Upanipadic philosophers have meant 
it for a specific didactic purpose-the illustration of the cardinal 
tenets of faith by reiterative imagery.MowhereaiS it more utili­
tarian in function than here where the authors hav given such 
form and shape to the abstractions,inexpressible in their ouinisr^ 
otherwise,as to reixier them capable of being grasped through many 
appro v ima.tions.
25.See Di-ekar-Fleurs dp Bfiet.rique... Chp-.II.pp.16-1 9 .
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We may profitably turn to a few illustrations from the 
Uppni^ads many of vhich arrive at thr same ? : dtgma— fc— the pantheis­
tic conception of the world*
Yatha saumypikena mpjpipjlena sarvagi mppmayajfi vijnatagi sy~d 
v&carainbhsinagi vik~ro namadheyagi mpttiketyeva satyaji.
Yatha saumyaikena loham*pina. sarvaga loham^yagi vijnatagi syad#// 
Yath~ saumyaikena nakhanikpntanen^ sarvyn korpp"yas ,1 vijnatrgi,
In Kali las.-’ we h^ve hardly any tr^ce 'f 0 'didactic n ste­
in the serial simile and although it appears more artistic illy 
adapted its original function of throwing more and more light m
the the m  is still retained. .We may re-examine,in this cern exier ,
27
the succession of images discussed earlier in another context. 
There,such an impressive sight as the union of the Ganges and the 
Jumna does not fail to ev>ke the poet’s image-making capacity to 
the full and indicate the depth of emotion marked in the use of 
so many images bringing out the contrast in colour.
All the serial images are noted .for the ease s-uid facility 
with which the poet strings them together.The union of inseparabii 
objects is substantiated by reference to the lasting combinations 
of nature.
Sa^inam upagateyagi kaumudl meghamuktagi 
Jalanidhim pnurtipagi jshnukanypvatlrni,"
26.Ch.Up.VI.is strewn with several examples of mslopams 
2 7 .See p p .46-47 .
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Iti samagupaytgaprltayas tatra paur”ti
Sr&vapakatunppapam ekavakyagi vivavrufi. Rgh.VI.85.
In the f«ll«wigg the ftrm and the balanced structure #f the verse 
determined by the necessity %f using tw# similes is as significant 
as the choice «f the nature images.
Tajji hFjjisamalfift s'aradlva garigajp mahau^dhigi naktam iv“taabh~saii
Sthir#padesam upadesakale prapedire praktanajanmavidyab*
Kum.I.30
The perfect calm «f mind tf Siv? in c«ntemplpti#n suggests 
itself in all the three images referring t* the mest tranquil 
sights »f nature.
Avp^Jisagirarabham ivambuvaham apam ivadharam anutt^rahgayi
Ant a dcsrapa^i marutagi nirtdhan nivatanigkerapam iva pradlpa^p
Kumlll.48.
S«rae #f the single nature images used earlier f#r describing 
feminine beaitty give a mueh m«re effective picture when strung 
together t# outline the same idea as in
So sagibhavadbhiti kusumaib loteva jy«tirbhir udyadbhir iv* tri-
yama
Sarid vihajpgair iva llyamanair SLmucyamanabharapS. cakase.
Kum.VII•21•
At the toilet in her brid&l attire Parvatl is likened t# the 
whitest and purest sights af nature s# emphatically capturing her 
immaculate beauty.
K^Iradaveleva saphenapunja parynptocondreva £arat triyaraa
Mavagi navakgomnivasinl sa bhUy# babhauu darpapom adadhana,
Kum.VII.26.
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~Ili suggesting qualities,symbolically,serial images perform 
an important function.With a choice of similes unrivalled for 
their evocativeness of delicacy,freshness and refinement Kalidasa 
sets forth the flawless beauty of Sakuntala thus,
Anaghratajji pugpsgi kiselayam alftnajp kararuhair 
Anaviddhagi ratnayi madhu navajji anasvaditarasatfi 
Akhap{ia$i pupyanajp phalam ive ca tad rQpam anaghajp 
Na jane bhoktaragi kam iha samupasthasyati vidhifci £ak.II.10. 
and the conception of something dark and blank regaining 
clearness and whiteness underlies all the three nature images 
describing Urvasi's recovery from the stupor.
Avirbhute sasini tamasa mucyamaneva rntrir 
Naigasyarcir hutabhuja iva cchinnbhuyi^thadhQma 
Mohenantar varatanur iya^i lakgynte muktakalpa 
Gahga rodhatipatanakalupa gphpatlva prasadagi. Vik.1.7.
1Popular Imagery '-(imagery of Wit and Humour)
Practically ail the images adduced in the foregoing 
discussion are drawn from the stanzas of the epics and lyrics and 
the verse portions of the dramas.We are left with the images of 
dramatic prose,which is mainly the medium of expression of the
vidGgakn and of those of inferior rank speaking Prakrit in strict 
accord with the conventions of dramaturgy.This distinction in 
speech leads also to a distinction in the actual tone ana substance
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• f the imagery.We shall far practical purposes call "papular11 the 
images emerging in the prase,far reasons here advanced,in contrast 
ta thase verse images which may be called^lassical" .The:-imagery'f* 
£stfull af wit and humaur and what marks it aff fram the seriaus 
is its spantaneaus expressiveness with na deliberate attempt at 
artistic effect.The Viddgaka wha enlivens the drama with his 
piquant humaur and quickens its maveraent ta the denaument id the 
mainspring af the imagery we prapase ta analyse naw. It is,there- 
fare,necessary ta ga fully inta his metaphars and similes which 
are tinged with irany and sarcasm.
Spread all aver the drama we gather many af the Viddpak°'s 
faad images,typically reflecting his greediness and gluttany.His 
fandness far sugar makes him camprre the maan ta a lump af sugar 
chapped aff.
HI hi bha khap^amadaasassirla udida raa duadlpa.jp.Vik.III.p.70.
A wider cannatatian af meaning accampanies the expressian descri­
bing Malavika as she appears ta the king!s view,the statement 
happening ta be effectively uttered in such a way that it is nat 
meant ta be heard fully by the king,wha is madly in lave with her. 
The e mile is based an the custamnry practice af eating granulated 
sugar as an antidate against intaxicatian.The Viddpaka. begins with
his characteristic ejaculrtian-hl hi. 
khu
HI hi iayi slhupapuvvejidassa macchajp^ia uv&pada. Mlv .III .p. 44 .
An image af an aven which the pact fittingly puts inta the mauth
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• f the hungry Viddpakg. describes his restlessness and unbearable 
pangs of hunger,vividly.
Diclhagi vipapikpndu vip me udarabbhajn taraga dajjhai. Mlv.II.p.35. 
S a n  d~sa takes the opportunity of the Viddpaka's garrulousness to 
ridicule,bitingly,the gormandising brahmin with a seemingly 
innocent simile.
HI hi bho pimantanlo parsunappena, via ra&rah^ssepa phuffam~po pa 
sakkupomi aippo attape jlhap r&kkhidugi. Vik.II.26.
As one who© displays his acquaintance with varied tastes of foods 
his humour is as sparkling.He derisively draws parralel b;
between the king*s preference •‘of Sakuntale to the harem ladies 
and the desire for tamarind when one "is satiated with dates.(3ak. 
II.p.52.)
As ‘the aide-de-camp ®f the king in his romantic adventures 
he provokes the audience to burfcts ©f laughteriilluktrating the
king 1s maddening passion much to his natron discomfort.In several
; ■' ■! 
of the images he imagines himself as a physician ministering to.
* • v  - , 5 */f* .fH‘. C" ■ :•• ' / *3>r*•*' " '*•* ’ ’ ’ • '‘V *’* * ;* $T‘i.n
the king.in his disease.In the lines below he quotes a classical 
*
myth aIs® in the course ©f his remarks.
’V • <7 A
Hho ah allak~ musses, mahindassa. vejjo uvvaslpajjucchaassa bhavsde
-y ; ‘ ,*v .r ■ >, . \',;d • '
ahn^ivi duve ettha ummattaa. Vito.II.p.40.
and,in another,the Vidd^aka who has been °t his wit!s endojorranging 
the presentation of Malavika to the king,notices distressingly 
that he has to perform the unenviable task of a go-between bringing
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together the king and his lady love like a physician coming to a 
patient with medicine,himself. (Mlv .II .p.34 .) Once^ Malavika also
appears to the VidGpaka as a physician who has given jip his p^tientj 
the l®ve-sick king^ as a case bey®nd any h®pe ®f cure. (Vikf III .p .83] 
images expressive ®f the acts ®f plundering,theiving and 
grabbing are very well ch®sen t® portray the behaviour ®f the king 
caught making l®ve t® his mistress.The Viddgaka c®mes »Ut with an 
illustration fr®m the rubber's vocabulary t® describe the king- 
caught red-handed professing his l®ve t® Malavika.
Padijahhi dapiiji kigipi .Kamraagshldfcna^kumbhllaena s^gidhicchede
sikkhiom&itti vat t a w  a# hodi. Mlv .III .pV$9-60.
\
The l®ve-letter from UrvasT drops from the VidGpaka's hand and as
ill-luck would have it,it reaches the queen who presents it to the
. ; * ■ . , \  
doting king.The VidGgakk cannot explain the awkward corner they
are in except by painting the king as a robber seized with the
booty.(Vik.II.p.59).The king,timid and hesitant,though deerly
enamoured of Malavika is likened to a bird hovering round a
slaughter h®use,yet afraid to grab the meat.
 Bhavagi vi sGpoparicaro vihafltgam® via amisaloluo bhlruo a.
Mlv.II.p.36*
Malavika appears iwitfo' the dancing tutor for the performance 
before all including the queen.As the king ogles at her the 
Vidupaka whispers into his ear and cautions him to collect the 
honey unnoticed by the guardian bee,the queen.
Bho uvvaJJidajp naapamahu sajppihidamakkhisgi a. Mlv.II.p.26.
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The VidGgaka's ugly features are more than emphasized by his 
subordinates.Here id the VidGgaka compared to a, bull asleep in a 
market place when he is found dozing off at a doorway.
BhaJ-JipI eso duvaradese damuddagharassa vipapigado via ball- 
Vaddo ajjagodsmo asln® evva pidda^di. Mlv.IV.8g#82.
The sting the other sketch of him is as pronounced
•
Eeo kkhu alihido vaparo via kigipi tuphlgibhGdo ajjamapava®
i
cijjadi.Vik.II.28.
Act VI of the Sakuntall begins with the racy and pithy exchange 
of words between the fisherman and the king's officers leading to
the discovery of the ring.On being exculpated by the king's decree
♦
the fisherman is full of wit and repartee in his pungent counter-
attacks on the officers.The dialogue is an example of sustained
irony and sarcasm and as such brings to light many more images at
the popular level.Many of these remarks have a decidedly gnomic
touch.Thus when the alleged thtfef(the fisherman)is found innocent
the policeman ironically refers to the fellow's escape from death.
Ede jamas ad ©pap pavis’ijt papipivutte. £>ek. VI .p. 141.
-
The fisherman does not fail to retort squarely.
Ede pama apuggah® je dGlado avadalia hetthikkhandhe pa^itjha-
bide. Ibid.p.142.
8©me of the expressions are very epigrammatic*! but nuanced 
in a. popular style.Their brevity is marked.The YTell-known adage 
that troubles come not single is transformed in the VidG^aka's
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jargon int®
Tad# gapgiassa uvari pipgla® sajpvutt®® £ak.II.p.42.
When the nun is asked t® adjudicate in the musical c«ntest between 
the tw® tut®rs she expresses her inability,tauntingly,in a rustic 
idi®m. - ■ •i
Patfane vidyamane'pi grame r&tnaparlkga* Mlv.I.p,17.
By the VidGgak4s ruse Malsviga escapes captivity but ®nly t® walk 
int® another trap,-which situation reminds the VidGgak^ ©f the 
pr®verb-»
(Ah® ap&tfch® sagapagiidi) •BandhabbhatJ.® gihak.'v®d® cillre muhe 
paglid®. Mlv.IV.p.86.
A similar bird image describes MalavikS.1 s victimisatien by the 
queen- a rej®inder t® the king wh® inquires after her welfare. 
(Raja-K® vpttar tas tatrabhavatySs s'akhy~b)
VidGpa.ka-J© bi^alagahldae parahudiae. Mlv.IV.64.
The queen is constrained ts all§7’ the lave— affair bet' can the king'"
:fe'vK V.--C . v V'S'll : -g,  ^J
and UrvaS£T t® preceed.The V^dGgaka, draws the m®ral fr®m the event
. , '■ I .  • i
in his characteristic lighter vein.
Chinnahatth® m^cche phalaide pivvipp® dh£var«v bhapadi dhamm®me 
h^visssditti. Vik.Ill.p.81.
As it is the conduct ®f the king and the character ®f the 
VidGgaka which emerges conspicu®usly fr©m the imagery we have 
studied in this section we may c®nclude vdth a sh®rt dial®gue 
typical ®f their many-sided relatienship.
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Sore of limb and exhausted after following the king at the 
chpse the Vidugoka remains supporting himself ©n the staff when the 
king asks him why he is in a state ©f collapse.In this despondent 
mood he cannot help but illustrate his helplessness and servility 
Yvith two explanatory maxims. 
rT ja-Kuto fyagi gavt rop ©ghat aft.
VidOgake-Kud© kila sa.a.53 acchl aullkaria assukarap^ pucchesi. 
HStja-Wa khalv ©Vagacchami.
VidGpalck-Bh© Vaass© jagi vedas© kujjplllagi vi^ambedi tagi kigi 
attano paiiavepa pa pnlveassa. 3ak.II.p.44.
Other Image forms-not__ con side red as simile or metaphor
Throughout our discussiah we have devoted our attention to 
simile and metaphor(utprekpa included as a v- riant form of simili­
tude characterised by a higher degree of imaginativeness)as the 
commonest instruments of image formation.As a result we have kept 
out of our reckoning the medley of tropes or categories of poetics*• l |
that the system of Sanskrit poetics has evolved from m  original
nucleus of four known to Bharat© by means of permutations e£d
■
'■ .
combinations originating from slight changes in the shades of
1
meaning as well as in the *!rr#ngement' ©t^the terms of the compari­
son. Some of these categories have therfore come under our estimate 
as variations of the simile.In order to justify our dlassifidati'on 
of these under the concept of similitude we shall consider how t 
they are limked t© the idea of similarity in the typical specimens
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t© be examined in this section and in doing £• v.e hope t© evaluate 
their contribution t® the technical development of imagery•It is
true,n© d©ubt,as Diwekar has shown in tracing the &eveiopm< nt cf 
these categories* that most ©f them reveal by their nomenclature 
the influence of grammatical terminology in their formation.A for 
of these h vc patent connexions with logical concepts as well and
their formulation.The distinction between the last two is not
"
known either to Bhameha- ©r t© Dnp£in: while the third occurs as a 
subdivision of simile in their treatment.lt is only at a later 
period that theorists like the author of the SEhityadarpppe have 
taken special c^re in differenci^ting them ss separate categories- 
and laying down their hair-splitting differences of form <=>xici 
meaning even in the wording of the definition.The first bears 
strongly the character of the simile while the ether two are based 
©n the resemblance of some degree existing between objects 
(^entioned in the major and minor terms of the comparison)But
by rhetoricians,is no other than two similes put together to 
portray the beauty of &pkuntalr in spite of her ascetic garb.
Sarasijagi anuviddhagi tfaivalen'Spi ramyaga malinam api hiraagi^or
28
as the?/’ are nearer to the simile ‘we shall study them first
Ire tivastup \m~ ,bpptanta, and hidars’anf are three such
indirectly expressed or suggestedby correlating thorn.
J . ■ ,  I
An instance of praiivastGpam" from the ^ k u n t a l “ referred to'  j
28.See Fleurs de Rhetorique.... Chap.III.
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lakgma lakgmlgi tsnoti 
lyam adhikgman®jnn valkalenapi tanvl kirn ivg msdhurapsgi
Map $ an am. nakptln&pi. £ak.I.18.
T® take anotheroof the same kind-
Bhanub sakpdyUkJaturaiiga eva r"trijjidiva.gi gandhnvnhab prny~ti
&egab sadaivahitabhumibharah papfhap^avptter api dharma egab
Ibid.V.4.
it is the c®mm®n property-the ceaseless pursuit ®f duty-thst is 
implied(n®t expressed)in the synonymous e x a r e s s i m s .
If we compare these examples f®r prptivastQpama with ®ther
d - v *  V'.. .. r; ’ • t, o 1 , /  *' v**' <■ * Vl■ <&*■*" * /-a
verses annotated in the commentaries(on Kalidasa fs w®rks)and quoted
in the manuals of poetics under the categories,nidarssnri and
dp^fanta,between which there is hkrdly any distinction,we n®tice
only the difference in the mode of expression but not in the basic
conception of similarity expressed by the terms of the comparison.
0 *
Dpg£s?nta- Kuto dharmakriyavighnab satsga rakgatari tvgyi
Tamas tapati ghnrmajfijfa.u katham avirbhavigyati . Sak.V.14. 
©r SvaSukhanirabhilo.Sab khidyase lokahetob
Pr^tidinam athava te vpttir evagividhaiva 
Anubhsvrti hi murdhn~ ppdspaas tivram ugpagi 
Samayti pari tap nip chayayn sajps'ri tanngfi. &ak.V.7.
BidarSana-Sakgat priyn.m u peg-at sin s pah ay a pGrvrpi
Citr~rpitsm sham im~gi bahu manyamansb 
Srot®vah“gi pa.thi niksraajnlam atitys 
Jntab £nkhe prapayavan mpgatp^pikayagi. £>»k.VI.16.
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The writers on the theory of poetics after Kalidasafs age pud 
the comment 'tori, jf his works of as late a period as lbiat?reen the 
fourteenth and sixteenth centuries of the Christian era have seen 
in his imagery ptlltistr&tionslof pr&cticallylall the different 
Categories laid down in* the later stages of the theory.We have 
not found it necessary to study the imagery in terms of these 
infinite variations,severally,for the reasons we have adduced 
earlier in justifying our classification of the images from the 
point of view of their salient trends of thought conveniently 
coming under some aspect of similarity in the terms of comparison. 
Besides some of these are the innovations of later rhetoricians 
who have tried to stamp them with authority by going to Kalidasa 
for exemplification.
Gnomic Imagery
This survey of K~lidas£s imagery cannot,however,be deemed 
complete wTith«ut a reference to ©ne important process aanong all 
these categories which is an amplification of a tendency we 
strongly observed as the dominating feature of his imagery Earlier*
In the beginning of this chapter we studied how nature in its 
diverse aspects appeared to the poet as animate and individualis­
tic as man.The vivification of nature id the main principle under­
lying this poetical category,called arthantsranyas^,where,further, 
a gnomic statement or a statement of general observation estab­
lishing some sort of parralelism vindicates the behaviour of
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nature or man as the case may be.Thus the poet gives a gnomic 
29
touch to the thought contained in the fttusamhara II.27.which has
3§
been discussed earlier.
Tv am 5,s ar ap r as amitavanopapl a v gjji sadhu mttrdhna 
Vakpyaty adhvasramaparigatagi sanura~n “mrakufap 
Ma kpudrofpi prathamasukptapekpayn sagi^rayaya
Prapte mitre bhavati vimukho kigi punar yas tathoccaib- Megh• I JJJ 
How the noble instinctively give help in anybody*s distress is 
also exemplified by the cloud&s manner of extinguishing the moun­
tain fires which threaten to singe the tails of deer.
Tagi ced vayau sarati saralaskandhasajpghajfajanma
r
v .^ v  \ ; ?'h-v’ 1 -v > ••
Badhetolkakgapitacaraarlhalabharo dnvngnib 
Arhasy enagi samayitugi alagi varidharasahasraib
Apannartipras’amanaphalab sampado hy uttaraanagi Ibid.1.56.
Or the mutual attachment of indeparable companions is,for the 
poet,the moral,sun and twilight teach us when following each other 
at dawn and dusk.
Sandhy&ya anugatayi raver vapur vandy^m astasikhare samarpitagi 
Yena pErvam udaye puraskpta nanuyasyati kathagi tam apadi.
Kum.VIII.44.
29.The gnomic element has been introduced to this type of image
by Valmlki in the epic.See.Fleurs de Rh^tarique....Chap.IV.p.46. 
50.See p.52 and f.n.9.
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Thfough the medium of this, imagery we can get a glimpse of 
Kalidasa,the m a n ,viewing life with mixed feelings.A truism express* 
ed by Indian religious teachers is transformed into a wheel image 
reflecting the fluctuations of adversity and prosperity.
Nanv atraanajji b*>hu vigapayann atmanaivavalnmbe 
Tat Ifcklyapi tv am api bitnfcegi raa gamafci kataratvsjp 
Kasyatyanta^i sukham upanata^i dufrkham ek~ntat© v~
NIcair gacchatty uperi ca das" cakranemikrame^a. Megh.II.29. 
The poet is mmre successful!,as we saw/ earlier,in ascribing 
passionate feelings to nature but in the following verse after 
describing a river in terms of a woman he corroborates its beha­
viour by a general statement on the nature of women who nrefer 
coquettish gestures to actual words of love.The puns strve the 
useful purpose of bringing the terms of the comparison together.
VI cikgobha mt ani t* vi hagesrepiknnclgup ay aji 
Sagisarpantyaii skhalltasubhagagi darsit~vartanabheti 
jN’irvindhyayeti pathi bhava rssilbhyantaragi saginipatya 
StrTpam adyagi prapaysvacanagi vibhramo hi priyepu. Megh.1.29.
General Observations
.,Af terethiS analysis of the imagery in its salient aspects it 
now remains for us to recapitulate the observations we made in the 
course of our estimate and see how the poet emerges from the 
assessment of his imagery.We have not pursued a strictly statis­
tical method within the scppe of our study owing to the diffieu.
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eulty of classifying images rigidjry under particular headings 
referring the subject matter without overlapping with other 
associated subjects and thus approaching the problem in a rather 
mechanical fashion.Consequently,we hhve reduced the imagery to the 
most important patterns that reveal hi& conception of natural 
beauty and feminine beauty in themselves as well as in relati- on to
one another.We prefaced the study of imagery proper by tracing its
" i
connexions with the antecedent symbolism of Sanskrit poetry with
special reference to the religious literature of the Vedic period. 
This gave us a convenient starting point for our first process 
(1) symbolic imagery in its few variations.From the tendencies 
involved in these-the animation of nature and the reference to the 
feminine form irn sources of imagery we arrived at two other
processes (2) imagery vivifying nature in terms of the attributes
of feminine beauty and (3) nature imagery associated with the 
portrayal if the hewoines of varying character,both of which give 
to his poetry a string passionate flavour.hext we studied (4) 
hatufedimagery in* the remaining-'aspects followed by (5) animal
imagery.In the course of our discussion we referred to a few minor 
image patterns-(-6)unconventional imagery (7)images v/ith a strong
,  . • t  • • . . ; o .  -  ‘
‘ . '• ’ \ - '
sensuous appeal (8)painting images and (9) images drown from state­
craft, medicine:,musics .and astronomy which -showed the variety of-.his 
range. We also touched on (10-)- mythological imagery whiGh in spite 
of its decorative function shovred its outstanding feature to be
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the poet*s sensitivity f©r colour imagery.After the discussion ©f 
the place occupied by the innu nerabl^ poetical categories mentioned 
in the theory in imagery and explaining the justification for 
bringing them under the broad concept of similitude by illustra­
ting from the commonest ©f those categories ascribed to Kalidasa
.
we separated from among them ©ne which we called(11) gnomic
imagery embodying some of the trends observed in the imagery ©f
Kalidasa in general*
Poetry by its imagery attempts to express,according to a 
31
modern literary criti'c,.? relationship between things ana feelings. 
Kalidasa in his epic and lyrical poetry as well as in his love 
poetry and in the drama seeks to establish image patterns setting 
forth s> similar relationship often investing things with feelings. 
Throughout his workshH# appears as the best lyricist of Indian 
literature,but his uniqueness consists in the way he fuses his 
appreciation of nature with observations on human life so that one 
is complement- ry to the other*The feelings of sorrow and fear,love 
and joy and all else that man is prone to,he also evokes,as J|!g
instinctively,in inanimate nature to®.This conception of poetr}' 
which he commences with the fttusa$ph&ra>h© broadens in scope in his 
later and maturer -work,the Meghaduta,where the coherent image 
pattern is well matched t© the theme and enables him ton mirror the 
profundity of his experience.The dramas reflect the formative 
stage of this conception in their imagery.Another important
31.See C.Day Lewis-The poetic Image.Chap.I.p.25 .
   _ _  . _  1
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feature of his imagery; is allied t® the plastic arts.In the
portrayal «f the feminine figure he lends t® the imagery a reman-
.
kable pictorial povrer which at times has something ®f the 
effectiveness ®f a pointed ©r sculptured farm in evoking aesthetic 
feelings.Ihis,as we have seen,is intimately connected with his 
other gift of compressing so much descriptiveness into a few 
lines s® as t® make it look like a painting-in-words.The sketches 
• fjk&lkvika, Urvr kuntala and the heroine ®f the Jv»eghadGta,not
t« mention the many other verses ®f true pictorial power in the 
dramas,have fully exemplified this p®etic-srtistic sensitivity of 
Kalidasa*The type ©f ima,gery we have termed p o p u l a r 1 emphasizes 
®ne mere distinctive quality,the ability ©f characterisation.No 
doubt the elaborate kavya framework precluded the p©et!s reflec­
ting in h i s 1 classical’ imagery the ways and habits of the lower : 
ranks of Indian society.In the drama regulated as he is by conven­
tions as to speech,style and technique he nevertheless succeeds in 
imaging faintly the ordinary m a n ’s place in society and more fully 
his fund of good humour and practical cammoneense.
Kalidasa has therefore attempted to see similarities in 
things dissimilar,to discover the order and system behind the 
world in ill its diversity and to link the aspects of animate 
and inanimate life with one vibrant rhythm*,in brief,to unfold his 
conception of and attitude tc life through the medium ~f poetry.’ 
and drama.
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CHAPTER H C :
■ . ' i
Ajl i ANALYSIS OF KALIDASA’S WORKS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE
RASAS
In classifying the imagery in the manner we adopted in
r .
the last chapter we had no opportunity of studying the images in
j
the wider context of the theme of the poem or drama, noticing parti­
cularly their interdependence and the way they are linked together* 
This involves us in the simultaneous analysis of the works where 
we must take into account the rasas the poet attempts t© evoke in 
accord with theoretical requirements .But before we take up the 
works,individually,we may cle^r the ground by having some idea of 
the applicability of r sa as a criterion in the light of its origir
as 9 dramaturgical principle and grov/th into a general literary
‘
principle in th< evaluation of kavypsTIds entails a brief •?.:
historical survey of the concept,showing how,as far as the dat^ 
goes, the awareness of the power of poetry in evoking emotion takes
. •  .. • * ' ’* • ^  ‘ / *j
its rise simultaneously with the recognition of the adikrvya (Ram§t-
-
y an a) as the product of a poet,emotionally,very sensitive.
Diwekar has illustra.ted from the pgveda how the creative 
poetical activity of the authors which consisted of the intreduc- 
tion ©f decorative processes and s©und patterns in the composition 
of the hymns was followed by theoretical speculation cri its merits. 
Tjqe more reflective cast of mind that pervades the thought of the 
Inter parts of the Pgv«da(Msp^alas I & X) is also responsible for
the recognition of the superiority of meaning to form(word) origi-
1
noting t^nieng certain circles of thinkers.it was at this time when 
© nebular theory of language was being spun round the usages and 
processes known to the Vedic authors that exegetists and gramma-
■ . <1
ri^ns led by YSska took over and continued theorizing further.In 
the schools ©f grammar the sense(artha) acquired a significance as 
a subject for fruitful theorising with the result that poetry came 
t© be judged not by its formal;.excellence but by its power of 
evoking hidden meanings or suggesting something more than what its 
apparent meaning would convey.This conception of poetry was only 
achieved at a late stage and in the course of this development it ~ 
has been-i-linked with another prinpiplc, rasa. ‘ j j *• . t t
i ..‘The formal «nd statistical;: analysis of the facts of
poetry coming within the range of grammar,could not,by its very 
nature,produce such a cencept.lt is to- the theoretical speculations 
of Bharata on the dramatic art and technique as it stood in his 
day that we are indebted for some positive knov'ledge of the origin 
of rasa as a canon of critisism.But Bharata bases all his obser­
vations on a study of dramaturgy and consequently it is clear that 
his definition of rasa owes much more to the study of dancing and 
music than that of poetry.The antecedent states of mind,called, 
bhavas,necessary for the production of rasa in the spectator also
1.Fleur de Rhet®riauc... Chap.Ill.pp.23-24.
point unmistakably to the dramaturgical origin of the concept for
they are strongly associated with the gestures and movements of
2
the actors and dancers.lt is also obvious th^t a theorist could 
make a psychological or aesthetics! approach to the analysis of 
the feelings of an actor ©r dancer on the stage more readily than 
those of ' the characters of a written poem or story.At this 
stage when rasa was recognised in dramaturgy it tended to widen 
its range of applicability.As drama is closely connected with 
music which has a very powerful appeal to the emotions and c*=n 
evoke any of the rasas,poetry,which touches music at many points 
was also considered as capable of evoking the same rasas.It was 
left to the theorists ©f a later day and,especially,to Annndavar- 
dhnna to collect these threads and establish a theory of rasa 
embracing poetry rlso.
The conception of rasa,therefore,forms a unique feature in 
Sanskrit literature where in as early a work as thal of Valmlki1 
it is recognised that the poet burst into poetry,according to a 
legend,v/hen his piteous emotions were roused by the sight of a
2.N5n&bhinays>sambandh5n bhavayanti rasan iman
Yasmrt tasmad ami bhava vijney" nafyayektpbhij^. N.&XI.34.
Kalidasa also refers to the manner in which a dramatic perfor­
mance is capable of evoking all the rasas when accompanied by 
graceful dancing.Mlv.1.4*
- ■ 3
bird being killed• Strangely Enough,it is a o®et-K~lid~sa-who has
been the first to point ©ut the importance of the legend for the
theory of rasa as applied to poetry and it is this view that 
4
Anandatoardhana adopts in holding up the Rameypna as the first 
work t© answer t© his definition of good poetry(dhvabi kavya) 
based on the successful evocation of rasa.The latter puts it very 
tersely in commenting that the grief is the substratum for the 
sentiment of pity in the composition.Abhinavpguptn, who «ftcn 
bridges the gaps between the karikas and vptti of Snandavardhana1 s 
text amplifies this statement further,adding that the 1grief1 iss 
not the actual grief of the sage(na tu munej^ doka iti mantavyagij
but: a feeling for thf gpieftrah&alted into ' the poetical sentiment 
of sorrow.
Poetry,as intfche ease of the Ramayana,resulting from the 
profound impressions made on the poet's feelings,can in turn evoke, 
according to the theory,corresponding feelings in the reader of a 
poem if he is endowed with a cultured mind-a mind aesthetically 
sensitive and alive t© the finer points @f the poem.In the produc­
tion ©f these states if mind,the theory also recognises several
L •R g h •X I V •7 0.
2 .K?vyssyatmfimr. sa evarthas tatha cadikaveb pura
Krouncadvandvaviyogottha^ j^ okaji slokatvam agaatab Dhv/1.33.
Sok© hi kkruparaspsthaylbhavah pratlyamrnrrapa evn. Ibid.Vr.
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intermediate emotions end feelings linking the poet's or drnmp- 
tistfs sentiments with these of the reader or spectator.
The rasas that a p#et thus evokes in a reader reflects his 
temperament and attitude to life,in general,and,as such,are inti­
mately linked with the functions and purposes he wishes his poetry 
to serve.But the necessity for the Sanskrit poet to conform to the 
moral ends of life accepted by religious thinkers and traditional­
ly recognised even in secular literature..tended to stifle hbs
creative ability and powers of characterisation.if Advaghopa's
5
poetry,as he says in the Saundarananda,is not for enjoyment(ne 
rataye) but for the propagation of Buddhist doctrine(vyupasantay•)- 
presented in the medium of secular epic-n© less has ibe drama a 
specific function-didactic;save for one drama- for Bhavabhdti,who 
makes a proud boast *f his deep learning and piety,adding cynically 
that he does not write for those who may find fault with his work 
but for those who can appreciate his point of view (samanadharma}« 
Nowhere,in the entire range of Kalidasafs works,do we get anything
5.See Fleur d Rhe'torique... Chap. V.pp. 55-56 for references ^nd 
discussion.
6.Ye nama kecid iha naji prathayanty avajnSgi 
JSnanti te kirn api tan pr»ti n'-’iga yatnafr 
Utpatsyate1sti mama k o fpi samanadharml 
Kalo'hy ayajp nirtvadhir vipula ca ppthvl. Mlm.1.6.
See also Kretzschmar-BhavabhQti,der Dichter des Dharma.pp•4-5 
for a fuller discussion of the.dramatist1s religious background.
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like a specific statement enunciating the ends and purposes which
. * ■  ' T- ‘ ■ ' %  ' J vj  >• r  , ■' i f t  # 8
prompt him to wTite poetry.On the contrary he allows his poems to
speak for himself and cells upon the descriminating reader to test
7
his s i t i n g  on the. toiichstohe of criticism. Says< the poet
Tagi sante^i drotum arhrnti sad a sadvy akt i het av aft -
I
Hemno.ti sagilaksyate hy agnau viduddhiii dyamaiknpi vg.Flgh.1.7. j
This attitude of the poet which is sharply set against the clearly
defined ambitious attempts of the other two confronts us with at
least two problems,one of which will necessitate the inquiry as to
♦
whether the poet has subordinated the rasas to any religious
a
pattern without directly stating what it is.Any departure from
-' v ' . ;i
adhering to such a conventional pattern will bring us to the quest
tion of the poet fs elasticity of thought that permits of concei-
■
ving poetry for its own sake-for enjoyment-even to the extent of 
contravening,at times,the literary canons coming down the ages.We 
propose to go further into these two aspects of his poetical
outlook after our analysis of the works.
; ■ • ,1• ‘ * .'v''
■ ■ • - ■ : • i■I .«■
7.In the Prologue of the Mlv.he furnishes further criteria and
."1 -7-!- v.' . ' „ y/* i
■ V  . ' • , .  . .. ' ,  v • . <  * •  ' j 5  • 4  ^  ■ i . . -  > '
lays emphasis on independent judgment as to the merits or demerits 
of a poem irrespective of whether it be old or new.
Purapam ityeva na sadhu sarvnip na c~pi k~vyagi navam ityava.dyaip 
Santpfci parlkgyanyatarad bhajante mfl£haii par^pratyayaneypbuddhifr
Mlv.1.2.
. , V
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The impassioned lyrical descriptions dominating KalidSLsa's 
poetry and the portrayal of feminine beauty as well as the varying 
types of imagery based on these themes(discussed in the previous 
chapter) point to the predominance of the sentimebA of love 
(s'phgPra rasa)as the motivating factor of his dramatic and poetic 
art.In the evocation of the other rasas he makes them subserve the 
mainjsjbntiment.In order to study the rasas in anything like a 
systematic evolution,in the YvTorks,it is imperative that ve should 
relate the evocation of particular resas to the specific nature of 
the contents of the drama or poem.In this attempt it is pronosed 
to p*y more attention to the works,therefore,in the order in which 
the evocation of rasas seem to point to a gradual maturity of his 
styii and technique following as closely as possible the clessi- 
fication in terms of lyrics,epics and dramas, whatever bearing it 
will have on the hitherto recognised chronological grouping of the 
works.We shall begin with the ptusajphnra followed by the Raghu- 
vpjjiso and the Kumarasainbhava and reserve the dramas and the Meghr- 
dQta until last,-last,because all fcfie dramas follow a consistent 
pattern of evoking sphg^ra and the MeghadQta,where the poetical 
technique adopted in the evocation of sphgrrs is the most dewelopec 
relatively.
Rtusamhara
A conspicupus feature of the lyric is the marked rearrange­
ment of the six seasons,the description commencing with summer
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rather unconventionally.lt would appear that this rearrangement 
allows Kalidasa to defer the advent of spring,a sepson approp­
riately suited for the intensification of the feelings of love,to 
the last,so that we see how love among nature,animals pnd man, 
dulled in summer,reaches its climax in spring having become keener 
and deeper during the intervening four seasons of var^a, s'a.rr t, 
hemanta and sfisira.The fact that the verses are loosely strung 
together fcound the seasons without a single theme running through­
out precludes the orderly evolution of rasa.Yet,besides giving us 
an inkling of the trend which his poetry is to pursue in the 
dominsnace of s'pngara. over the other rasas the ^tusaijihara epito­
mises, as it were,the recurring themes and topics of lyrical 
description and foreshadows even the technique and style employed 
in evoking s'phgare in the later works.
At thb very outset of the work the podt strikes a romantic 
note putting the descriptions of the summer into the mouth of the 
lover addressing his beloved.The general picture,however,is one of 
intense heat^least encouraging to those of a romantic dispositions 
(vibodhyate supt iv~dya manmathafr) and so the poet refere,briefly, 
to the ways and means men and animals resort to in alleviating the 
heat.In the second canto he proceeds to describes a more refreshing
season,toarg” ,where the clouds ore the most characteristic pheno-
■
men a bringing plea sprites well a s.. sad memories, to ,lo vers. Here i
wre come across the two bo sic aspects of love-vipralambha sprigara
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end sambhoga sphgaro-recognised in manuals of poetics and 
erotics as the themes for the evocation of Jfphgara and contributing 
to Kalidasafs conception of loye running through all his works# 
Thunder,lightning, the dance of peacocks, the flow of rat erf alls', the 
rushing rivers,the rutting elephant and the humming bee ore all 
related,in this conception of love,to the conditions and moods of 
lovers.Autumn with its clear bright skies is the subject of the 
next cento where although the former symbols of love visible during 
the rainy season have disappeared the luxuriant end lush gro?rth of 
creepers and plants with the riotous colours of their blossoms 
captivate the mind owiggdtoitheir symbolic relationship vd.th the 
features of feminine beauty.This is followed by heraanta when the 
ardour of love pervades everything (kfraarasanuviddhati) and the poet 
is tempted to set forth the sexual diversions of lovers with a 
candour somewhat offensive to taste and reminscent of the style of 
similar descriptions in the Leghaduta,Kumrr- sambhav? ana Raghu- 
vpgis'n.The ensuing sea son, si sirs, further inflames passion till 
spring advances,its external aspect evoking the strongest feelings 
of love not only among animate life but among the inanimate,too• 
Here love is symbolised by Kama with his companion spring whkse 
advent is heralded by the custom-ry sights of mango shoots and 
kirp^uka flowers, thirrefresning effect of mdun.ifeih breezes and 
the moon beams,the smell of the rutting elephant and the music of
'8 " i
the humming bees snd the cooing cuckoos.We hpve in this section
8. p t u .V I .28.
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the entire rsnge of the image-making constituents of Kalidasa's 
poetry,in miniature,which the poet handles more effectively in 
introducing the sentiment of love into the narrative of his more 
mature works.
Rsghuva.uisa
Though conforming to the requirements of a raahakavyn-great
epic-incorporating the main story of the Ramayana only r-s a,facet 
in the many-sided epic saga of a series of illustrious kings,the 
Raghuvajp^a suffers in comparison with the other works of Kalidasa. 
In the attempt to compress so many dynasties into an epic,much more 
condensed than the RSrnayana,Kalidasa often assumes the role of a 
dry-ps-dust chronicler,especially,in Ghap.XVIII. and only when he 
pauses to dilate on the exploits of a. more laudable monarch do we
^ •>'. • • ^  ■ ; s  1 ' • ‘ ' ,1 t ■ 4 1  . ■ -  "f  ■* \ " •  y-X. . : . . ' - ’
get genuine poetry worth}' of his genijis.Although one must expect a 
variety of rasas evoked by the varying themes of this epic wrhich 
deals with events on a human ^s well as r superhuman jjiani it 
lacks the cohesion ari d coordination of sentiment that is the m&rkec 
feature of the other works having one central theme.Owing to this 
diffused nature of the narrative he finds hardly any scope for the 
gradual evocation of sprigara in some pattern except in two places 
v/here it appears disjointed and ill-fitted to the rest of the 
story.
In the preceding chapter wre referred to the mythological 
content of Kalidasa’s imagery relating it to the mythological
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framework of Sanskrit poetry,in general.In the production of rasa 
the miraculous end superstitious element of religious myths 
contributes to the feeling for the marvellous (adbhutarasa) '^ nd no 
other literary medium is more appropriate for its setting than on 
epic.The curse,which plays an important part in Sanskrit literary 
technique and to which we shall have to refer repeatedly with 
regard to the development of the plot in Kalidasas dramas,the 
progress of the narrative elsewhere and in its bearing on the 
evocation of the rasas,offers a starting point for the causal 
sequence of the chain of events in the epic.In the second canto, 
the appearence of a lion conjured by the divine cowfs magical 
power commences this process and is continued in the next canto, 
where the supernatural tokens m^rk the birth of a son to Dillpa. 
The rifarvellous sentiment is sustained even in the narrative of the 
exploits of Raghu,a mortal hero,who pits himself against Indra,a 
superhuman hero,against heavy odds in a contest of martial skill. 
But the poet Reserves for the following canto the portrayal of 
genuine human heroism in the account of the sweeping conauests of 
Raghu,who overwuns all the neighbouring states.There is a true 
epic ring in the poetry,at this point,the sonorous sounds and the 
vigorous style being well matched to the theme in which the poet
succeeds for the first time in stirring the imagination 'of the
9 .Rgh.IV.27-84.
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reader with the epic quality of the piece.The next canto shows the 
king impoverished at the end of the vi^vajit sacrifice but divine 
intervention-p gift extracted from Kubera-enables him to gratify 
the wish of the brahmin pupil who comes to him for hej>p.But so far 
we hardly see any trace of the romantic poet and lyricist that he 
bids fair to be in the early poem,ptusajpfiara•The content of the 
epic has so far savoured of the heroic and the marvellous.In the 
Sixth canto the occasionbf the svayajjivara to which the prince,Aja, 
has been invited by Bhmja?to appear as a prospective bridegroom 
for Indumati gives the much-needed theme for the poet to make a 
close study of the amorous feelings and behaviour of the assembled 
kings? Kalidasa is at his best here and^as the following image 
sums up the situation tersely^ he reads into the vnrying gestures 
of the suithrs the subtle feelings of love that motivate them(sph- 
gpra rasa)
T~gi pfcatyabhivyaktamanorathanegi ranhlpatlnagi pr^p^y^gr^dGty^p
Pravalps'obha iva padapsnaga sphgaracegfa vividha babhdvup.VI .12 
The poet has been obviously inspired by the bare descriptive motif 
of the svaya^ivara ri>£ DhmayantI in the Mahabhfcrata, which has been 
here richly embroidered with sensuous imagery and infused with a 
more passionate idiom.Indumati having chosen Aja ?the nuptials are 
celebrated and the accounts of the procession and of city women
10.VI.13-19
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gazing from windows follow in the traditional style.When Aja 
returns home with his spouse the kings rejected at the svayajpvara 
lead a concerted attack on the victor and his ^rmy.The seventh 
crnto occupies the poet in the sketch (36-62) of this combat which 
appears by far the best presentation of a gruesome and horrible 
scene by K “lidasa;who is generally fond of depicting the <; 
delicate and quiescent aspects of life.VIra,raudra and a not too 
crude blbhatsa are the rasas evoked.He attempts to bring out the 
heroism of the sections of the fourfold army engaged in this 
deadly struggle and/as the climax is reached he paints the ghastly 
scenes o£ the battlefield(>6-45)without refraining from portraying 
even the most loathsome and abhorring forms of the mutilated and 
decapitated bodies(45~52)in vivid language.When Aja fails to gain 
his end by human skill he invokes the aid of his divine missile 
(gandharva ayudha^- far throwing his opponents into a hypnotic coma 
and thus forces them to surrender.Again Kalidasa seeks the aid of 
the marvellous to account for the death of IndumatT,in the follow­
ing canto*,fatally struck by the garland blown off the . lute of 
Harada-an event which introduces the efficacy of the curse^once 
more, and this time accounting for her sojourn in the human realm. 
The lament of AjQ who is petrified s>t the sudden death of his wife 
introduces us to the first scene of pathos-the pathetic sentiment 
(karup&I here,as elsewhere,invariably combined in similar situa­
tions ,with•the sentiment of love constituting what is called-in
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theoretical terminology-vipralambhe dphg“r a #The pathos in the most 
poignant stages of the description fails to attain the heights of 
the lament of Rati in the Kumarasambhav©. or that of Pururevas in 
the Vikramorva.slya. We notice,however, that the naive imagery of the 
jfiarly lyric, setting forth the appropriate features of the flora 
and fauna, symbolic of the ©wakening of the feelings of love have 
now gssumed £ more mature rnd intricote pattern ,especially,in 
evoking piteous emotioras.(59-60).The next section presents us the 
career of on ideal monarch,Das’arathe, from whom commences the story 
of the Rampyana.Enjoying the undivided allegiance of a v^st dom- in 
inherited from his illustrious ancestors he gives himself up to 
pleasures at the advent of spring,indulging in hunting and diver­
ting himself with the harem at water-sports.Here we hkve all the 
items of narration prescribed for a mahokavya and-whether the 
theorists referred to thisckindiof existing Pteagt? of the poet 
followed'.theorygthe poet perhaps fe&ls that as a sine qua non of 
epic description they could not have been more appropriately 
included save in the case of a monarch in whose kingdom everything 
is ordered and perfect.But what detracts from the effectiveness of 
the piece is the strain on the style resulting from a deliberate 
use of the pedantic sound pattern of the yamaka for over hslf of 
the cento.The subject matter of Canto VI of the ^tussijihars dealing 
with the glorious end love-exciting aspect of spring is reviewed 
here,once more,but more intimately linked with the feelings of
love itrtends tolrouse in the king and all the other lovers.(25-46] 
the harbingers of spring ore thus described
Kusumajsuima tato navapallavasjtedanu ga$ adakokilakUjitayi *
Iti yathskramam avir abhGd madhur drumavatlm avatlryg vanasthe-
llra. IX.26.
The king then starts his hunting; expedition at v/hich point o::’ the 
narrative the poet stops the use of the yamaka and changing the 
metre,too,blends vlra and adbhuta to conjure a brilliant picture 
of wild animals shot through during the chase.The kingfs elation 
*->t his success soon ends when for having mistakenly aimed an arrow 
at the son of 9 sage^ hidden in the water t he is cursed to die of 
grief for a son in his old age.Here,again,the curse serves the 
purpose of linking up the narrative with the events of the sub­
sequent cento,where the events move on to the plane of miracle.
At the same time that Dadaratha is worried by childlessness the 
gods are worried by a demon.So both needs are to be fulfilled by 
the birth of Roma,the tinman manifestation of Vippu.A chain of 
miraculous events follow the birth of Rama and as the narrative 
has to do more vlth titiroic exploits and less with lovetthere is no 
scope for the delineation of tender rasas; the marvellous now makes 
way for the heroic which is meant to be evoked by Ramses life­
long combat with the rakpas&s.His first encounter is with Ta£akr 
whose features are delineated with a fiBeling for the loathsome 
unequalled elsewhere in similar portrayals.We may refer,in parti-
__
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cular,to three verses from that extract, as pn example showing thct
I
Kalidasa is very near Bhavebhflti in evoking blbhatsa in the rare 
instances his themes afford it.
Jyoninadam atha gphpatl tpyod pr~durasa bahulakgapachaviii 
Tadstkfr calakapsilakupdals Btalikeva nibida balakinl.
TI vrp.v egadhu t amargav pk $ ay a pr e t ac 1 v ar a v as a s v pn o gr e y e " 
Abhyabhnvi bharatfgrajas tay~ vatyayeva pitpkenenotthay*. 
Udystaikabhujayapjim ayatlgi dropilpmbipuruppiiitramekhalagi 
T^ gi vilokya vsnitavadhe ghpp^gi patripa s°hp muraocn r~ghpvpfcu
XI. 15-17.
The demons are subjugated,temporarily,by the lethal effects of
Rems.fs divine weapons.In reward for wielding the cumbersome bow j
of Jan aka,Rama is offered SIta as his spouse-a theme which does
not occupy the poet long,much less lead up to an elaborate account
of the marriage ceremony,in spite of his predilection for availing
himself of such themes for evoking dpAgara.This is perhaps due to
its .inapproprioteness in the context Y/hich is generally suited for
the narration of more heroic end m^nly deeds.5?he scenes which
ensue illustrate this further.f&pasurama. challenges Rnma to n
%
contest and the formers entry is foreshadowred by the ominous 
portents observed in the abnormal functioning of natural phenomena 
(58-65)An encounter which BhpvabhQti has described in painstaking 
detail;in the MahFIvIrpc^ritp; is treated here,in summary fashion 
but the point made is the moral superiority of Rams over his
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enenry^vrho recovers his lodt spiritual strength.The unfailing 
power of the curse comes into operation,again,this time,determin­
ing the course of Rama’s future.and effectively threading the 
past with the present.The curse pronounced by the sage on Das'p- 
ratha must now come into fruition sending Rama into exile.Then ?:e 
come to the main epic thbrae that has inspired many dramatists treated 
in the latter half of the twelvth canto.Within the range of a mere 
30 verses the poet crams in the famous battle between Rama and 
Ravapo-a battle which is spun out in three long sections(khepdas) 
by Valmlki,but proportionately reduced in the poet$s version.The 
description fails to evoke vlra or raudra rass to any degree
befitting th^t of so vast and monstrous a, war between men,animals
and demons.V/e certainly do not have the natural climax to the epic 
style, here,biit on the .contrary, it demonstrates,by comparison, that 
as an epic poet,he has made his mark in the earlier narratives of 
lesser importance and smaller compass.The scene that follows . 
brings the poet amto his element alloying him the opportunity of
assuming the natural role of the describer of the majestic sights
of nature.As Rama and SIta commence the aerial journey the pano­
ramic view unfolds itself and Kalidasa ag-ln ^portrays ineture,,s y- 
picturesque features with the usual symbolism of, feminine bea.utyL. 
Ihefcte is a touch of pathos also when Rama,passing over the regions 
traversed formerly in his weary wanderings search of SIta, 
is full of sad memories of the emotions and feelings those very
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flowers and trees then evoked in her absence.The karupa rasa 
arising from sad memories of previous situations is effectively 
subordinated to the overmastering d'phgpra that pervades the whole 
description.But the reunited couple have to part again,soon.The 
idle tongue of rumour publishes the scandalous report of SIta's 
unchaste life during the enforced stay with Ravapa.When Ramp gives 
up his wife the sense of grief he nobly bears is echoed by the. 
whole forest.
hpttagi maytirrti kusum"ni vpkpa, d- rbhan uprttrn vij-hur h^ripyrp
Tasyati prapanne r:amadutikh*->bhav a£i a t y m t r m  rsld ruditayi vrnBfp i .
XIV.69.
M t h  this ends the part pl&yed by Rama in the epic and so the 
dominating personalities of ,the dynasty are no more.The lesser 
lights follow.The next important king is Kusa to the account of 
whose heroism is tacked on somewhat loosely, a description of 
nature in summer, which the poet is at pains to connect with the 
feelings of women and women,as he did in describing spring.The 
water-sports follow as a sepuel to this and although it is the 
first lengthy description of its kind,in any of the works,it is 
apparent that the only reason for its inclusion is the V' lue 
attached to it as an einevitable epic theme.The only king of note, 
thereafter,and an exemplary one at that,is Athiti who succeeds 
Kusa •From this point the epic deteriorates into a qua.si-historical 
chronicle recording the accession and demise of one king after
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another,nil of whom serve to lengthen the dynasty without contri- 
buting anything much to its prestige or stability.Sudars^n^,the 1 
last but one,attains to eminence but Agnivarpa,his son,hastens the 
tottering dynasty to an ignoble end by his debauchery and volup- 
tous life.Agnivarna1s excesses and his insatiable carnal appetite 
is painted in the most lurid colours[XIX).An important point may 
be made. here about Kalidasa*s conception of love.In availing him­
self of the erotic theory ciUfren.t Lin this day for shoring how low 
the king had sunk,morally,he hks not intended to evoke s'fchgora as 
he has done elsewhere and justify the king!s base career.The king1 
death brought about by disease and emaciation shows unmistakably 
that the spngarn he evokes savours not of amoralism though he 
allows his characters to play the roles of passionate l'vers. 
Kum~ra sambhava
It is clear from, the analysis of the Reghuvayid^ that the 
content of the epic story or stories is not such as to enable the 
poet to develop one consistent and principal sentiment.In the 
remaining works the fcherbeslare mdre conducive to the evocation of 
such a pattern of rasa.The Kuinarassmbhava deals exclusively with 
the joys and sorrows of divine and semi-divine beings and as such 
we have again a mixture of the marvellous and the romantic senti­
ments.
The first c^nto commences with a colourful sketch of the 
Himalaya and its precincts,furnishing a very effective background
1 0 8
for setting off the exquisite charm and beauty of Parv?tl,the
former section of the narrative flowing into the latter very
smoothly.The sensuous imagery which seeks to couple all those
attributes of spring with the graceful features of the heroine
strikes the keynote,as if it were,indicating that this epic is to
evoke the romantic sentiment.At th6'.timehshe is marriageable the
gods are in need if a warrior who would extirpate the demons and
so,as in the similar situation propitious for Rajmafs birth in the
0
epiff, Sknndha1 s birth throggh the marriage of £ivs> and ParvntI 
forms the theme of the secona|canto.Indra commissions Kama for the 
project of working upon the feelings of love between Siva and 
?"rv®tl.
Canto III begins with the allegorisation of the eternal con­
flict between* two kinds of desire,the passionate and the religious 
Kama personifies fbesion trying to get the better of Siva,obvious­
ly representing the spiritual force of life,dh^mar*with the aid of 
Rati and Spring,both,stimulating influences of love.Insinuating at 
Indra8s moral lapses Kama affirms his ability to repudiate any of 
the three ends of life,in the following verses
Adhyspitasyosan-? s~pi nltiyi prayuktaragaprapidhir dvi^as te 
Kasyarthadharmagia vada pT^ayami sindhus ta$”v ogha iv^ prevpd-
Kem ekapatnlvratadufcikhasl.lagi Io Ipjji manas c"rutay“ pr^vip£ayi 
Nitambinim icchasi muktalajj.ejp kapfhe svnyayigrahpnippktr-bahugi
dhrfr
III.6-7.
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Although K“me is foiled in his first attempt,his arrival rn-rlcs the
accentuation of romantic feelings in nature and man.The advent of
spring goes hand in hand forming the stimulating background for
Kama -the southern winds,the red n.sbka and its sprouts,mango
shoots,karpikara flowers,bees and cuckoos(24-35).With Rati,his 
companion,Kama enters this scene,propitious for the development of
love,and sets the pattern for the deepening of mutual love among 
couples.
Tagi desam aropitapuppac&pe ratidvittye mndene prapanne
Kap/tag&tesneharasenuviddhagi civsn&vani bhavajp kryaya viv^vruti
III .35.
Consequently the bee,the ruddy goose(cakr vaka),the antelope,the
elephants and even the trees a.re overpowered by feelings of love
and the next stage in this infectious process presents us Kam^ * 
' \
getting the upper hand even over diva,overpowered by the coquet*i« 
tish grace of Parva.tl.
Vivypvatl sailasutapi bhavam ahgaiti sphuradbalhkadambakalpaifci 
Saclkpta carutarepa tasthau mukhena parya.stavilocanena . Ill. 68 . 
But )£>iva-’.checks ■ his. emotions going astray and the next moment Kamr 
Ikes reduced to ashes,burnt by the raging fire of divaBs eye.The 
loss og the husband furnishes the situation for the poet to depict 
a, moaning Rati subject to all the feelings experienced by a Yoman 
in separation.The pathetic element of the lament is strongly over­
laden with the romantic which is in effect, the basic sentiment
iic
from which the imagery too acquires its sorrowful rone.The same 
sensuous imagery that furnishes the romantic symbolism is now 
adapted for a different purpose,namely,to evoke krrupa.Thus Rati 
observes that darkness,wine and moonlight,the excitants of love 
(uddlpana vibhaves)fail to have any effect in the absence of 
their ally,Kama.Ther whole of nature weeps with Rati bemoaning 
the sad fate of her husband.As in the earlier section where the 
poet adopted the technique of intensifying the feelings of love 
with the increasing attractiveness of naturefs appeal in spring 
so does the pathos reach its climax here with the reappearence of 
spring,K”ma.&s friend,without him,making Rati fevive memories of 
their association.To account for the inevitability of K&mafs death 
and to suggest the possibility of his resuscitation the power of 
Era#apatifs curse is adduced and,as in the case of the previous 
epic,it enables the latter part of the story to be linked with the 
preceding.In the canto that follows Parvati convinces diva of her 
eligibility to be his wife by a course of penanoee^and in the 
seventh,the wedding preparations and the ibore elaborate wedding 
rites form the themes.A request is made by the gods to diva to 
allow Kama,whose body has been restored at the end of the period 
fixed for the curse,to generate feelings of love in him.The eighth 
canto is the subject of controversy for it is accepted by the 
majority of critics as the concluding portion of the authentic 
work whereas others reject it on account of $hE description in
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intimate detail of the amorous life of the divine pair.The latter 
view appears untenable owing to the tendency of the poet to make 
good his knowledge of erotic theory when the content ;gives him 
scope as for instance in the sketch of the voluptous life of Agni- 
varma,we have previously referred to,and in the picture of the 
highly passionate life of the Yakj?a,in the Meghaddta.In further 
support of its authenticity we may refer to no less an authority 
than Anenda.vardha.na, whose criticism of Kalidasa fs art and techni­
que is of some value for our understanding of the poet end accor­
ding to whom the inclusion of such a scene of post-nuotial 
dalliance is not so offensive in the hands of n poet endowed wits 
genius.Wp shall discuss this trend of the poetry more fully in 
relation to his general conception of love after the analysis of 
the keghadGte where we have more confirmatory evidence for it. The 
poem aims at evoking sprigs re. and the poel ,therefore,brings to be ar 
on the theme of the union of two lovers all that can be borrov-ed 
from erotic theory for the enriching of its consent.Thus in about 
a third of the contents of the chapter Kalidasa describes a coy 
Parvati passionate but unresponsive and a joyous Siva caressing- 
his neYvly-wedded wife.Although they are a divine pair the poet 
reduces their passionate feelings to the level of ordinary mortals 
but there is none of the debauchery or looseness that is a feature 
of Agnivarina's en joyrnent. ihere could not have been a more fitting1c 
finale to- the events^of-thife chapter and towthb whole story as well
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than the survey by the bridal pair of the gorgeous scenery of the 
Gandhamadana-the same lyrical note as at the beginning of the poem 
-whfcnsh comes ^uto life in the poet's appealing imagery, appearing 
to share some of the bashfulness of ParvrtI and which, in its 
lyrical grandeur^ elevates the romantic tone of the poem as a - hole.
The two epics by comparison show that whereas in the Reghu- 
vajjisa the exploitation of the marvellous and the superhuman 
element at the main points of the narrative was the way in which 
the disparate parts of the story were linked together,the Kumnra- 
sambhavn. parades all its divine heroes,yet reduces their actions 
to the. • human level linking them together with r view to the 
subordination to the main sentiment and thereby availing itself 
but little of the supernormal element.
We take up the dramas,next,remembering,in Kalidasa's own
.11
words, that a dramatic representation is the more suited for 
evoking emotion.All the three dramas have a uniform pattern of 
unfolding the love affair of a king in the course of which a 
situation occurs where owing to a curse(as in the case: of the 
^akuntala and /ikramorvaslya) or as a result of some obstruction 
(Malevikagnimitre)the lover is separated from his beloved and ; ivcs 
expression to the feelings of separation (vipralambha. djrrigars-)-- 
very dramatically touched off in the Vikremarvaflflya and least in
11.Se>' Chap.II .p.91 .f .n .2
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in the Sakuntala-and is ultimately united to his beloved .Divine 
intervention in the form of the curse determining the course of 
the plot is the special feature of the Sakuntal? end the .'ikr^  nor- 
vnkiya but there is no intrusion of the < ivine in the Mpl^vikagni- 
mitra,where,strangely enough,all characters are also more human.
We shad.1 examine the Sakuntala,first,for it maintains a consis­
tently even and smooth tone and its tenderness of sentiment fc 
enables us to study how his dramatic technique develops from this 
to the other dramas. 
gakuntala
Act I begins with the fast moving scene of Dupyant'- pursuing 
the deer but suddenly checked when taking aim by a voice in the 
air proclaiming that the deer belong to the hermitage.The tone of 
the dialogue then changes, accordingly, when Dugyanta.,in deference 
to the unwritten code of the hermitage shows due honour to its 
occupants and curbs his unbridled desire for the chase.The atraos-
j§
phere is all serenity(rf~ntam idam a^ramapadagi) end with the king’s 
entry into the penance grove and the observation of the tender and 
graceful movements of Sakuntala the conditions,ideal for the evoca-
-  ' V ; . 3 l
tion of s'p^gera are/, provided.THe loving and intimate relations 
existing between man,animal and nature in the penance grove offers 
the suitable background for the dfamatist to lay out the delicate 
pattern of love that binds the two lovers together.The imagery of 
practically all the verses which emphatically sum up the diverse
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emotions of the king reflects the gradual awakening of love.in the 
conversation between Anasdya and Priyajpvada and ^akuntala vre see 
how he adapts the imagery,with a more dramatic effect than before, 
introducing the subject of the jasmine creeper entwining round the 
mango branch-a remark which appears quite in place with the rest 
of the dialogue-connecting with it the like alliance of Sakunt^la 
and a worthy husband.The dialogue is worth recalling.
Anasdya-kala Sa.undale ia.m sa.ajpvaravahd sahaSrassa tue kidapamade§ 
vstpajosipitti pomalia.pajji visumarida si.
Sakuntala- Hala ramaple kkhu kale imassa lad&paavamihupassa
vaiaro sepivutto .NavakusumajovvapSt vap&josini siniddhapalla-
••• V * ' • > J
' jF ■ '■ ' ; ' I
vadae uvabhoakkhamo sahaaro.
In amplifying the statement of Anasdya,£>akuntala nuances it in' 
such a way that her companions try to stee its1 metaphorical connex­
ion with her love for.the king.ThUB Priyagivada adds
Anasdye japasi kigi Saundalavapajosiplm adimettam pekkhadit-
ti. ................
and concludes-Jaha vap&joslhl apurdvepa paevepa saflagada avi pama 
evvapi ahagi vi attano ppurdvapi vara# lahea.#tti . (I .ppf 22-23) 
much to her embarassment.This sets the tone for the rest of the 
dialogue.Every time iJakuntala makes an observation on something, 
the king,hidden from her view, supplies a rejoinder in terms of his 
affection for her.The stir the bee creates hovering round Sakunta- 
la's face brings the king into view,enabling him to avail himself
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of the playful movements of the bee for reflecting the exactly 
parrelel behaviour of himself in the role of a lover.
Calapa&gn# dppfi# sppsasi bahutfo vepa/thumatl#
Rahasyakhyayiva svanasi mpdu karp&htifcacarati
Kara# vyadhunvan^y-fijr pibasi ratisarve.svam adharafr
Vaya# tatfvanvepan madhukara hatah tva# khalu kptl. 1.21.
As the conversation between the king and tfekuntale’s friends 
proceeds the king struggles to hint at his growing passion while 
tfakuntala restrains from giving herself away by revealing an 
emotional condition improper in the eyes of her friends.Kalidasa 
works the sentiment gradually on to its climax,maintaining an 
apparent modesty of expression in the slow reciproc1 tion of love 
by Sakuntala.In the movements of Jakuntala who appears to take her 
friends to task by raising a threatening finger and by attempting 
to depart in-anger when they discuss h e r ?the dramatist characte­
rises a coy damsel^finding herself in love,restless,when discover­
ed by her friends.All her seeming contradictions are summed up 
by the lover,thus-
Veca# na midrayati yady api madvacobhip 
Karp a# dadaty abhimukha# mayi bhasamane 
Kama# na tipjhati madananasa#mukhlna 
BttGyigJham any av ip ay a na tu djpfir asyati. 1.28.
The end of the Act shows theking firm in his resolve to see more 
of Sakuntala engaged in her activities while she for her part
tarries longer to reciprocate hhe loving looks before she goes 
back to the hermitage.
Act II.-The element of humour which is introduced at important
s- +A .*/ * * A*y ^  ^ I* *,;»M .* • , -A V V* *' / *>!•* 3 *• ’ ’ 1 **'
points of the narrative contributes as much to the light tone of
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the drama as the romantic flavour of the poetry.At the beginning 
of this act the Viddpaka’s ironic remarks on the strain imposed on 
him as theking's companion compelled to follovr him in hSie madden-
\
ing.passion for hunting,introduces us again to the subject of the 
infatuated lover.The king is brought under the influence of love, 
deeper and deeper,and unabli tb bear erven a temporary separation 
from her,gives pointed expressi n to his feelings inferring that 
all the gestures and movements he observed in her were meant for 
him.The Viddpaka's reluctance to accompany the king and share in 
all the privations it entails fits in well with the latter1s plan 
to abandon the chase owing to his preocuupation with love.At this 
stage of emotional tension Kalidasa puts into the mouth of his 
hero the most sensuous imagery for delineating the heroines peer­
less beauty and perfection of form.Jhe idea of the incompatibility 
between religious restraint and a love-affair assuming serious 
proportions in a penance grove,itself,worries the king and the 
conflict which has been the undertone in Sakuntala’s gFadualhess 
of response to the king's expression of love becomes all the more 
pronounced.Kalidasa therefore introduces a new situation which can 
effectively bridge this gulf while preserving the honour — : L
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and moral rectitude of the life of the hermits.The king receives 
an urgent summons from the hermitage where the sacrificial routine 
is being interfered with by the rSkeasas.
Actlll^Ttoe doting'king and the love-sick: SakuntalS are brought toge­
ther more closely now.The device of the(&kadabh&sita)unknown voice 
suggests the nature of the evnnts to follow as a result of Sakun- 
tal&'s illness.Mgre of the poet in K&lid&sa and less of the drama­
tist comes into view occassionally when he proceeds to use the 
recurrent imagery of nature for evoking the sentiments of love 
which are tersely summed up in the verses whili the prose intro­
duces us to the themes round which the thoughts of the verse are 
arranged.
Here we coma across a hero and heroine,typical of Kalida 
sa*s characterisation in all the dramas,faced with the kind of 
situation that repeats itself in all of them,in varying degrees of 
intensity.The king comes on the scBBe,a sighing lover, finding
fault with Kama.SamB aspects-^bf haturb"add to his grief and while 
he tries to divert himself with its pleasanter aspect &akuntal§. 
comes into hbe view,at a distance,hersblf,in a critically love­
lorn condition,waited upon by the maids.Sakuntala1s companions 
are beside themselves with sorrow unable to elicit from her the 
cause of her disease.The love-affair now reaches its climax, 
expression on £>akuntala*s face speaks to the king in the language 
of love and the latter is shown in his lean and haggard condition.
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Having heard the love song of SakuntalsTmeant to be convened to 
the king through her companions he couches his overmastering 
passion in the following lines^
I dam ananyaparayapam anyatht hpdayasaflinihite hpdayajp mama 
Yadi samarthayase madirekpape madanabapahato 'smi hatati punati.l? 
But she is yet in two minds refusing the king's advances owing to 
the likelihood of being reproached by the hermits.
As we remarked earlier,a conspicuous feature of the romantic 
sentiment here is its delicacy,consonant with the life and charac­
ter of an unsophisticated,bashful girl,who always contrives to 
suppress her passion,schooled as she is in the ethical code of the 
penance grove.Even Dusyanta's passion,at its highest peak,is 
marked by a certain degree of sobriety and decorum)expected of a 
hero>who has to play the dual role of the protector of the 
ascetics and wooer of one of their female companions.
Act IV introduces us to the curse of Durv&sas,failing to honour 
whom,Sakuntala has been condemned to suffer from the consequences 
of being forgotten by her lover till he is able to recognise her 
on discovering the signet ring.As a device often employed in the 
epics the curse was a means of explaining the otherwise inexpli­
cable course of events.It also served the purpose of threading the 
separate events of the narrative.In the dramas it appears as a 
significant expedient for unravelling the plot and knitting the 
several episodes into a coherent pattern.The effect achieved by
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the intervention of the supernormal in the course of the preceding 
events is heightened further by an incorporeal (superhuman) speech 
communicating the events leading to SakuntalS being with child.A 
sense of tragedy pervadbs thte. whole scefce’ bfct it is partlyujnodified 
by the miraculous powers of KS^yapa.According to the ethicb of the 
penance grove Sakuntala is compelled to leave the hermitage and 
seek refuge in the king's palace.Then follows the sad leave-taking
by her from the dwellers of the hermitage,the solemnity and sere­
nity marking her departure being conveyed with a touch of pathos. 
Wot only does Kadyapa express his grief at the separation from his 
adopted daughter but the trees and animals,forming part and parcel 
of her life,aldo echo the feelings of pity with symptomatic move­
ments. tn presenting this touching scene,equalling in its vigour and 
vividness his scenes of lowe,he gives it quite a different colour 
which contrasts it from the usual delineation of pathos of lovers 
in separation.
Act V-The king has forgotten his romantic adventure with Sakuntala 
but the song coming from the music-hall rebukes the king for court­
ing her and forsaking the queen at that time in the manner of a bee 
who forgets the mango blossom for the lotus.The song takes effect 
on the king who has fi:h&sy feeling that it may be true but it is 
yet not quite convincing.Coming face to face with her he remains 
bewildered by her radiant form and,as before,the bee image is used 
to describe the vacillating attitude of the king surveying
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the familiar features of her face*
Idam upanatamt eva^ a rOpam akliptakanti 
Prathamaparigphltap syan na vetiv vyavasyan 
Bhramara iva vibh§,te kundam antastugaragi 
Na ca khalu paribhoktum n&pi daknomi hatup. (19)
Eveh in situations which express the anger and bitterness of the 
heroine,on account of her repudiation,no poignant pathos disturbs 
the even tone of the drama*The delicate touch in the characteri­
sation of gakuntalS. is thus sustained and in the case of the hero, 
too,the calm mien and royal dignity which he shows on all occa­
sions lend mildness to the sentiments evoked.&akuntalS, is painted 
bitack for a moment when she has to return^rejected by the king and 
censured by her train for wantonness and deceit.The act ends on a 
note of disappointment and distress,again modified,when the 
appearence of a flash of light lifting &akuntala establishes 
somewhat the validity of her claim to be Dupyanta's wife.
Act Vl-the discovery of the ring in the possession of the fisher­
man brings the drama to its climax leading to the unravelling of 
the mystery of the king's temporary loss of memory.The dialogue i\ M  
the beginning og the act is mainly among the lower ranks of 
society and the dramatist not only changes the tone and diction of 
their language in accord with dramatic tradition but evokes a 
lively feeling of humour which tends to relax,appreciably,the 
tension and suspense that marked the preceding scenes.Into the
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crisp and terse remarks of the fisherman he introduces a harsh 
irony which alone could permit KalidSsa to make his character 
expose the brahmin's kindness in spite of his vocation of killing 
animals and rebuke the police-officers with suitable counter 
sallies earned by them for humiliating a fisherman.Rarely do we 
have in the dramas of the classical age such a deviation from the 
norm in the exposure of the failings of the higher castes or the 
faults of ommission and commission of duty of the privileged 
classes by the lower castes.
On the presentation of the ring to the king the love-affair is 
reviwed in U s  memory but he has to grieve for his neglect.Sakun- 
tala has disappeared and the king tries to divert himself in the 
fashion that lovers of his type follpw in such circumstances 
(a) by looking at creepers sbc.resembling her 
and (b)looking at the portrait of Sakuntala done oy him. 
Re-examination of the portrait freshens his love and grief simul­
taneously .For the third time he describes all the intensity of his 
passion by rebuking the bee who had settled down on the picture 
mistaking it for a real one.
Akligtabalatarupallava^obhanlyagi 
PItafli mayS sad ay am eva ratotsavepu 
Bimbadharay spr^asi ced bhramara priyayati 
Tvajp karayami kamalodarabandhanasthagi (20)
TJie king's grief increases and his hallucinations and dreams
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interrupted by tears are on a level with what the Yaksa experien­
ces in the Meghadfita but not worked up to such a climax of vehe­
ment passion.The preoccupation with the portrait checks his morbid 
thoughts from developing further•Matali's arrival with Indra's 
message calling Dupyanta away comes as an unnatural end to the 
whole act and serves fcfe a preparation for the happy ending of the 
drama in the following act.
Act VII-A11 the events in this act are connected with semi-divine 
beings among whom we find gakuntala also.After his visit to Indra 
Dupyanta goes to the abode of MSrlca where he is not only reconcil­
ed with her but meets his son*
Malavikagnimitra
If the SakuntalS had a mixture of the human and divine 
element in its charaeters,with a decided shift to a world remote 
from the human in the final stages of the drama,the dramatic events 
of the KBalavikagnimitra concern human beings,only,and their love 
intrigues.Whether by accident or by design,it is the only one of 
K&lid&sa's works-except the ptusajphara-where there is not the 
slightest trace of the divine element shaping the story at any
I
stage or directing the course of the plot.
Act I-The conversation between two female servants refers to the 
main topic of the drama,the king's interest in Malavlka aroused by 
the sight of a portrait.This method of introducing the theme is 
quite different from that of the SakuntalS., where the main theme
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desk shape gradually from the accidental meeting of the king and 
Sakuntal&.The means employed to bring MalavikEl into the view of 
the king serves to throw some light on how music,dance and song 
were made into effective accompaniments of the drama for the 
evocation of rasa.The contest between the two dancing tutors,one 
of whom is training M§lavik5,in the dramatic representation of 
chalita(a song of four parts)paves the way for the appearence and 
subsequent wooing of the heroine,in the successful execution of 
which the VidGpaka and the nun connive.In this drama the VidGpaka 
shows that he is not a mere|j ester humouring the king in his 
various moods but an> .active person playing an important role in 
furthering the dramatic situation by his ingenuity and foresight.
In spite of the queente attempt to put off the contest owing to 
her suspiciousness of the VidGpaka's enthusiasm for it and conseq­
uent apprehensions regarding the king's love for Malavika,the 
rivalry between the two contestants(Gapadasa and Haradatta) is 
brought to such a pitch by~the VidGpaka's canning that a judgment 
of their relative merits is considered absolutely essential and 
the performance by Gapadasa is fixed first.
Act II- GapadSsa represents,dramatically,the fourth part of 
the song,£armip£h&,with'time1(the harmonious accompaniment of 
dance,music and song)in the middle tone(layamadhya).Here,as in 
the first act,where reference was made to chalita,a dance meant to 
evoke £prigara,according to dramatic technique,the choice of the
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‘middle tone1 has the same purpose as it has been prescribed for 
the production of the more pleasurable sentiments of love and 
humou^?The song,itself,expressive of the most ardent feelings of 
love is first sung bji Malavika (4) who duces afterwards with the 
gestures appropriate to the sentiments of the piece(tato yatha- 
rasam abhinayati).The synchronisation of dance and song with their 
gentle tone and lilting melody enhances the king's growing pasmion 
for the heroine by evoking the £j*hg&ra rasa befitting the situa­
tion. The king thereon interprets the song as a personal expression 
of her love inwapable of being ditectly expressed owing to the 
queen's presence (5).The king further professes to a feeling of 
being won over by the movements of Malavika when he analyses the 
lasting impressions made by her delicate gestures.The purpose of 
Mm£*61bi$io&:^iifi*ncingTbeing:**# give a chande to^the king to 
see M51avi)(5-,Haradfttta^s performaiiaCe is. not infidfced on.At the
end of the act we see how the beautiful danseuse has cast a spell 
the king by the exhibition of her many sccomplishments.The
stage is now set for the portrayal of the typical lover that
/
Kalidasa has been trying to shGwjLcufeudhcmituations.
Actlll-In the prologue to this act two attendants again exchange 
remarks on the mutual attachment of the king and Malavika*,
12.SSprig&rah&syayor madhyalayati,karupe vilambitati,vlraraudradbhuta- 
blbhatsabhaySnakegu drutati.Mlv.il.p.24. (commy.)
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steadily increasing,yet deliberately concealed from the queen's 
notice•The king,deeply enamoured of her,finds solace in describing 
the vacillations of his mind to the VidQgaka,thus 
Sarlrajp kgamagi syad asati dayitalihganasukhe 
Bhavet sasrajp eakgufr kpapam, api na sa dp^yata iti 
Taya saraiigakpya tvam asi na kad&cit virahitagi 
Prasakte nirv&pe hpdayaparit&pagi vahasi kigw (1)
From here onwards Kalidasa avails himself of the nature imagery 
and symbolism associated with spring,in much the same wjqr as in 
the Sakuntala,to sketch the romantic hero more and more inflamed 
by the feelings of love the sight of nature stimulates.At /this 
stage it is known that the Vidapaka's/jtise has sucCeededibr #hen-he 
contrived to render the queen unfit to walk by making her fall 
from the swing he knew that the task of performing the pperation 
necessary for the a£oka to bloom would inevitably fall on M§,lavik&« 
MalavikS, finds her way to the grove to carry out the queen's
A
mission but is overwhelmed by a like passionateness for the king 
as he for her.K&lidasa repeats the device employed in the Sakun- 
tala,in presenting the lover,unobserved,yet closely studying the 
movements of the beloved,from a distance,and manifesting the 
changes of feeling occasioned by the expressions of love coming 
from her.The incident of the 'kicking of the a£oka tree' is also 
one which has many an association with the conduct of lovers.When 
Malavika observes the paleness of the plant to be kicked by her
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it instantly recalls her anxiety with regard to the king.lhis in 
turn leads to a train of connected ideas arising in the King's 
mind.All the events of this act are centered on the 'a£oka-opera- 
tion'.When the king sees the maid painting Mglavika's foot for the 
'operation* he finds two images (11 &12)expressive of his intense 
love.Bakul&valika whose part in the proceedings is to make a 
disclosure of the king's love to MalavikS, introduces the topic in 
a very delicate and subtle manner,the dialogue between them on the 
'a^oka-operation' and the king's love affording brilliant puns and 
serving for the king's delight.Iravatl and Nipupika are watching 
both groups unseen.The king with the VidGpaka now springs a sur­
prise on MSlavikS and her attendants and as the former finishes 
his graceful expression of love with a flower image drawn from 
the very act(asoka-operation)|19)that tthe latter had effected,: 
Ir£vatl,the second wiffi of the king intervenes and catches them 
all red-handed.The Irate^ Iravatl leaves the king rebuking him 
in spite of his earnest supplications.Here,then,we have more 
dramatic action than dramatic poetry leading:the.play 6n to; a 1 
speedy.climax.
Act IV- The king is the worse for meeting Malavika owing to the 
rude and unexpected interference by Ir&vatl.He images his growing 
passion in the successive stages of the growth of a plant,viz.,its 
rooting,sprouting,blossoming and fructifying(l).From the VidGpaka 
the king learns that the queen has imprisoned MalavikS and Bakul&-
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valika in a store-house as a puniihment for conniving with the 
VidGpska.The VidGpaka whose first efforts were foiled schemes now 
for their escape which can only be effected when the queen's 
signet ring is shown to the guards.According to the plan,the king 
pays a visit to the ailing queen when the VidGpaka rushes in in a 
mad frenzy pretending to be frit by a snake.The ring is then called 
for by the physician and the two imprisoned women escape.Then 
follows the customary scene of the portrait being examined,this 
time that of the king by MSlavikS,who yet hesitates to reciprocate 
the king's ardent love owing to the misgivings as to the queen's 
reproval of such behaviour/Nipupika discovers the kftgg and M&la- 
vikS together^obtaining the clue regarding the** presence from 
the sleeping VidGpakajyet the act ends on a happy note with the 
ultimate reconciliation of Iravatl and the king.
Human ingenuity and not divine interference is a characteris­
tic feature of the development of the plot and in this the VidG­
paka plays a conspicuous part as the counsellor of the king in his 
love affairs(kSmatantrasaciva).
Act VI- The blossoming of the a£oka plant through Malavika kicking 
it forms the reason for the queen's change of attitude towards her 
It is yet the time ofl spring,which is considered propitious a time 
for the arrangement of the marriage between M&lavikg. and the king 
for which the queen has granted^ approval.The drama has a happy 
ending where several who remained incognito reveal the±t identity
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and to add to their rejoicings there is news of the birth of a 
son to the king.
Vikramorvaglya
The Vikramorvadlya is a drama somewhat different from the 
other two in the quickening pace of its action and the intensity 
of its sentiment.The tfpAanticrelementcWhich^Ia common to,this, 0 0  
drafca,alsd,ife combine^ thwa high, degree^-of pathos, remini scent of 
the mixture of the romantic and pathetic in the KumArasambhava. 
There is much more of the supernatural and the wonderful in the 
shaping of the plot,here,than in any of the other dramas.
Act I-The movement of the first scene is very fast unfolding the 
picture of the divine damsels crying plaintively for the rescue of 
Urva^l from the captivity of Kerfin and PurClravas speedily advan- [ 
cing against him and releasing the divine danseuse.The situation 
in which the king finds himself placed as a result of rescuing 
her ffcrnisheipeac sound starting point for the love-affair.The 1
ardent expression of the king's love framed in sensuous imagery 
(8)is quickly reciprocated by Urvasl-more quickly and intensively l 
than by the other heroines ^ 'of KS,lidEsa*At the end of the first 
act we notice that the kingfs passion has increased with the '
knowledge that Urva£I has manifested a like attachment for him. y 
Act II-The change that has come over the king is the theme of the 
prologue and at this stage the VidGpaka makes his entry supplying 
the humour needed for easing the tendion.He plays two roles,here,
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firstly,that of the king's confidant knowing the innermost 
recesses of his heart and secondly,that of a foolish and jocose 
person endowed with the irresistible urge to betray secrets#He is 
therefore quite different from the VidGpaka of the MalavikSfini- 
mitra,who is responsible for all the scheming and intrigue in that 
drama*
Cleverly cornered by Nipupikg,, the VidGpaka gives out the name 
of the king's sweetheart,unwittingly•The VidGpaka's cynical 
remarks worsen the master^ condition and the pilitude of the 
pleasure grove offers the only solace to him who sees in the wint 
the very counterpart of himself.But to him,as to all Kalid&sa's 
lovers,the pleasure grove(pramadavana),true to its name,is an 
excitant of love and not its allayer,the more so when spring has 
set in* Springy as in the Sakuntalg., forms the background for evoking 
all the symbolic gestures and feelings of love in nature, reflec­
ting and exciting corresponding feelings in lovers.
The king hbs a premonition of impending relief just before 
the descent of Urvadl and her companion from above.On hearing the 
plaintive sighs of her lover she sends a message written on a 
birch leaf and in expressing her love,she,t6o,makes nature the 
gauge of the intensity of her attachment*But as soon as UrvadT 
shows herself she is recalled by Indra who is anxious to ses her 
perform a dance before the gods.‘
Act III-The conversation between two pupils of Bharata informs the
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but he has no very important part in the developing the plot as 
his counterpart had in the Malavikggnimitra
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audience Ghat although the performance was a success something 
untoward happened when she unwittingly mentioned the name of 
PurGravas instead of Purupottama*Therefore,according to the curse, 
of Bharata,Urvas! has to forsake the heavenly life which she can 
only regain-as a result of Indra's intervention and consequent 
delimitation of the curse-when she begets offspring by PurGravas. 
Here,as in the Sakuntala,the invariable effects of the curse are 
linked with the patterning of the plot on the one hand and the 
character of the sentiment on the other.The curse operates in this 
drama in such a way that it produces the same events as in the 
Sakuntal§,,but in the reverse order for it brings the lovers 
together first and when it terminates the lovers are to be sepa­
rated.
Urva^r listens to the conversation between the king and the 
VidGpaka in order to test her lover's ardour and dtiLncerity of 
purpose.The lovers are united,at last,and the objects which tor­
mented the king in separation now serve for his delight and soothe 
him(20)ewvking from him the statement which is the keynote of 
the whole play
Yad evopanatapi dufrkh&t sukhagi tad raiavattaragi. (21)
Act IV-Thls act brings the drama on to its climax where the poet 
in KaJ.id&sa combines with the dramatist to give a moving picture 
of pathos mixed with passion.Nowhere else has he evoked so 
poignantly,except in the MeghadGta,such an intense karupa and
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and £prig&ra by setting man among the sorrow-provoking sights of 
nature.
Urva^I has violated a condition of the curse and is trans­
formed into a creeper.No theme co*ld have been more appropriate 
for the poet-dramatist to spin his rich and varied nature imagery 
round it or evoke from it those sentiments reflecting man's 
acquiescence in an ineluctable fate.Much of the substance of the 
description is common to the other works outlining the attitudes 
of lovers in similar situations but what marks it out from the 
rest is the dramatic quality of its poetry.
We may examine the contents of this section in detail for 
it shows how he employs imager^ to punctuate the varying phases of 
emotional intend!ty#proceeding from the survey of plant life to
animal life.The demented PurGravas stands before the clouds which
*
bring to his mind sad thoughts associated with his beloved.(&)£e 
©scillates between the distressftxll feelings oauded by separation 
and the delightful thoughts that the pleasant landscape produces. 
(3).Turning this way and that he sees the red and moisture-laden
kemdall reminding him of her angry and weeping eyes and mistakes 
a patch of grass for some clue of her.When he begins to address 
his questions to the birds and beasts who appear to remind him
of some feature or other of her the poetry acquires more pathos 
and the feelings of grief and despair are set in the fabric of a 
delicate imagery testifying to a close study of the movements of
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animals akin to the conduct of man.The peacock who dances in joy 
ignoring the king's question is evidently happy at the loss of her 
tresses which eclipsed the beauty of its own plumage.(10)His 
appeal to the cuckoo,the messenger of love (madanadflti),to find 
her whereabouts,evokes no response,yet the bird seems to him to 
imitate the manner of a lover kissing the lips of the beloved when 
it tastes the ripe jambu fruit.(13) The king then deduces the 
moral which is consistently illustrated in the course of this 
study of animal behaviour.
mahad api paradupkhagi dltalajja samyag ahup 
The cry of the swans is associated in his mind with the sound of 
anklets and as the swans,too,are silent he argues that they could 
not have copied her gait.And then he questions the cakrav&ka pair, 
symbolic of ideal conjugal constancy,but,failing to elicit any 
answer in spite of the sympathy he expects from them through thiir 
vivid fecollection of the pangs of separation,©hides them.He then 
compares himself,both as king of his subjects and as lover of 
Urva£!,to the elephant,the ruler of animals and lover of its mate. 
From the mountain whose sights are reminiscent of her beauty he 
receives the echo of the very words with which he questioned her.
He sees in the river,too,many of the gestures and features of his
•  -
beloved.The deer,whose mate strongly reminds him of her eyes, 
ignores his plea and pursues its own mate which epitomises the 
situation in which he finds himself-rparibhav&spadajp da^&viparyayaii
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When PurGravas:thus stands helpless and resigned to his fate a 
divine voice bids the king to pick up the bright gem which when
picked is destined to unite him with his beloved referting to her
former self.
Act IV-The play proceeds to its happy ending in the conventional 
way•Strangely enough,the curse is modified and it is decreed that 
Urva^H could stay with PurGravas for the rest of his life in spite
of the birth of a son*to them.
MeghadQta
In the style,structure and actual image-pattern of this poem 
KalidAsa brings hid genius and originality of conception to the 
fore most impressively.lt has evaded all attempts at a strict 
classification into any one of the recognised literary types 
although many are satisfied in aalling it a khap$La-k&vya-a minor 
composition compared to an epic,mah&-kavjrjw*,a title which hardly 
gives any idea of its importance among the works of the poet.The 
imagewjr; of the whole poem,which is threaded on the theme of a 
lover's message to his beloved,appears as an amplification and an 
enrichment of a motif that we came across in the aerial descrip­
tions of the Raghuvajpda etc.Among the natural phenomena he 
refers to in the process of his image-making he has chosen,
especially,the cloud for carrying the message as it tends to 
suggest very vividly all the joys and sorrows accompanying the 
course of love-an idea which has been hinted as early as the ptu-
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saph&ra.
The lyric maintains a romantic tone from beginning to end, 
describing the behatioui* of womdn* full of lovfc and the effeminate­
ness of natural scenery.In outlining the route to be taken by the 
cloud,in the first part,the poet mentions,in particular,those 
parts of the country noted for its beautiful and bewitching women. 
Thus the yoikthful licentiousness of Nlcalji prople is known by the 
fragrant caves(I.26);coquettishness is a distinctive features of 
the damsels of Ujjayinl(28);the dancing courtezans of MahAk&la 
cast side-long glances on receiving the soothing rain-drops on 
their sore limbs(38);the gaze of Dadapura maidens is specially 
meant for the cloud(50) etc.But it is in the description of ~ 
rivers that KSlidasa employs the most sensuous imagery proving to 
us without a shadow of a doubt that he is the modt masterly 
exponent of love in wild nature.Here too,we cannot help but feel 
that the selection of the cloud for conveying the messagedfits' ± n  
well with the content for it is very often called upon to play 
the role of a lover to rivers and mountains.The cloud is assured 
of enjoying the pleasures of love(phalaga avikalagi kAmukatvasya 
labdhA) when it sucks in the waters of the Vetravatl looking like 
a woman knitting her eyebrows on account of its undulating ripples 
(15).In the NirvindhyA,the cloud is to see a much more passionate 
woman eloquent,in its eddies,with the highest expression of love 
$2$)ffon the other hand^the Sindhu is a languishing lady manifest­
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ing the symptoms of a beloved,in separation(from the cloud,her 
lover)with its palish yellow leaves and slender stream,which the 
cloud can,as a true lover,fill and restore to happiness(30).When 
the GambhlrA shows her love for the cloud by mirroring his form 
in the waters the cloud should,in return,appreciatingly look at 
her,ogling withhthe leaping fish(43.) The,breeze from the SiprA 
rekindles,in women,the zest for passionate enjoyment when combined 
with the cooing of cuckoos and the fragrance of lotuses(32).The 
cloud will only incur the envy of the Sun,who on coming up in the 
morning has to wipe the tear-dew of the lotuses(his mistresses) 
(42).AlakA stands as the mistress on the lap of KailAsa and will 
therefore bear the cloud like a beloved wearing tresses with 
pearls(65).The nature imagery of the first section of the Megha- 
duta,therefore,gives convincing proof of the romantic conception 
of nature through and through.
In the second part of the work; the poet discusses the 
course of events in the life of the hero and the heroine intro­
ducing into the poetry a mixture of pathos and passion(dpftgara 
and karupa)If in the preceding portion the Yakpa requests the 
cloud to appreciate and realise for itself that nature speaks to 
it in the language of love,it appears,then,as a preparation for 
what is to follow in the second part,where the intensity and 
sincerity of human love comes into view.The ideal setting for the 
adventures of love is supplied by AlakA,the paradise of the
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romantically inclined.The poetry attains a rare poignancy of
sentiment when it alludes to the intimate details of the Yaksa's
home,its environs and the life of its solitary occupant,the
Yakpipl.Sketching her features(22,23 & 24)in the most moving
manner unrivalled in the entire range of his poetry devoted to the
characterisation of heroines in separation,he proceeds to outline
the diversions that occupy her and are common to all women in
similar situations.The way she strings the lute,yet,owing to
sorrow,fails to produce a note,or counts the remaining days of
separation,or how she pines more by night than by day,or spends
the days in anguish lying jbale on a bed,even turns her eyes away
from the formerly soothing moon's rays,how she longs for sleep-
prevented by tears-offering the only hope of union in a dream,
repeatedly stroking the single braid of hair,rough to the touch
and finally,evoking the sympathy even of the ckoud in her hopeless
physical condition-are all touched with a high degree of pathos
and in the order given above constitutes the eight (but of the itbn
r&cognised^ inltfiehthedry) stages through which the pining heroine
13
passes.According to Mallinatha,the first stage,pleasure of the 
first meeting(cakputipriti), and the last,death,which are missing 
in Kalidasa's treatment,are inappropriate here,the former being 
unnecessary and the latter,inconceisable,as it would prevent the
13.See Megh.II.33.Commentary.
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continuity of the poem.Mallin&tha^ defence of the omission of the 
two stages is not so important for our present discussion but in 
the light of the explanation of the stages,in his commentary,there 
is proof here,when taken in conjunction with the delineation of 
the heroines in the dramas going through several of these stages, 
that Kalid&sa has been influenced by the manulLls of erotics of 
which the Kamastltra of V&tsySyana is the first to mention the 
series in the same orderflhe message which the Yakga sends is also 
couched in pathos and describes the four ways and means by which 
the lover diverts himself«*a theme recurring in the dramas-and, 
which is also borrowed,in all probability,from the theory of 
erotics.The verses from the Meghadflta,which set forth(l)the 
examination of resemblances in objects recalling the features of 
the heroine^(2)the caricaturing og her likeness,(3)dreaming of her 
in sleep and (4)contact with objects touched by her,unfold in a 
manner,much, more impressive than elsewhere,all the minute changes 
of feeling true of such situations otf bitterness resulting from 
love-in-separationI .But,as is the case with the poetfs other i 
heroes,the Yakga does not succumb in this crisis,deriving courage 
and hope in the possibility of a future feutolon.
Snehan Shuti kirn api virahe dhvajpsinas te tvabhogad
Ip$e vastuny upacitaras&fci premar&^Ibhavanti. 11.52.
14.See Ks.Pt.V.Chap.I.
v
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Yet it is impossible.ndt to note that in his enthusiasm to 
depict the passionate attachment of the hero and heroine to each 
other with the aid of his acquaintance with erotic theory KSlidSsa 
tends Jo offend against good taste,in certain parts of the poem, 
where convention does not deter him from indulging in licentious 
description.An image(I.44)shows this glaringly,where in spite of 
its graphic conception of the descriptive theme,its;,passionate t 
tone appears somewhat crude.In the secondjpart of the poem,the 
discussion of the sexual life of the inhabitants of Alaka bears 
a predominant, erotic'flavour (particularly,II.7 & 9),which forms 
a natural background enabling him to show the hero entertaining 
the most passionate memories of his married life(II.27 £31)of 
which the decidedly outrageous is laid out in 11.36.
It is now left for us,at the end of this survey of the 
works,to deduce the general aims and purposes of kgvya as it has 
appeared to KSlidSsa and to form a general picture of the 
temparament add personality of KSlid&sa.All the works have been
written against the background of human love,which emerges in its 
refined spiritual aspect as well as in its gross material aspect 
throughout•To say that from his works there emerges only the 
picture of ideal love is to detract from his poetry the expression 
of human love as between man and woman subject to the errings and 
weaknesses of humanity.We may even venture to say that in the 
love affairs between his divine and semi-divine heroes there is
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not an idealisation of love,but a humanisation,a participation 
by beings of a higher plane in the processes of courtship and 
dalliance prevalent among human beings.KalidSsa's conception of 
love,by this reckoning,being mainly human,the trend of his stories 
follows the well-established pattern of portraying men and women, 
deeply in love,yet suffering temporary separation owing to 
circumstances beyond their control but always reunited at the end. 
No doubt he has been influenced by convention,as this common 
technique illustrates,has accepted the tradition of avoiding the 
portrayal of tragedy in drama,yet his genius and outlook has not 
been crippled and eclipsed beyond recognition.His probing into the 
various experiences and emotions associated with love in the 
human heart appear to reflect the facts of life though translated 
into the medium of poetry or woven into the texture of myth and 
legend.Nowhere do these poetic experiences equate themselves with 
genuine human feeling so touchingly as in the Heghaddta,where it 
is not impossible to feel an undercurrent of personal love,pity 
and final resignation running through the sentiments evoked in the 
latter part of the poem.The way in which he avails himself of the 
gnomic image(abthantaranySsa)so profusely,to draw the moral from 
certain situations also introduces a personal note into the poetry 
of this section.If in the process of clothing his ideas in 
sensuous imagery he evokes a highly passionate rfprigara rasa it is 
no doubt a clear reflection of his character and temperament
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lending some confirmation to the general assumption that some of
the best artists and poets have been morally lax in their private 
15
lifes. Although it is difficult to arrive at definite conclusions 
about the private life and conduct of K&lidSsa,the man,from
I
Kalidasa,the poet,it is clear from his workd that he is the first 
to break away from the traditional conception of poetry,emphasized 
by his predecessor,Advaghoga,and suggest to us that poetry can 
exist in its own right.
We now proceed to the study of a seeming contradiction in 
the litefary technique of Kalidasa.The strong religious character 
of the literature prior to him which he sets forth as the back­
ground of his stories appears to be irreconcilable to the main 
trend of his poetry tending to evoke £prig§xa that we are forced 
to seek for an explanation as to how the conceptions of Idve 
and.religion are intertwined in his treatment.We have pointed out 
in the course of our analysis of the Meghaddta that the erotic 
theory- has exercised a’ pdwdhful-influence . oh hi*e to1 ah lex teat * 
hardly noticOfeable in othefccclaesical.poets.This has not,however, 
given us an entirely crude and carnal conception of love owing to
— — ■ ■ ■ - — ,   - - - - - - -  ■  —  .  „  .  , — —  - -  , — . . . - - - - - - - -    . ■  M . - -  ■
15."Spiritual power may sometimes appear to be dependent upon a 
strongly sensuous nature,as the lifes of many saints and; artists 
would seem to prove.St.Francis was a rake in his youth,St.Augustine 
a libertine.......  ...w Balley-Art and Under standing .p. 6.
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the sobering influence of his religious faith.The numerous 
episodes bringing out his deep adoration of Siva and the fervour 
with which he invokes the blesmings of his tutelage in the 
benedictory verses of the dramas mark his strong Saivaite 
leanings.lt is in the apparent contradictions involved in the 
Saivaite conception of deity.and,more specifically,in the actual 
expression of K&lidasa regarding the coexistence of mundane and 
supra-mundane pleasure as symbolided by the figure of Siva, 
merging into the body of his beloved,yet far above the things of 
sense,that we find a satisfactory answer to the problem*
K§ntasaguni£radeho fpy avipayamanasav yafc parastSd yatlnagi.
Miv.i.a.
In consonance with this conception of deity as embracing love and 
religiousness in the same form,the poetjry of Kalidasa has two 
facets,where the first,human love,runs through the gamut of 
changes and reaches k synthesis with the second,spiritual love.
We have shown in the foregoing that the predominant rasa 
in the works of K&lid&sa is £prigara,adbhita^karupa and hasya 
serving to heighten its effect as ancilliary rasas.Occasionally 
he has succeeded in evoking vlra,blbhatsa and bhay§naka just as 
effectively although they do not have the same appeal to him as 
to Bhavabhdti.lt may be worthwhile to inquire,at this point,how 
the term 'dhvani'-related to rasa-so frequently used by 
MallinStha in showing that Kalid&sa brings out a secondary sense
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hidden behind the ordinary,expressed sense can be justified in its 
applicability for the purpose.Xnandavardhana1s assessment of 
Kalidasa1s poetry indicates that the latter had some conception of 
the1 suggestiveness 1of poetry(dhvanik&vya)but when we carefully 
analyse all the instances where Mallinatha sees a hidden meaning, 
^specially in the verses of the Meghaddta,we cannot fail to get 
the Impression that quite a few are far-fetched and are the 
obvious result of his enthusiasm to read too much into the lines 
by a strict literal interpretation of *dhvani!.In many of the 
examples of dhvani drawn from the Meghaduta he would have us 
believe that the poet had a passionate meaning behind the apparent 
ly innocuous facade of the verse.This does not detract from the 
versatility and exegetifcal competence of the commentator that 
comes out clearly to view in his commentaries which have contri­
buted in no small measure to our appreciation and understanding 
of KSlidasa.Such explanations,therefore,reflect Mallinatha'a 
inge n u i »  and if the lines have permitted of an interpretation 
of sensuous association it is also due to the poet*s predilection 
for evoking ^prigara.In addition to this; the innatelquyltty■of the 
Sansfcyit language whose vocabulary is so full of words with puns 
and double meanings has helped the commentator to elicit many a 
sepQpdary sense.As to the validity of dhvani in the sense in which 
tbg p i t i e s  have understood it and applied it in the interpreta­
tion of KSlidasafs poetry we shall see later on.
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CHAPTER IV
KALIDASA AHD BHAVABHWII- THB1H IMAGERY AND LITERARY TECHNIQUE
COMPARED
It is the opinion of almost all critics of Indian litera­
ture that Bhavabhdti ranks next to KSlid&sa in literary technique, 
vivid and suggestive imagery,and most important of all,the capa­
city to evoke the rasas that suit his themes.Further,the virility 
of his style and the wide range of his vocabulary has helped him 
to attain this distinction from among a number of Sanskrit poets 
and dramatists who followed KAlid&sa.
We have only to examine the nature of his poetry to feel 
that he has a somewhat different conception of poetry.It mist be 
said to the credit of Bhavabhdti that his poetry gives unmistake- 
able proof of his genius for depicting the sorrowful,weird and 
loathsome aspects of life as realistically as KSlidasa is able 
tp portray its pleasant,joyous and amorous phases.It may even be 
said that in his own forte,that is,in evoking v!ra,raudra,bhayS- 
naka and blbhatsa rasas he appears to excel the latter in the use 
of a more dynamic and powerful style suitable for the conveying 
of feelings in all thaifc intensity.In spite of these contrasting 
tendencies iufi their approach to k&vya there are many points that 
are common to their art and technique.Certain similarities of 
treatment and even influences of technique can be expected in the 
dramas of Bhavabhdti when we bear in mind the important fact that
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two of them cover the history of Rama which is so succinctly 
treated in the Raghuvay^a and the other contains many a feature 
indicative of decided influence on him of K&lidasa's romantic 
poetry.We shall therefore attempt as eomplete a survey as 
possible of the imagery and dramatic technique of Bhavabhdti, 
comparing and contrasting them with those of KalidSsa in order to 
throw more light on the common characteristics as well as the 
marked individuality of these two dramatists wh^ are the dominating 
literary figures of the classical period.
Bhamabhdti attaches so much importance to the euphonic 
qualities of letters that it may be useful;t6 examine his style, 
first,with particular reference to hie sound-patterns and the 
choice of words,which have an important bearing on his imagery 
and the rasas he evokes.To a greater extentygreater than in hhe 
case of Kalid&sa^Bhavabhutifs imagery has,in addition to its 
essential visual significance,a predominant verbal power whereby 
the concatenation of sounds creates for the reader the atmosphere 
preparatory to the communication of the feeling or sentiment.lt 
is with tftis purpose that he often uses a variety of uncommon 
grammatical forms for their peculiar sound effects and sometimes 
at the expense of clarity and simplicity of diction.This feature
cannot,however,be studied in isolation for it has a history going
back to A^vaghopa,who has mmde the fullest use of the musical and 
rhythmic element of Sanskrit words and sounds in his delicate
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assonances and rhymes which are found in profusion in his poems. 
KSlidSsa concentrates more on the visual potentialities of imagery 
but,yet,in several chapters of the Raghuvajp^a*assonanace has been 
introduced very effectively although it does not stand out so 
prominently as in A^vagho^a.Unlike the laboured attempt to use 
yamaka with poor result!,in the same work,the almost casual use of 
assonanaes; has enhanced the sensuous appeal of the image and in 
adapting this for his poetical technique KSlidasa lays himself 
under debt to his predecessor.But the purpose for which A^vaghopa 
has employed assonance and rhyme seems to undergo a change in the 
hands of Bhavabhdti.If:‘ the tenderness and musicality of sounds 
as used by A^vaghoga tend to breathe serenity and solemnity to his 
religious scenes,Bhavabhdti1s grouping of harsh sounds,often 
grating to the ear,appear to be in perfect unison with the quality 
and content of his dramatic poetry whereby he seeks to evo&e the 
feelings of horror,fear,envy and revulsion.We may take up typical 
specimens from all three poets by way of comparison.
The following illustration of assonance from A^vagho^a is very
l.See Fleur de Rh^torique...Chap.V.pp.58-65 for a brief classifi­
cation of the processes of rhyme and assonance occuring in the 
Buddhacarita and the Saundarananda.
2.Chaps.I,II,XVII & XVIII contain various types of assonanace.
3. See Chap.III.p.102.
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much similar to Kalidasa's favourite type.
Sv§yambhuvajp c&rcikam arcayitma
Jajapa putrasthitaye sthita^rlfc
Cakara karmapi ca du$kar§pi
PrajSJi sisjrkputi ka ivadikglle, Be.II.51*
From among the innumerable assonant sound patterns in the Raghu-
vap£a we may well compare the following with the preceding.
Sa du^pEapaya^ti prSpad a^ramagi rfrantavahanafc
Sgyagi sajpyaminas tasya maharper mahipl^akhati# Rgh.1.48.
Both also share the process of repeating the same word in several
parts of the verse with a view to producing a balanced,rhythmic
effectfas for example,
Sa rajasdnur tapgarajagaml mygajirajp tajp mygavat pravipjati
Lakpmlviyukto'pi £arIralakpmyS cakpdgipi sarv&dramipagi jah&ra.
Be.VII.2.
Tam arcayitva vidhivad vidhijnas tapodhanajp manadhanSgrayayl
Vi^agipatir vipJarabhSjam §rSt krtanjalib kptyavid ity uvSca.
Rgh.V.3.
>
Bhavabhdti employs assonance of a different type for a different 
effect,heaping the similar sound groups one after the other in 
the manner of prose composition.
Jyajihvaya valayitotka}iako£idagi$£ram- 
udgSrighoraghapaghargharaghopam etat 
G r & s ap r a s ak t ah a s ad an t ak a v ak t r ay an t r a- 
Jpmbh&Viflambivikatodaram astu capagu Mv.IV.19*
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And the iori& rolling compounds combined with the harshest of 
assonances are obviously intraduced?for conveying the tempo and 
tenseness of the scene he describes in
DordapjLancitacandra£ekharadhanurdap£lavabhaAgodyatas- 
Jahkaradhvanir aryabalacaritaprastavana^ipflimati 
Drakparyastakapa2asamputamiladbrahm?Lp£abha${jLodara- 
bhr&myatpip$Litacap$ima katham aho nadyapi vi^ramyati. Mv.III.54 
These examples,which are characteristic of his general style, 
distinctively indicate Bhavabhdtifs preference for the rough and 
raucous guttural and cerebal sounds whereas his predecessors have 
favoured the soft and harmonious combination of assonant sylla­
bles.
Sometimes the tone of the dramatic prose in the narrative 
recalls Bapa's style when he makes a conscious attempt to string 
together softer sound groups with comparatively better sound 
effects.
Yat pralayav&tavallkpobhagambhlfcagulagulayamgnamegha?- . 
meduritandhak&ranlrandhranibaddham ekavaravigvagrasanavikaca- 
vikaralakalakapthakandaravivartamSnam iva yugantanidraniruddha-
sarvadvaranarayapftdaranivipjam iva bhdtajatajp pravepate.Utt.VI.p.
74.
We cannot but infer that he is lured too far into the
4.Emended to dapda from Ilia,found in Mall^ edition as the latte2
does not appear to be consistent with the repetition of the 
conjunct group -p£a-.
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production of assonant syllables that he is liable,as in the above 
case,to attach little importance to the propriety or precision of
the image or the lucidity of the terms of expression#
5
The remarks of Anandavardhana,who sets forth the specific and 
identifying features of poetry according to the nature of the rasa 
or rasas evoked may be emphatically applied in distinguishing the 
style of Bhavabhdti from that of Kalid§,sa#Anandavardhana maintains 
that poetry which is evocative of the most tender and gratifying 
of rasas,£j*Ag§xa,lias a great appeal for the reader of taste-an 
observation which reflects,in the main,the essential quality of 
K§lidasafs poetical and dramatic art.He contrasts this with the 
other chssacteristic of'vlgorousnessilojas) associated with poetry 
tending to evoke raudra,vlra etc with saome intensity of feeling 
(dlptyS)•Abhinavaftupta*s gloss that the use of long compounds 
forms an attribute of the latter style adds more weight to the 
statement of Xnandavardhana which may perhaps be taken as echoing 
a style such as Bhavabhdtifs#
Bhavabhdti’s style is not entirely lacking in smoothness 
and elegance which he is capable of introducing into descriptions 
when the themes demand such qualities.In this respect he is as 
effective as A^vaghopa using rhyme in the way the latter does and
5.Dhvl#II#7-ll.
6#Tatpraka£anaparati £abdo dlrghasamSsalahkytav v§kyajp#Ibid#II *10
commy•
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even improving on the latter*s simpler patterns.
Take for instance,AdVaghoga*s 
Darlcarlpam atisundarlpaga 
Manohara^repikucodarlpajp 
Vpndani rejur dis'i kiginarlpajji 
Puppotkacan&m iva vallarlpagi. Sn.X.13.
which compares favourably with the end-rhyme of Bhavabhdti,in 
Mlanasya jlvakusumasya vika£an§ni 
SagatarpapaAi sakalendriyamohanani 
An andanani hydayaikarasayanani
Dip^ya mayapy adhigatani vacomptSni. Mlm.VI.p.258.
There is a rich variation of rhyme,especially,in the MalatlmSdha^e 
whose types are parallel to those of A^vaghopa.
With these introductory remarks on the importance of his 
sound patterns and choice ofi words in his style we shall now 
examine his imagery in its varied aspects.His preference for the 
uncommon word,rare and obsolete meanings togethefc with the 
emphasis laid on peculiar sound effects renders the task^fif 
reducing his involved image-patterns to some sort of clear-cut 
system like Kalidasa*s somewhat difficult.Nevertheless,nature 
images being the most common among all forms of Sanskrit imagery
7.See Mlm.III.^f.140 & 164,V.200,VI.270 & IX.?82 & 410.also Utt 
III.2. )
i
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it is necessary to study them first and compare with Kalidasa*s.
The dark and rough aspect of nature appeals more to Bhavabhdti 
as the images exemplify clearly.The violence and fury of natural 
phenomena find the best expression in the following 
Ddrodvellitava^avamya Ualadher udbhinnalolambhaso 
Randhrair gpatitena vegamaruta patalam adhmSyate 
Yad vaikupfchavarahakapfhakuharaspharoccaradbhairava- 
dhvgnoccap£am akapflak&larajaplparjanyavad garjati. Mv.V.2. 
Similarly does he hold the reader breathless with the language and 
the imagery attempting to set forth the bminous and awesome 
appearence of nature which Sanskrit poets or dramatists have 
rarely described
Patalodarakunjapunjitatamati^yemair nabho jpmbhakair 
Uttaptasphuradarakdfakapilajyotirjvaladdlptibhiti 
Kalpaksepakathorabhairavamarudvyastalr avastlryate 
MIlanmeghata£litkajiarakuharair vindhyadrikdjair iva. Utt.V.14. 
The passionate sentiments that KglidSsa infuses into his 
pictures of night,in the ptusagafeara,give place to reflections on 
its sombre and dreary look on the advent of darkness.
Vyomnas tapicchagucchSvalibhir iva tamovallarlbhir vriyante 
Paryastap pr§ntavyttya payasi vasumatl ndtane majjatlva 
Vg,ty5 sagivegavipvagvitatavalayitasphltadhdmaprakg^afli 
Prarambhe*pi triyamg tarupayati nijajp nllimanagi vanepu.
Mlm.V.p.201.
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It is clear from the above examples particularly, the first twi, 
that the long compounds prevent the clear visualisation of the 
image,which seems to have for BhaCabhdti a lesser value than the 
euphonic quality of the syllables he strings together.
Here,in contrast,is a series of colour images describing a 
brighter scene without the ase of very long compounds
Jhaf ity evottaptadrutakanakadikta iva di^ afc 
Pirfaflgatavat sandhygntaritS iva nirbhati dieasap 
Jvalatketur v&tasthagitam iva divyastranicayair 
Nabho nairantaryapracalitataflitpinjaram iva. Mv.1.43.
The moon images are used for reflecting carious situations 
and moods,sad,as well as pleasant,and outnumber in their range 
other nature images.To Bhavabhdti the moon does not appear to be 
so strongly symbolic; of feminine grace and beauty,which KglidSsa 
brings v out in his imagery referring to the mo on. Bhavabhdti only, 
touches on this aspect of the image in the Malfctlm5,dhava,in 
describing the heroinefs face.
$SBK$jyotsng kantap kumudam iva tajp nandayatu sa. Mlm.I.p.56. 
Tathapy asmin d&na^ravapasamaye * syap pravigali.t~
prabhagi pr&tad' candradyuti vadanam antardahati mggi. Ibid.IV.p.
182.
; Bhavabhdti alludes to tthe. 'brigiter ’aspect ofbthe-moon and the
lotus in delineating the tender and affectionate feelings of 
human beings.ft&ma thus expresses his love on meeting his son,Lava 
Vyatipajati padarthan antarah ko'pi hetuto
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Na khalu bahir up&dhln prltayaH sap^rayante
Vika^ati hi patarigasyoiaye pup^arlkap
Dravati ca himara^raaw udgate candrakantafc. Utt.VI.
The signs of joy dawning on a face at the sight of another is 
viewed in the same relation as the lilies touched by lunar beams 
(Utt.V.26)and the youthful promise Madhava gives is symbolised by 
the moon in its early stages.(Mlm.II.p.117)
Somewhat unconventionally,yet quite expfessively,in the manner 
of Kalid2Lsa,he compares the angry expression on the faces of 
Candraketu and Ku^a to the marred beauty of the lotus and the 
moon.
Cfl$$U&ap££la,bandhanagi taralayaty akdthajo vepathufc
• Kipcid kokanadacchadasya sadjr^ e netre svayap rajyatafc
Dhatte kantim ak&p£atapglavitayor bhahgena vaktrap bhruvo£
Candrasyotkatalanchanasya kamalasyodbhrantabhj*rigasya ca.
Utt.V.36.
Misfortune and misery are commonly expressed by the eclipse 
of the moon and its obstruction by other heavenly phenomena 
Katham iva tadSbhavas tvagi 
Kamalamukhi kapalakupglalagrasta
UtpatadhQmalekh&krSnteva kal§t £a£akalasya. Mlm.X.p.424. 
or
Janm&nt&r&d iwa punafc katham epi labdh§,si ygvad ay am aparaji
Uparaga iva sla^ikalam kavaliyitum upasthiiro •pamthah. Mlm.X.424
p.444.
Malat^s union with a suitor unsuitable to her is likened to the 
darkening of the moonfs digit by an eclipse.(Mlm.II.13)
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It is in the M&latlmadhava,agaiii, that the nature of the 
feelings of love are fully evoked by a lightning image.
^virbhavantl prathamap priygyafc socchvasam antaiikarapam karoti 
SaptSpaiagdhasya £ikhap£iyflnor vpgjeti purastad aciraprabheva.
Mlm.III.p.132.
We cannot find an image more expressive of precision and 
balance than a twilight image where the decimation of the demon 
hosts and the proportionate augmentation of the forces of Rama is 
compared to the manner in which darkness decreases with the i * ?  *•
gradual increase of brightness at dawn.The language is however 
elliptical and terse and lacking in that lyrical sensitiveness 
with which K&lid&sa would have nuanced it.
Tavad antaram anayor balayor adhigapsyamgnaprataiisandhyajjor 
yavad andhatamasarupglokayofc. Mv.VI.p.183.
We have occasional glimpses of his vivid wolour imagery,as 
for example,in the description of the imposing and towering 
appearence of Valin,in picturesque imagery 
. Bibhrapa^ caru camlkaraMamalam ayap dama dattap maghona 
PiAgenSAgena sandhyacchurita iva mahan ambuvghas ta^itvgn 
Utpgtgviddhamdrter dadhad upari girer gairikaAgasya lakpmlp 
Anta& slmanterekham iva viyati javgd intrasdnus tanoti.Mv.V.44.
In referring to the exploits of Para^urgma,Bhavabhdti uses 
the recurring image of something growing-a forest,tree^or-.under*-' 
growth-to describe the enemies of the 1axe-bearing8 hero,an epithet
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which appears to render thetimage doubly significant.In the lines 
Evap may a niyamita^ cyavanadivgkyaib 
Kopgnala£ ca para£ud ca punar yatha taib 
Kalena pgrthivakulaift kakubho mahadbhifc 
Dagdhotthitatfc iva vanair gahangfc kriyante. Mv.III.15. 
we see how the form of the image that follows is already suggested 
in the second line;Para£urgma has checked his firy temper,his axe 
has been laid aside,so the kpatriyas have emerged to power under 
the leadership of Rama in the manner of a forest growing luxurious­
ly after a fire(comparable to the ‘fire1of Pw*a£uramafs temper) 
and hence fit to go under his wxe again.
But in
Yasya krodhat kutharapravighatitajtoafa^skandhabandhasthavlvodoi* 
£akhgdap£amup£as tarur iva vihitab kulyakandaib purabhdt.
Ibid.11,16.
although Para^urgma is described as wreaking vengeance upon his 
enemies by hacking their lim^s at ifche: werte, cutting-su tree,root 
and branch,the ambiguity of meaning and the difficult of extrac­
ting the image owing to the unwieldy compound admitting of no 
clear analysis,both,detract from the clearness of the image.
The kpatriyas are also compared to a tangled mass of bamboos 
(vap£a) uprooted by Para^urgma,vap£a being applied with double 
significance-ibamboos'as well as ‘dynasty* (Mv.II.19).
In the destructive function of thunder Bhavabhdti finds a
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suitable image to express uncontrollable fury,the victim being 
again compared to a tree reduced to ashes by its dreadful impact. 
lMv.III.24).And finally we have this mytholigical conception of 
the universe,which Valin,in a moment of deep dejection liketos to 
a shaken, tree,whose several parts are connected to the consti­
tuent f efituresf of:, the former by 'means of?dust&inedrmetaphors.
Lokglokglavalas#ha1anaparibhavadsapiamambodftipflrvapm 
Vij£Ligyatparvakalpatribhuvanam akhilotkhgtapgtalamdlap 
Paryastadityacandrastabakam avapatadbhdritargprasdnap 
Brahmastambhap dhunlygp iha hi mama vidhawv asti tlvro viggdab
Mv.V.45.
Kalidasa,as we have seen earlier,uses seed and sprout images 
to indicate the promising signs in youth or the potentialities of 
any policy in statecraft.Bhavabhdti adapts the seed image for the
I
latter purpose much more effectively.* illustrating how the initial
step in Mgljtavgnfs strategy-seed-develops into the temporary
success of Rgvana-the plant.
Ahahg rakgabpater durvinayavijapakorakab paritab pariklrpa
iva
BIjap yasya videhargjatanayayacnaAkuro^pi svasur
Ygtra tau parivancitup kisalayap mgrlCamaygvidhib
Sakhgjalam ayoni japmharapap tasya sphu^ap korakab 
Kl^adhl^avadho *nujasya gemanap £akhyap tayos tena ca. VI.1.
Ayam acirad eva phalonmukho bhaviteti manye. Mv.VI.p.153.
Here,too,as in the previous example,the sustained metaphor links
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e v e r y  stage of the changing position with the corresponding 
changes in the growth of a seed to a fructifying plant.
Almost all the flower and fruit images like those of Kalidgsa, 
are intended to convey the conditions and feelings of lovers and, 
therefore,occur mostly in the Mglatlmadhava.In a manner remarkably 
recalling Kis predecessor*s technique, Bhavabhuti compares the 
frail Mglatl inwardly suffering the pangs of separation,yet 
preserving her beautiful form? to a withering creeper with pale 
flowers.
Iyam avayavaifc pap^ukusumair alapkptamap^ana 
Kalitakusuma balevantar latS pari^opipl 
Vahati ca varSroha ramyap vivghamahotsavam
^riyam udayinlm udgadhap ca vyanakti manorujap. Mlm.VI.p.249. 
And in the following lines not only is the image conceived in the 
Kalidasan manner where the gradual regaining of consciousness 
after the swoon is approximated to the radiance cast on the lotus 
at daybreak,but the language,too,seems to borrow the same soft­
ness and smoothness,especially,in the delineation of the features 
of the heroine.
Bhavati vitata^vasaonnahapranunnapaypdharap ;
Hpdayam api ca snigdhap cakpur nijappakptau sthitap 
Tadanu vadanap mdrcchachedat prasadi virajate 
Parigatam iva prarambhe'hnab £riya saraslcuhap. Ibid.X.447. 
It is also by alluding to the decorative function of a flower as
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a gnomic image,that he exemplifies the undeserved fate of Malatl 
among goblins.
Nirmapam eva hi tadgdaralglanlyap 
Mg pdtanatvam upag&b slvatatir edhi 
NaisargikI surabhinab kusumasya siddhg
Mdrdhni sthitir na musalair avatg^anani. Ibid.IX.p.425.
The emotional excitement of love and the consequent elation of 
body is^vividly conceived in terms of the formation of buds at the 
fall of fresh showers.But,as the following lines clearly show 
Pfathamapriyavacanasap^ravasphuratphulakena samprati mayg
viflambyate
g
Gh an ar g j i nd t an ap ay ab s amuk p ap ab add h aku^mal ak ad amb a^ amb ar ap •
Ibid. II. |>. 135.
Bhavabhdti cannot resist the urge to use his natural style of 
stringing words in lengthy compounds when the theme concerns 
something highly emotional.
The splendour of the night consisting of the lunar radiance 
breaking through the darkness is more imaginatively conceived as 
the thickening of particles of pollen wafted by the breeze-r an 
image reminding us of Kglidgsa,again,in his more imaginatively 
conceived examples of lyrical imagery we discussed previously*
8 .The same image is repeated with the same express!on-ku^mala- 
kadambabambarap-. in describing B&ma's excitement when he sees
Lava.(Utt.VI,17).
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Dalayati pari dugyatprauflhat all vipapgUis 
Timiranikaram udyann aindavab prakpraka^ab 
Viyati pavanavegad unmukhab ketakfnap
Pracalita iva s&ndro makarandab par?ga|l. Ibid.VIII.p.335.
In the formation of many of the images discussed in the 
preceding pages,where Cither the feelings of love or the charming 
scenes of nature were the theme ? we ^.observed a clearer visuali­
sation of the image and a smoblher expression which dissociates 
itself from the pedantic idiom in which his imagery is generally 
couched.Here,it is possible to see the influence of Kalidasa with 
whom we have compared him whenever the images showed affinity in 
form and content.But,as to the model we cite below Kalidgsa must 
be recognised as Bhavabhdti*s inspirer? ^
Navegu lodhraprasavegu kantir dpd’ab kuraAgegu gatap gajegu 
LatSsu namratvam iti pramathya vyaktap vibhakta vipine priya me
Ibid.IX.p.397.
Compared with the nature images of K&lidasa which cover so 
many aspects of nature Bhavabhdti*s appear to be limited in range 
and reflect for the most part a tendency not to look at nature 
full in the face^as if it were.Many of the lyrical descriptions;
9 .The rhythmic effects of the lines recall, the similar lines of-It 
discussed in Chap.II.p.17.
1 0 .The structure of the sentence and the way in which the terms of
of the; comparison are expressed care exadtly similar to Katlidssa$s 
discussed4 n ChapeliP*56.. . .5*5.
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however,go to prove that he kas not been insensitive to the 
magnificient settings of natural scenery.Here in the typical sty h h  
of his is the sketch of a waterfall,the language remarkably 
matching the placidity and smooth flow of water.
Iha samadadakuntgkrgntavgnlravlrut- 
prasavasurabhi£Itasvacchatoya vahanti 
Phalabharaparipamadygmajambdnikunja- 
skhalanamukharabhdrisrotaso nirjharipyab* Utt.II.20.
In contrast,the structure of the heavier syllables,demanded by the 
metre,in the lines following,suit the darker setting for the 
dashing fall
Etg bhuvab paricinopi milattamala- 
cchayandhakaritatugaranikunjapunjab 
UnmdrcchadacchemalayacalatuAgadpAga- 
Pragbhgranigpatitanirjharapdrabhatfab. Mv.VII.1 1 . 
Bhavabhdti*s sound-patterns,as we have noted earlier,play an 
important part in the shaping of the image.The onomatoepaeic 
effects of the following verseTbridly suggest the undulating, 
halting and measured movement of the Godgvarl 
Ete te kuharepu gadgadanadadgodgvarlvarayo 
Meghglambitamaulinlladikharab kgoplbhyto dak^ipab 
Anyonyapratighgtasapkulacalatkallolakolahalair
• Uttglgs ta ime gabhlrapayasab pupyab saritsapgamgb* Utt.II.30. 
Or he builds up a complete picture of the landscape making each
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separate line delineate eafcb aepect of it and employing rhyme of 
various sorts with the most pleasing effect.
Ete ta eva girayo viravapmaydrgs 
Tgnyeva mattaharipani vanasthalani 
Aman jumanjulalatgbi ca tany aardni 
NIrandhranllaniculani sarittajani. Utt.II.23.
With sheer aesthetic pleasure he has described mountains inhabited 
by birds and set against the background of the clouds (Mlm.IX.p375] 
But this attitude to nature,that is,to appreciate its beauty for 
its own sake appears somewhat foreign to his conception of nature, 
in general,sharing in that sense of holiness and solemnity with 
which Indian religious tradition viewed nature.The Uttararama- 
carita scenes evoke that atmosphere and none more typically than 
the following description
Athaitani madakalamaydrakapthakomalacchavibhir avaklrpani 
parvatair aviralanivigt&bahalacchgyatarupatarugapdamapditgny 
asambhrantavividhampgaydthani pa^yatu maharajah pra^gntagambhlrgpi 
madhyamarapyapi. Utt /II.p.25.
Serenity as well as liveliness are combined in this picture 
of forestland
Snigdha^yamab kvacid aparato bhIgapabhogardk$ab 
Sthane sthgne mukharikakubho jhgAkptair nirjharapap 
Ete tIrthg£ramagi ri saridgarbhakantgrami drgb 
Sapdpdyante paricitabhuvo dapdakarapyabhgggb.Utt.il.14.
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Turning now to the portrayal of grottos,ravines and cavernous 
rocks,infested by serpents and beasts we observe the imagery of 
Bhavabhdti bearing all the characteristics of his style not the 
least of which is the feeling for the repulsive and the horrible, 
which K&lidgsa rarely evokes in nature description.We may begin 
with a picture of a loathsome and weird scene typical of this 
trend.
Nigkdjastimitab kvacit kvacid &pi proccapdasattvasvanab 
Svecchasuptagabhiraghorabhujaga£v&sapradIpt§gnayab
SImanab pradarodaregu vilasatsv alpambhaso yasv ayap
Tpgyadbhifc pratisdryakair ajagarasvedadravab plyate. Utt.II.16.
In the description of animal life Bhavabhdti has shown greater 
attention to the observation of the movements of uncommon and 
unfamiliar birds and beasts or those tending to rouse fear and 
repulsion.In the ensuing verse he introduces ma to an atmosphere 
entirely alien to that created in the description of flora andi 
fauna in KSlidasa's works.Even the very vocabulary appears exotic 
and pedantic.
Ka^maryab kptamalam udgatadalap koyagtikag Jlkate 
TIra£mantaka£imbicumbinamukhg dhavanty apab pdrpikab 
Datydhais tini^asya kofcaravati skandhe nillya sthitap
Virdnnldakapotakdjitam anukrandanty adhab kukkuJgb®Mlm*IX.p.
376.
His preference for the rare word to the common,seen above,is 
very often dictated by the fequirements of harsh assonance.Thus
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even in describing common birds like crows and owls he choses 
the terms‘maukili1 and !Kauj£Lkafrespectively,for the rough 
guttarel sounds the£ possess and,therefore,impart the required 
euphonic quality to the lines in
GuhjatkunjakuJiIrakttUjSikaghataghatkaravatklcaka- 
stamba^ambaramGkamaukilikulati krauncavato *yagi girifr.Utt.II .29. 
with the result that the image lies submerged under a mass of 
words neither pleasing in its sounfl“effects nor iiear in its 
meaning,at the first reading.
But in the account of the arrival of JatSyu 
ParySyakpapadpgfanapfakakubhati sagivartavistarayor 
Nlharlfcptameghamocitadhutavyaktasphuradvidyutati 
Ar St kl rp akhan atkh an I k p t agu rugr av o c c ay a ^r ep ay aji 
jSyaineyasya bphatpatatradhutayaft prakhySpayanty agamap.Mv.V.l. 
in spite of the use of long compounds,the pictorial power of the 
whole is undeniable,owing to the clear significance of what the 
words convey.
The tendency to portray the loathsome and the fearful stands 
him in good stead in nafcrating the progress of battles and the 
procedure of sacrficial ritual in cemeteries.With a vigorous and 
lively diction he evokes the fearful and the heroic as Indra and 
Citraratha gaze from above at the terrible massacre during the 
epic battle.A cross section of it is represented in
Rakgobhir vipinaukasagi parivpglhaitf carad apSstakramagi
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MupJ&mupJi kacSkaci praharapaprakpepajnttflhatmabhiji 
Prarabdhajp rapakarma durdharamithonippepa^Iryadvapur- 
nipjhytltasrabharlbhir eva sarapit dufcsagicar&bhad yathS.Mv.VI.31< 
The style is much more animated in the lines giving some idea 
of the deafening noise accompanying the twanging of Ravapa’s bow 
Ayajp tfafcpphathafc £itidhara£irobandhuratare 
Rathe tipjihann prapfhaji pradhanarasanippatamanasa^
Muhur jivaghopalr badhirayati dikpranta^ikhari- 
pratidhvanadhmatair gaganavivarabhogam abhitafr. Mv.VT.30.
He raises a picture of the highest degree of revulsion and 
horror in ; another scene, of the same description,where the 
ghastly sight of blood,bones,raw flesh etc.,is presented in a 
starkly realistic manner.
PrSsaprotapravIrolbaparmdhiraparSmrptabukkSjighatsa- 
dhSvadgrdhrSjirapratimatanuruhacchayaya vSritoppafr 
Vidramyanti kpapardhajp pradhanaparisarepv eva varitoppafc 
Dhlrafc da^traprahSravrapabhararudhirodgaradigdhSkhilahgati 
Pratlkpante dhlrafe pratimukham urobhifr sarabhasajp 
Vipakpapcup hetlti pratiniyatadhairyanubhavatati 
Vidlrpatvagbhara dalitapi^ita^ chinn adhameoQi- 
prakapgLasthisnSyusphutataravilakpyantranivahSti. Ibid. VI. 33-34 . 
Rarely do we have in Sanskrit literature so graphic a port­
rayal of the abhorrtag scene in the charnel ground as in
Sauhity&t ppthavaii kvathanti rudhirotseka^ camatkaripap-
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$atk§rotka$am uccaranti halakas tvahmSjpsail^ raflasanSJt 
Utsarpanty atha medas&gi vikalan&d udbudbuda vlckayag’
Citrajp citram udeti ko'py ajuam ito divyafc £ma£analayat.Mv.V.33. 
wherel his mncanpyllovef fori theLgrdtesqueiini,nbture:iCoifaeB "bat luery 
evferyldetail.
Before we proceed to the alialysis of a different group of 
images we may pause to assess the fundamental difference of 
poetical ggnception that seems to distinguish Bhavabhdti from 
KSlidSsa as far as the above survey of nature images and nature 
descriptions permits us.In the course of our scrutiny of Kalida­
sa's batgre,, imagery we have been able to arrive at the deduction 
that he exhibits the tendency to search for the emotions and 
feelings known to man in the behatiour of nature.In Bhavabhdti's 
nature poetry there is no evidence of such an attempt to invest 
nature with feeling.He is out and out the dramatist of violent 
human passion and emotion analysing the turbulent and harassing 
feelings of man,mainly,in terms of the rougher and wilder aspects 
of nature and what little h£ its gentle and charming aspect he 
has referred to in his imagery has shown Kalidasa's influence on 
him.In the imagery which we shall sjfcttdyilthifi observation* 
strikesLUS with greater force and we cannot fail to nite how
very effectively he shows that individuality in the delineation 
of envy,fear,anger and such basic human feelings by means of 
images which either personify the abstract or render it concrete.
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The sight of PanchavaJI renews the sorrows of SIta and the 
stupefaction which overpowers her is compared to the veil of 
smoke effusing from the embers of her grief,the reference to the 
embers intended to suggest the temporary subsidence of grief. 
Antarllnasya dulikhagner adyoddamagi jvaligyatafr 
Utpl$a iva dhdmasya mohafc prag avppoti magi. Utt.III.9 .
In contrasting the feelings of love in union and those then 
in separation the same approximation is used;if joy is a soothing 
emulsion, its opposite,angiish,can only be represented by the 
contradictory object of hot coals.
Yadvi smayastimitarn astamitanyabh&vajp 
Anandamandam amptaplavanad ivSbhdt 
Tatsajpnidhau tad adhuna hydayaga madlyaga
Arigaracumbitam iva vyathamanam aste. Mlm.I.p.43.
The piercing and penetrating sensation following the onset of 
excruciating pain is conceived as something poisonous,biting,or 
tearing hurting the flesh.Rama attempts to convey his unbearable 
feelings of grief to SIta by a series of approximations in this
Wa^ Yatha tira^clnam alata^alyajp
Pratyuptam anta{i savigad’ ca dagi^ ati 
Tathaiva tlvro hpdi £oka£afikur
Marmapi kyntann api kigi na so#hafr. Utt.III.36.
and his mind is so susceptible to pain that he feels his life
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breath as heavy and hurtful as a diamond spike.
Dufcikhasagivedanayeva rame c ait any am ahitajp
Marmopaghatibhiti prapaita vajrakllayitajp sthiraife. Utt.1.47.
It is the corrosive and pervasive qualities of poison that are 
emphasised in the comparison of a scandal to it,as in 
H5, h§, dhik paragrhav&saddgapam yad 
Vaidehy&fc pra^amitam adbhutair upayaifr 
Etat tat punar api daivadurvipakad
Alarkajp vigam iva sarvatafc praspptagi. Utt.1.40
Hama discovers that SIta has disappeared and assumed an ethereal
form after his repudiation.Them meeting her again he finds himself
in a state of swoon-a situation which enables Bhavabhdti to
delineate the tortures and torments of the human mind,dramatically
in terms of a groping in darkness,a tearing off of the mortal coil
and a buiuine of then body within.
Ha ha devi sphujati hpdayagi dhvajpsate dehabandhati
Sdnyagi manye jjagad aviratajvalam antar jvalami 
SIdann andhe tamasi vidhuro majjatlvantaratmS 
Vipvaii mohati sthagayati katha^i mandabhagyafc karomi .Ibid.II1 .39 
All the objects referred to in the earlier verses are woven 
together into a multiple image heavily underlining the denseness 
of Rama's grief ever renewing itself.
Cirad vegarambhl praspta iva tlvro viparasafc
Kuta^cit sagivegad calita iva dalyasya ^akalafr
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'
Vrapo rGdhagranthifc sphujita iva hrpraarmapi punar
Ghanlbhdtati doko vikalayati maga nGtana ivlu Utt.II.26.
The intensity of the feelings of pent-up rage or rankling
envy requires,by Bhavabhdti1s standards,an equally forceful image
evocative of fury and violence and this he finds in the swirling
and surging of the subterranean fires of the ocean.Take for
instance the portrayal of RSma,as a personification of envy,more
or less,when he is endowed with a soul-consuming hatred.
PracapdaparipipgLitah stimitavrttir antarmukhajp
Pibann iva muhur muhur jha$ iti manyur uccair jvalan
• Sikhabhir iva ni^caran anupalabdhadahySntarafc
12Payodhim iva va£avo dahati mam at as fcr5,yat§jp. Mv.V.26.
In the following description of the deep-seated envy of Paradu- 
rSma,the myth appears to be a little more elaborated to suggest 
the irresistible upsurge of emotion
Antardhairyabharepa vpddhavacanat sampldya pipgLIkpto 
Hppmarmadrita^alyavat paridahan manyu£ ciram yafr sthitafc 
Sphdrjaty ega sa eva samprati mama nyakkarabhinnasthite{i 
Kalpapayamarutpraklrpapayasat sindhor ivaurvanalaJi.Mv.III .40.
11.Mv.V.22 has a similar image describing R8m a fs deep grief.
12.Mv.V.21 has the same image;the external physical features 
indicating the inner feelings of rage as the turbulent ocean its 
internal agitation by the fires.
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The sufferings of a delicate and frail body obviously demand 
a change in the tone and texture of the imagery and here we have 
traces of Kalidasa's style in the choice of images.SIta's pitiful 
appearence is likened to the tender objects in nature 
Eisalayam iva mugdhagi bandhanad vipraldna#
Hydayakusumad’ogl darupo dlrghadokaii 
Glapayati paripap^u kpamam asy&fc ^arlraip 
Saradija iva gharmati ketaklgarbhapatra^i. Utt.III.15. 
and the nature of sorrow arising from separation and multiplying 
itself at the sight of the lovable one suggests to him the 
fluidity and rapidity of a stream. (U«* •IV.8 )This image derives 
from the idea of the 'softenirg'of the heart in contrast to its 
'hardening',both stages of whkch are clearly set forth in the 
following lines referring to the melting of something originally 
solid 6r the. clearness of something originally murky.
Tajastham naira^yad api ca kalupam vipriyava£&d 
Viyoge dlrghe'smin jhaj iti ghajanottambhtam iva 
Prasannajp saujanyad dayitakarupair gaglhakarupajp 
Dravlbhdtajp premp§L tava hpdayam asmin kgapa iva. Ibid.III.13 
Although the study of the imagery of the preceding pages gAve 
us the general impression that Bhavabhdti's preseatation lacks
the grace and eleganwe with which Kglid&sa delineates the wildest
«
passion,yet the last few types have testified to the former's
ft
^awareness o f  a necessity for a smoother idiom in illastrating
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feminine feelings.We may go furhher into this feature by studying, 
mofe closely,the portrayal of feminine beauty in the works of 
the two dramatists.
Kalidasa's poetry id the richer for the sensuous characteri­
sation of women, both as ideal patterns of beauty and as normal 
humans,throughout his works,where we also observe the way in which 
he utilises the constituent features of the feminine foBm to 
enrich his imagery.Bhavabhdti has hardly added anything valuable 
to his predecessor's rich fund of images and this is due,among 
other reasons,to <•'> his poetical aptitude which prompts him to 
describe and dramatise the more manly and dynamic actions except 
in the Malatlmadhava,where the main romantic roles are cast in the 
pattern of K&iidasa chfebf heroes and heroines.So it is to this 
work that we have to look for,mainly,for the kind of imagery we 
shall take up now.
Kalidasa's influence cannot be ignored in the following vers* 
attempting to bring out Malatl's attractive figure by ifceajas of the 
S£me symbolic ipagery.fcb&tihas been used tooportray Parvatl's 
form in the Kum&rasambhava.
Sa ramaplyakanidher adhidevata v§, 
Saundaryasarasamud&yaniketanap va 
Tasyab ^akhe niyatam indusudhampp&la-
jyotsn&di karapam abhdd madana^ ca vedhatw^ Mlm.I.p.48.
13.See Chap.II.p.14-15 and cp.Itla.1 .8 .
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Just as Kalidasa's heroes describe the features of their 
heroines by looking at their portraits so does Rama sketch this 
picture of SIta,emphasising her slender form,on looking at a huge 
canvas in the first act of the Uttararamacarita.
Pratanuviralaih prantenmlllanmanoharakuntalair 
Da^anamukulair mugdhgllokaai £i£ur dadhatl mukhap 
LalitalalMaif. jyotsnaprSyair-akrtriWafcibhramair 
Akptamadhurair arabanajp me kutdhalam arigakhifc. Utt.1.20.
The heroines of Bhavabhdti in their sad circumstances recall, 
in the method of their characterisation,their counterparts in 
Kalidasa's treatment,in many respects
Parimpditamppallmlanam ariga91 pravpttiji 
Katham api parivajrapr&rthanabhiji kriy&su 
Kalayati «a himapner nipkalarikasya lakgffilp 
Abhinavakaridantacchedapap^uli kapolaii. Mlm.1.50
Not only the content but the actual style of delineation in the 
lines below shows how Bhavabhdti has set before himself the model 
of the pining Yakpipl.fcf the Meghaddta,yet failed to draw as 
effective a figure
Nikamap kpamjrigl sarasakadallgarbhasubhaga 
Kalatfega mdrttip £a£ino netrotsavakarl 
Avastham apannS, madanadahanoddahavidhurajp
Ayajp naji kalyapl ramayati manab k amp ay at i ca. Mlm.II.p.l05«
We may finally examine another type of feminine figure set forth
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in the style which he finds best for the evocation of the loath­
some. It is the gruesome picture of Tanaka,which KalidSsa too has
14
drawn in his epic,but much more smoothly,without the use of line- 
long compounds, in:,which BhavabhQti delights ..while: emphasising r
mL
her repulsiwe aspect.
Hrpntetramabhedi patadutkajiakarikapatra- 
sajpvegatatkgapakptasphuradarigabhariga 
Nasakuplrakuharadvayatulyaniryad- 
udbudbudadhvanadaspkprakarS mptaiva. Mv. 1.38.
But the difference of treating the same theme among them is 
clearer in the following lines where he is more concerned in 
drawing upon his vocabulary for the uncouth and grotesque than on 
building up a vivid picture.
Antraprotabphatkapalanalakakrdrakvanatkahkana- 
pr§yaprerikhitabharibhtlgaparavair aghogayanty ambaragi 
PItoccharditanaktakardamaghan apragbharaghoro1 1alad- 
vyalolastanabharabhairavavapurbandhoddatafla dhpvati. Ibid.I.35.
BhavabhGti delights in personification of the concrete objects 
as well as of abstract qualities.lt is nowhere more vigorously 
exemplified than in the exuberant utterance of Rama who runs 
through a series of similies expressive of the commanding presence 
and heroism of his son.
14.See Chap.Ill.p.104
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Tratuga Jokan iva paripatafc kayavan astfcavedafr 
Kgatro dharmafr drita iva tanuga brahmako^asya guptyai 
Samar thy an am iva samudayati sagacayo va gupanaga 
XvirbhQya sthita iva jagatpupyanirmapara^itw Utt.VI.9.
In the above we observe how several, similies are strung 
together to express the same idea by means of several approxi­
mations .This process id effectively handled when the emotional 
intensity of the characters rise as the dramatic situation
demands and the increasing number of images is an attempt on the 
part of the dramatist to clarify the circumstances further.Here, 
for instance,is the manner in which M&dhava selects several 
approximations,with effortless ease,to express the sensations 
resulting from the meeting of Malatl.
Aviralam iva damnft pupflarlkena naddhap 
Snapita iva ca dugdhasrotasa nirbharepa 
Kavalita iva kptsnas cakguga spharitepa
Prasabham amptamegheneva sandrepa siktafc. Mlm.IV.p.164-5. 
Similarly are the soothing and cooling objects brought to­
gether to convey the nature of the pleasurable feelings Rama 
experiences when he is united with SIta in an ethereal form. 
Pra^pybtanw nu haricandanapallavgnagi 
Nigplgittendukarakandalajo nu sekafc 
fttaptajlvitapunatiparitarpapo me
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15Sagijlvanaugadhiraso nu hpdi prasi&tafc.
We have so far surveyed the nature and scope of the image- 
patterns relating them to his style,his particular sensitivity for 
sound effects and rhythm and the evocativeness of rasa.This has 
given us some idea of his poetical temperament for a fuller under­
standing of which,however,we must turn to the task of assessing 
the three dramas,separately,as we attempted in our study of Kali- 
dg.sa,and see how the treatment of the narrative and the plot 
confirm our views of Bhavabhdtifs character and personality 
based on his imagery.Prefatory to oue analysis of the dramas we 
may refer to some of the noteworthy features in broad outline.
Inasmuchas two of his three dramas cover the events of the 
early and lste life of the two famous epic heroines,Bhavabhdti 
has set upon himself obvious limitations in the choice and range 
of his subject matter.In the other, he handles the theme,common to 
K2Llidasa,a love affair between two ardent lovers,the coherence of 
the narrative broken and its dramatic effectiveness marred by the 
intrusion of the unsavoury and uncouth scenes of peculiar 
religious cults.Though limited in scope and appearing somewhfct 
stale after its treatment by several dramatists,the content of
15.The seried images occuring in the works are for the most part 
expressive of intense emotional reactions.See,in particular,tftt. 
I.36.,38.,& VI.22.
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the Rama dramas has given an opportunity to evoke a wide range of 
sentiment extending from ftanta to bIbhatsa,Butiin'thege two dramas 
as the^dramatic ayt has been employed for the study and exempli­
fication of the wicked and pervese character of the evildoers as 
against the valiant but virtuous behaviour; of the main hero, aft
part of the exposition of Bhavabhdti1s thesis of the righteous
lif e(dharma);we do not get that emphasis on the romantic and 
sensuous which Kalidasa brings out in his dramas.From these two 
dramas Rftma emerges as the ideal hero dedicated to theldeffence of
right against wrong and evil;but it is in the characterisation of
Para^urama that Bhavabhdti has quite effectively portrayed a dual 
personality embodying the conflict between innate piety and 
acquired hatred,residing in one man.Bhavabhdti has had to abandon 
his conception of dharma in the Maiatlmadhava,where he admits the 
difficulty of maintaining the same lefty religious tone in 
handling a romantic theme.
Unlike Kalidasa,Bhavabhdti has mentioned in his dramas the 
dominating rasa ot  rasas he evokes in consonance with the heroic, 
pathetic or romantic flavour of the narrative.In the investigatior 
into the works that we shall begin now we shall examine the 
relevance of suc& statements in the light of the rasas that are 
evoked.
MahavIrac ari ta
In the very choice of the title-f,the exploits of the great
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herou-we have cogent proof of the emphatic note of heroism 
Bhavabhdti intends to introduce into the drama.With this end in 
view he has sought to evoke vlra by means of super-normal charac­
ters (apr&kpta),a qualification entailing its combination with the 
miraculous.
aprftkptegu pfttregu yatra vlrab sthito rasab* 1.3.
In fact,the entire trend of the narrative is summed up in the 
subsequent statement-
astokavlragurudahasam adbhutajp ca
vlradbhutapriyataya raghunaddanasya
dharmadruhagi damayitu£ caritagn nibaddhaga. 1 .6 .
The Mah&vlracarita can be considered as a dramatisation of three 
principal episodes each leading to the other and following this 
pattern of rasas.The three points taken from the Rftm&yana are 
(a)the snapping of Siva's bow by Rama and the consequent marriage 
to SIta,the first of which provokes(b)Para£urama to avenge the 
wrong done to his preceptor and the second(c)Rftvana to wage war on 
Rftma and his followers.
In the first act Rftma receives the divine weapons whose 
effect on the changing aspect of natural phenomena and whose 
magical potentialities as described in detail(pp.24-26)followed 
by the miraculous feat of Rama*s drawing of the bow constitue the 
foundation of the narrative and are evocative of vira and adbhuta, 
the basic sentiments of the drama,as has been mentioned by the
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dramatist,earlier.Inflnenced by the machinations of the cunning 
and scheming MS,lyavan,Para£ur&ma comes on the scene and dominates 
the narrative even beyond the third act.True indeed that Bhava- 
bhdti successfully dramatises the two-sided and contradictory 
eharacte^of Para^urama but in dragging on the didactic tone too 
far in the curbing of his rebellious spirit(Act II) and in the 
restoration of his submerged religious instincts by Vasi£$ha and 
Vidv&mitra through exhortation(Act III) the dramatic movement has 
slackened and e¥en assumed the nature of prosaic narrative.Parasu- 
rama1s-violent passion accentuated by fiery exchanges with RSma 
and his kinsmen has occasionally redeemed the monotony of the slow 
and halting movement and the following lines give an indication of 
the tempo and tension reached at such points.
yttipfhotthigjha yavad vigakalitayakytklomavakgoruhantar- 
snayugranthyasthi£ukravyatikarltajaratkandhar§dantakap$hali 
Mdrdhacched&d udanchdgaladharaani£iraraktadip£llrapipila- 
prayatiprggbharaghoragi padum iva para^ ufci parvasafc sppotu.III.32. 
In Act IV the tension subsides,temporarily though,with the
16.Here is the manner in which Para^urana^ contradictory charac­
ter is summed jip.
Ayagi sa bhpgunanddaaa;' tribhuvanaikavlro mupir 
Ya e§a nicayo mahan ins durasadas tejasaip 
Pratapatapasor iva vyatikaraji sphuran mQrtiman 
Pracapjla i«a pip£Latam upagata^ ca vlro rasafc. 11.23.
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acquiescence of the revolting opponent in the superior prowess ofl 
R&ma followed by his veneration of the pious sages.This defeat, 
however,leads to a hatching of another plot by Malyavan to trap 
R&ma.The events recounted in the Ramayena,here reproduced,end in 
the exile of Rama and SIta.The parting scene is touched with a 
sensitivity for pathos and Bhavabhdti has,as we have noticed 
earlier,used a simpler diction to give full expression t €  the 
depth of feeling (lV,56)in Da^aratha.The scene is reminiscent of 
the touching account pf Sakuntala's leave-taking, which,maintains 
a greater delicacy of feeling in the most poignant moments of 
grief.
From Act V the events move to a climax.The battle between Rama 
and the rak^asas commences and continues as far as the culminating 
epic encounter between Rama and Ravana,described in the sixth act, 
which is full of fast-moving scenes.The battle scene-put in the 
form af a dialogue between two interlocutors looking from above- 
wbich evokes the^rougher saptimente associatedri&th- tfeehterribion 
holaCaust*CQmes?asoexpected,after. the. portrayal, of the foughtho 
aspects of lifeoinathe previous, episodes.It is quite clear that 
Bhavabhdti*s dramatisation of th# battle is more effective than 
Kalidasa's brief sketch of it in the form of narrative in the 
Raghuvagina.Act VII is of a different content bringing on to a 
happy ending the heroic career of RSma.The return of Rama and his 
following to Ayodhygi by air affords a motif for Bhavabhdti,as for
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Kalidasa,to describe the surrounding natural scenery.lt is no 
doubt a,feature of Kalidasa's style to enlarge and enrich the 
content of such lyrical themes with his predilection for imagery 
savouring of the erotic.Bhavabhdti has,in view of the requirements 
ofl the drama,condensed it effectively but it is lacking in the 
romantic flavour and the lyrical excellence which his predecessor 
alone could furnish.
Uttararamac ari ta
Although the Uttararamacarita is based on the events that 
form a natural sequel to the happenings descibed in the MahSvIca- 
carita there appears to be a different approach in the dramatisa­
tion of the story.If the latter.has^dramatised the heroic 
and marvellous events of Rama^ life,the former reflects the 
embittered,disconsolate Rama in the grip of an emotional conflict. 
On the predominant^sentiment of this drama we can do no better than 
quote Bhavabhdti's very remarks and subject them to verification 
in our subsequent analysis.
Eko rasap karupa eva nimittabhedad
Bhinnap pyihag ppthag iv§.£rayate vivartan
Avartabudbudatararigamayan vikaran
Ambho yatha salilam eva tu tat fcamegcani. III.48
The first act of this drama is noteworthy for the light it 
throws on an important a«pect of Bhatabhdti' s drastic technique, 
which appears to borrow from and improve upon a device of K&lidase
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We refer to the manner in which Kalidasa introduces the portraits 
of lovers,at important points in the drmrna, and with their aid 
evokes fieelings of love in all their intensity, in the characters. 
In this act,Bhavabhdti avails himself of a large representation of
the landscape, partly serving the purpose of locating the scenes
/
associated with Rama's past in order to furnish a resume of the 
events up to that point?where the UttararHmacarita begins and for 
the other important reason of evoking a mixture of romantic and 
pathetic emotions in the characters when they recollect the 
diverse features depicted therein.At intervals when R&ma sees on 
the canvas the scenes-memorable for the Happy moments he spent 
with SIta the romantic’tone-predominates^as/foreexample’in 
Kim api kirn api mandagi mandaga &sattiyog&t 
Aviralitakapolaga jalpator akramepa 
A^ithilaparirambhavyapptaikaikadogpor- 
Aviditagatayama ratrir evagi vyaragislt.
These and similar joyous moods are,however,short-lived,for SIta 
is shown as an easy victim og the hallucinations created by the 
feelings of separation on seeing herself portrayed alone.,and even 
the stout-hearted Rama is moved so mmch when sad memories arise 
that he is constrained to ask Lakgmapa to desist from showing the 
painting further.Up to this point ^priglra and karupa alternate 
and with the irrevocable resolve of Rama to give up SIta as a 
result of scandalising rumours-personified as Durmukha in the act-
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the tone changes to one t t i  poignant grief,which the dramatist set 
before himself as the main theme of the drama.Bhavabhdti has 
achieved,as this act shows,the maximum dramatic effect by making 
the emotional intensity of the description depend on the pictorial 
power of the canvas and the dominating sentiment of the act would 
have been better sustained but for the interlude telling us of the 
ehildhood days of Kud’a and Lava in Act II.Act III continues the 
poignant narrative in the form of a dialogue between the two 
rivers,Murala and Tamas&,recounting the hapless fate that has 
befallen SIta and the mental torture R£ma is experiencing.Bhava- 
bhQti's aim is to delineate the highest degreee of pathos in the 
characterisation of SIta (v.4) as well as Rama,who crumbles 
completely under the heavy burden of sorrow.
Antarbhinnagabhlratv&d antarguyhaghanavyathab 
. Pu£apakapratIk&£o rSmasya karupo rasaii. IV.1.
Then follows the moving scene of a frustrated and lamenting SIta, 
no longer in corporeal form,meeting the equally despairing R§ma 
in the same scenes as their past-scenes which enhance their 
sensitiveness to sorrow and raise their emotional disturbances to 
such a high pitch that they both faint.
We may pause for a while and compare the technique Bhava- 
bhdti employs for evoking karuna with that of Kalidasa.Here,as in 
the first act,Bhavabhdti does not vivify nature and in the procesi 
enhance the pathos or reduce it by making the. heroes and heroines
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reflect on the ipdiff e,rence or sympathy nature shows them,in the 
typical K§lid&san style,, but probes more and more into the depths 
bf the' huraancheart and evokes from them the pathetic feelings.
Rama's emotional conflicts are forgotten and in the fifth act 
youth take their place with the introduction of Kuda and Lava who 
have inherited their father's prowess.In Act V Bhavabhdti. brings n 
on the scene of a duel,this time,Lava and Candraketu challenging 
each other and entering the fray.The meeting of the princes with 
R&ma takes the drama to its close,the last scene of which mentions 
an enactment m t  the Ramayana episodeTa play within a playTsaid to 
be full of the two rasas,karupa and adbhuta,composed by Bharata 
and dramatised by the divine danseuses.The miniature drama in the 
Uttarar&macarita is probably intended for bringing about a 
reconciliation between SIta and R&na and a recognition of his sons
by the latter but it appears only to revive his grief.The drama,
however,does not end on the sad note it began owing to the
intervention of SIta and Arundhatl.
Malatlmadhava
This work bears quite a different stamp compared with the 
two dramas we have so far discussed as it is Bhavabhdti'd attempt 
to introduce romance to drmma.Its title faintly echoes the 
designation of the Mlavikagnimitra or even the Vikramorvadlya 
and Bhavabhdti gives clear proof of having been influenced by his 
predecessor's dramatic and poetic tewhnique^in its general
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structure,Examining it further we observe two other influences at
work,the first,the increasing use of long-winded prose combined
with the employment of characters drawn from religious order! in
the manner of Dap£in,and the second,the creation of an eerie
atmosphere by means of scenes and characters borrowed from marchen
like the stories of the Kathasaritsagara.These influences seem to
have strongly coloured his choice of a theme having very little to
do with the traditional religious lore which he holds up in .
characterising the defenders of the religious and moral order in
(dharma)in the other dramas.Hence he offers,at the outset,an 
18explanation stating the dubious value of religious lore as applied
19to a drama connected with erotic theory. Its main sentiment,there­
fore is the romantic but the interweaving of the repulsive and the 
horrible in the portrayal of the weird scenes and the ghastly 
figures of the cemetejpy detract from the consistency and unity of^ 
design.
Act I introduces us to the Buddhist n4n,KamandakI,who 
describes how Malatl and Madhava are deeply enamoured of each
1 7.1n the Mv.reference is made to female ascetics and hermits 
employed by Malyavan to entice Rama.
18.Yad ved&dhyanajp tathopanigadaga sahkhyasya yogasya ca
Jnamaga tatkathanena kiga na hi tato ka^cid gupo nafake.1.pp.14-
16
19.See Mlm.I.p.ll.
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other.KamandakI apparently plays one of the roles that the Vidtlpakg 
has in Kalidasa*s dramas,it being the function of the match-maker 
between the two lovers•From the very outset the narrative acquires 
a romantic flavour when the dramatist works on the varied feelings 
of love as produced in Madhava at the sight of MalatI.The coquet­
tish gestures of the heroine are set forth in a style imitating 
K&lid&sa's. (I.p.53)
KamandakI,in spite of her noble calling,appears to be in 
touch with the executors of a magico-dacrificial cult,Aghoraghapja 
and his assistant, Kapalakupdali,,whose activities are incompatibly 
woven into the plot and are more prominently described in the 
latter part of the drama,where the scenes evoke blbhatse and 
bhay&naka.Except for this jarring note the sentiment of love is 
effectively delineated in the triangular love affair-Madhava 
cqqfesses his loveifpr Malatleto his friend Makaranda,whi is 
himself wooing Madayantika,the sister of Madhava*s rival,who is 
competing for Malatl's love.Bhavabhdti is seen at his best , here,
combining poetyy and drama and couching the various emotions of
20 !
love with an eye for delicate feminine charm. In these passages j
we come across a Bhaivabhttti so different from the dramatist who
strives to use a rough and crude idiom to portray the uncomely j
aspects of human nature.In the course of the above description he
20.Mlm.II.pp.55-59
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avails himself of the erotic technique in exactly the same way as 
Kalid&sa,showing how the lover paints the picture of his beloved 
though restless on account of the heaviness of grief(p.72)or asks 
the wind to embrace him(p.78).Act II continues to narrate the 
worsening of the condition of both lovers with the analysis of 
M&latl's mental state.In characterising her,he seems to lay him­
self under debt to Kalidasa,especially#in setting forth her mental 
and physical anguish on lines so similar to those adopted in 
presenting the heroine of the Meghaddta in the throes of excru­
ciating pain.We may recall a verse from that section to note how 
the tone,vocabulary and even the metre are more or less the same 
HlVIbandhocchva^anam adharaspandanaip dorvigada{i 
Sveda£ cakgur masppamadhurSkekarasnigdhamugdhajp 
G&trastambhafc stanamukulayor utprabandhafc prakampo 
Gap^abhoga pulakapaialagi mQrchana cetana ca. II.pp.105-6. 
Apart from the mere mention of the rival suitor of MSlatl as a
as
means of rousing and exciting the feelings of love in her as well
M M h a v a  there is no scene in which he is made to play an active
part giving the drama more momentum and carrying it on to a
climax worthy of the original conception of the story. .
Act III brings the lovers together and BhavabhGti recountsf
in the words of an attendant speaking in-pedantic prose,the 
passionate experiences of MalatI,conjured,this time,in the vision
of a dream.The tedium of the account is scarcely over when the
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entry of a tiger described in equally cumbersome prose interrupts
the smooth flow of the narrative.lt is probably meant as a device
enabling Makaranda to show his love for Madayantikgl whom he saves
from being mauled by the tiger by intervening.This episode is the
harbinger of several more harrowing events that the subsequent
scenes are to represent.In Act V Madhava realises the futility of
all his attempts at winning MaJLatl when he hears that she has been
betrothed to Nandana and in the next act we see him resolved to
appease the goblins of the cemetery to achieve his purpose.The
introduction of this scene has hardly any purpose other than
giving the dramatist the opportunity of displaying his suppressed
urge for evoking the loathsome and horrible in description.Kapala-
kupjlala,dressed hideously,invokes the power of Siva represented
21
as a personification of female energy(dakti). This is a conception 
of deity which is quite alien to the spiritual outlfcok clearly 
impressed in all hid dramas and the detailed description of the 
uhCan&y ritu&l 3 transports us to an entirely different plane of 
activity.But above all the choice of words with harsh onomatopaeic 
sounds goes hand in hand with the imagery in symbolising the stark
21.The Tantric flavour of this cult is undeniable 
Pa#adhikada£an§5ilcakramadhyasthitatra§.
Hj*di vinihitardpafc siddhidas tadvidajp yafc
Avicalitamanobhiti sadhakair mrgyamanhii
Sa jayati parinaddhaji £aktibhifc £aktin&thafc. V.p.194.
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horror of the scenes.M&dhava steps on the ground just as the 
mediating priest is about to immolate M&latl as a sacrificial 
offering to the patron goddess.A sense of tense drama pervades the 
whole scene,however losely knit it is with the plot.The sentiments 
of love emanating from M&dhava who recollects the pleasures 
experienced in Malatl*s company alternate Y/ith the feelings of 
horror tending to reduce the tendion and make it moretfantastic. 
The mutder ofrAgboraghapfa at the end has its sequel in provoking
his female assistant to avenge his death in Act VI where,however,
♦
Bhavabhdti manages to pick up the threads and weave the plot 
ingeniously.The clever scheme of BuddharakkhitH enables Malatl to 
be rescued from Nandana to be married to Madhava while in Act VII 
MakarandafWho^disguiBOar.hlmselfnasdNandanaficbride,is ultimately 
found to be the lover of Madayantikg^Nandana1 s sister,who visits 
him and tftus achieves her purpose.Had Bhavabhdti allowed the drama 
to end here instead of reintroducing a few more scenes purporting 
tp represent the fate of the lovers when Malatl falls into the 
hands of Kapalakup£ala,the dramatic effect would have been better. 
But as it is,Act IX appears a redundant appendage incorporated 
merely to evoke vipralambha ^r^gsra in portraying Madhava engaged 
in a search for his lost beloved in the fashion of Purdravas's 
frantic search for Urva^I.The despairing Madhava seems to be a 
curious blend of the heroes of the Vikramorvadlya and the Megha- 
ddta,the first,in his appeal to nature and the animal world to
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obtain information of his beloved and the second,in addressing a 
cloud to carry a message to her.The imitation is rather poor and 
and it has none of the artistry or lyrical excellence of Kalidasa. 
M&dhava lies unconscious and his frienfl,Makaranda,decides to leap 
iito the river when happy news of the safety of Malatl is broken 
to them and the reunion follows.
We may now sum up the outstanding features that emerge from 
this comparison that we have drawn between the two great drama­
tists. What is most strikingly impressed on their works is the 
marked individuality of their respective approaches to poetry and 
dfaifoa. To^putcit succinctly,if for KalidSsa poetry is an expression 
of the delicacy ahdJseftsuousness,of feeling in nature and man, f
BhamabhGti finds in drama a means for conveying human feeling in 
its depths of sadness,fear and horror,for the most part.
We have also noted a conspicuous feature in the manner in 
which their imagery reflects their varying poetical temparaments. 
K&lid&sa reflects in his imagery the underlying interrelation 
between man and nature,which is to him as vital and personal as 
man,whereas BhavabhGti,conscious,as he is,of the same uniform and 
coordinating principle binding man With: the*;fcofid external to him, 
focuses more attention on human experience,in itself.Quite consis­
tently ,Kalid§Lsa evokes dprigara in his dramas,lyrics and even in 
the epics,employing more of the subsidiary sentiments as aids to 
give it a more vigorous expression.BhavabhGti*s range of rasas is
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wider with a strong preference for those that savour of fear, 
herofcsm,ssdness and revulsion.He achieves limited success when he 
departs from his professed intention of evoking these,which are 
more natural to his style,and takes up the theme of romantic love
In addition to the rasas and imagery which givei proof of this 
difference,and to which reference has been made in the course of 
the earlier part of our discussion,the characterisation of the 
heroes and heroines confirms this observation further.The delicat 
touch which with Kalidasa characterises Sakuntal& testifies to hi 
sensitiveness for the graceful,lender and elegant as much as the 
dhlindation of SIta,the chief heroine of BhavabhGtifs RSma dramas 
BhavabhGtifs emphasis on the bitterness of life and a reflection 
of emotional conflict.BhavabhGti also employs his heroes to 
personify unrestrained passion and undaunted heroism to a degree 
rare in his predecessor's parallel creations,susceptible,at the 
most,to mixed feelings of despair and hope.
BhavabhGtifs literary art has found expression in drama only 
and,therefore,in comparing him with Kalidasa,who has used other 
literary media as well,we must judge him as a poet and dramatist 
from the ene literary type.His dramas do not appeal so much for 
thetr dramatic poetry as for their poetic drama,whereas Kalid&sa 
shows a facility for blending them together with a tendency to 
emphasisetthe.former. .
The dramas of BhavabhGti have,fortunately enough,furnished us
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with certain biographical or autobiographical information which
enables us to piece his life and work in correct perspective,It
/
is regrettable that KalidSsa's works do not supply any such 
evidence although the various trends of his art serve as a key to 
the understanding of his literary tastes and literary background. 
That both were deeply grounded in the religious lore,political 
and economic theory and the Astras,in general,is amply borne out 
by their utilisation of ideas contained in them for the treatment 
of their themes and for the adornment of their imagery.More than 
K&lidSsa,BhavabhGti has introduced certain concepts associated 
with the strategy and diplomacy of the nlti£a££ra in the laying 
out of the plot.The religious faith of both is Saivism,but in 
BhavabhGti we have definite indications of a later form of Siva 
worship associated with a more ramified ritual.The M&latlmadhava 
mentions a religious cult whose adherents indulge in an orgy of 
perverse practices testifying not only to a more debased form of 
Saivism,Tanbric in character,but,above all,that same love of the 
bizarre we observed in the £mageyy and style.Much of the mytho­
logical imagery seems to be coloured by the conception of the 
malefic and terrific aspect of Siva.
Whatever the standard of criticism &£ Kalidasa's day,Bhava- 
bhQti appears to be conscious of and even irritated by some 
concensus of opinion who were likely to criticise him adversely 
and}judging by the distinctive qualities of his style and literar;
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technique,which is similar to DAp$lin Js ine several aspects, we 
entertain the view that his period was one-late as it was-of 
growing criticism when crities were looking round for material to 
formulate their theories.Bearing this in mind we shall,in the 
following chapter,turn to the problem of assessing the relation­
ship between Kalidasa: and the theorists-a problem not without
value for determining the date.
J
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CHAFl'ah V
KAJblliASA AHu I'ha XiiaURISlS On' HOXTIGS
In the examination of the works of K51id£sa (as well as 
those of Bhavabhttti) in the preceding chapters two main criteria,, 
employed in literary criticism,were applied.They represent the 
two main principles of Indian poetical thought emanating from the 
divergent schools of poetical theory,one of which narrowly limited 
itself to the classification and even the multiplication if the 
images,in their decorative aspect(arthalarikara and ^abdalahkara) 
and the other,which attached minor importance to the external form 
of literature but sought to analyse the emotions and feelings 
evoked by drama and poetry and define the nature of the aesthetic 
experience(rasa).
K§,lidasafs conception of rasa and its kindrmd principles 
marks,as we referred to in tracing the growth of the idea of rasa, 
earlier^an important stage in the process of its evolution from 
a theoretical concept,in Bharata*s times,to a criterion applied in 
drama and poetry,later.Kalidasa*s frequent references to Bharata 
and to some of the terms used in his exposition of dramatic 
technique is the first instance of a poet or dramatist citing from 
the theory and as such we shall examine the possible influence 
the first known theorist exercised on hi®,preparatory to the
v
l.See Chap.III.pp.91-92.
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estimate of the extent of his influence in inspiring and shaping 
the subsequent developments af the theory up to the 17 th.century 
A*D«
In Kalidasa*s dramas Bharata always appears as the recog­
nised authority on the rasa theory,outlined in the Na£ya£ad'tra,
which holds as important a place in the growth of the entire
2
theory of poetics as the Vedas,in the evolution of religious and 
philosophical thought.lt may therefore be necessary to trace back 
the terms occuring in the dramas and poems to the nrnnuil of 
Bharata.Whatever the relative artistic merits of BhavabhGti*s 
method of stating the particulafc rasa personified in the career 
of the main hero and that of Kalidasa,who Allows the reader or 
spectator to deriue it,the latter throws light on the formative 
stages of the theory before its full application to the drama.
He refers to the w,ay in which rasa is effectively evoked by dance- 
drama and music clearly reminding us of the dance forms and 
musical compositions that must have necessarily formed the basis 
for Bharata*s formulation of the theory.
Bharata*s definition of najya,throughout,shows its basic 
connection with dance(abhinaya) and instrumental and vocal music 
(gana and glta) not to mention the other accessory aid® that go to
l.It is in fact described as the NSfyaveda revealed to the sages 
by Brahman. See NJ^.1.4.
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render it comprehensive.Ip showing how the various emotional
states evoke the sentiments(rasas)he mentions the instrumentality
of the dancing movements and gestures (abhin ay a^.This word-abhinaya-
is of commoh occurence and is often synonymous with and sometimes
4
coupled together with■prayoga* in describing the form in which the 
accessory emotions(anubhavas) find expression.In the statement of 
the divine messenger of the Vikramorva^Iya requesting Urva£I to 
hasten to appear before the gods in the spectacle^Kalidasa refers 
to the Bh&ratlyaa technique ofl evoking rasa,mirroring under a 
mythical representation the existence of some sort of dance drama 
continuing into his time from the days of Bharata.Thus he speaks 
of a dramatic representation(prayoga) with the eight rasas as its 
basis and characterised by graceful movements»all the terms of 
which are from Bharata.This is obviously a kind of spectacle 
removed from the actual drama but the intimateofiin&Lisympathetic;.e 
relation between the two seems to have motivated its introduction. 
The Malavikagnimitra deals with a dancing competition where
3.Evaga bhava bhavayanti rasan abhinayaifc saha.NJ^.VT.39.
4.Tasya nayanacaturlbhrakgepakatakeaaafte&ralalAtamadhurahgah&ra- 
vakjtadibhir anubhavair prayoktavyati.Ibid.VI .306. See also 
similar definitions of the rasas.
5.Vik,II.18•
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Kalid&sa shows further the connection between dance and music and 
dramatic action.As the performance of Malavika,the chief heroine, 
forms the means of heightening the hero*s love for her,the dancing 
scene is all the more valuable for the bearing it has bn the 
delineation of rasa in the drama.Into the mouth of Gapad&sa,the 
dancing tutor,he has put the most terse definition of nafcyaga, 
(meaning again,primarily,dancing)effectively summing up its 
essential features and giving a resume,as if it were,of the entire 
teachings of the N&tya^a£tra.Let us examine those lines from the 
drama in a little more detail.
Dev an am idam am an anti munayali kantagi kratuga c&ksuga,ga 
Rudrepedam umakptavyatikare svarige vibhaktaga dvidha 
Traigupyodbhavam atra lokacaritaga nanarasagi dr^yate 
Nafcyaga bhinnarucer janasya bahudhapy ekaga Bamar&dhanaga. 1.4. 
Here the poet acknowledges the mythological origin of the 
dance and the theory grown round it in exactly the same terms as 
Bharata1s.The differenciation of the two principal modes of 
dancing,that is, t5p£lya, the violent mode,associated with Siva as 
distinct from lasya,the gentle and delicate mode,dedicated to 
P&rvatl,discussed in the fourth section of the Watya^a^tra,is here 
recalled.The way in which nafya mirrors the diversity of human 
character^ consisting of the fundamental qualities of sattva,rajas 
and tamas,its capacity to evoke rasa and even satisfy people of 
varying tastes,echoes the aims,scope and technique of natya as
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set forth in the introductory remarks of the manual^
The musical terms occuring in the M&lavikagnimitra with 
reference to ringing and instrumental music that accompany the 
dancing performance indicate a close acquaintance with the theory 
of music that plays an important part in Bharata*s exposition of 
the rasa theory.The nun,in the,drama,who is,represented as a 
connoisseur in matters pertaining to the fine arts,recognises 
in the marjana note of the drum^named after the peacock*s sound 
(mayarl),and that too in the fourth position of the scale,an 
invitation for the audience to be prepared for the concert.Tha,t 
Kalidasa has elicited the name of this note from Bharata*s text 
is quite clear if wo turn to the description og the notes of the 
drum mentioned therein,where Bharata specifically lays down three 
drum notes,called marjana,out of which one is called mayQrl,
D
capable of being produced at the fourth place of the scale.The 
choice of the fourth place on the scale agrees with another
prescription of Bharata,according to whom,the fourth and fifth
- 9notescofothe scaleeevoke p^rigftra. and hasya and,therefore,it
6.N££.I.pp.36-45.
#
7.M1V.I.21.
8.See Mlv.p.24.commy.to the above verse and in particular 
MayUrl cardhamaytlrl tatha karmaravlti ca 
Tisras tu marjana jneya{i pugkaregu svara^rayall. Ntd’.
9 . XVII.103.
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appears to be appropriate as a note introducing a dancing 
performance intended to evoke p^rigsira.
In the representation(prayoga) by MSlaVika wel have much more 
evidence of the use of the Najyada^tea technique.Kalidasa has 
chosen a verse set to music in the middle time(madhya laya)1which 
Malavika dramatises in such a way as to bring out the rasa(yath§- 
rasam abhinayati).The reference made here to some sort of 
operratic dance based on an epic episode, such as the story of
S a r m i h a ?testifies to the surviwal of yet another link between 
dance and drama,the first of which has been a kind of mime such 
as we met with in the Vikramorvadlya.Pantomimes and spectacles 
of this nature must have been quite common during Bharata*s time 
and it is from the observation of the gestures of the actors and 
the emotional reactions of the onliokers that he has been able to
formulate his theory of rasa.
Although it is difficult to trace and identify the dancing 
posture,in the list of Bharata,exactly corresponding to the one 
which with the king describes the danseuse*s pose^the way in which 
the general poise of the body and,in particular,the position of
10.The'middle'tone is ©gain consistent with the evocation of 
p^rigSra.
11 .Mlv .II. 6 l^yamavitapasadpdagi hasta{pf recalls Bharata*s 
» 'latakhyau karau1.
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the hands are set forth recalls the method adopted for defining
12the postures in the Na$ya£a^tra. In feferring to the manner in 
which the limbs in motion are meant to convey Jhe purport of the 
verse; Kalid&sa seems to have been influenced by Bharatafs ideas 
on the movement of the limbs entitled 'aiigah^ra1 .The 'timing1 is 
said to be appropriate for the rhythmic feet movements and much 
more important than this,is the mention of a particular movement 
of the hands,in imitation of the motion of the branches of trees-
^akhayonife ,which is a term used by Bharata to denote a specific
13
•measuring1 gesture of the hands in dancing. The last line of
the verse deserves a more detailed scrutiny for it describes the
effect of the enactment on the audience and discusses the relation
of the bh&vas to the rasas,the most important problem raised by
the theorist in his treatise.KSlidasa says that each succeeding
14mental statie(bhava),expressed by each line of the song and 
dramatised with suitable postures and gestures,dispelled its
12.Mlv.II•4•
13. Sakha tu n$ttahastan?Mp ya matra citranartape. Nf£.
14.Durlabhati priyas tasmin bhava hpdaya nira^agi 
Aho aparigako me prasphurati kirn api vamati 
Ega ciradpgjati katham upanetavyo
Natha me paradhlnagn tvayi gapaya satrgpf#. Mlv.II.4.
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antecedent(bhava) from the main substratum,probably,the main rasa,
yet retaining the unity or oneness of the sentiment.Here the
commentary makes out that the emotional states of dejection(nirteda)
elation(harga),wistfulness(cinta) and anxiety(dainyafla)fwhich the
heroine conveys by songishd gesture,follow in a sequence and
evoke vipralambha ^prigara.We may pause to examine irhether the bhavas
herein described owe anything to the categories of emotional
states^massed together under the term vyabhicaribh&va,subsidiary
emotions,in Bharata*s classification of the varying grades of
emotional reactions.These four are among the 37 vyabhicaribhavas
mentioned by Bharata^Ind their employment in some orderly sequence
appropriate for the evocation of a particular rasa illustrates
how the theory has been examined,even in its minor details,and
applied in practice.In acknowledging and accepting the postulate
of Bharata that the bhavas generate rasa and not;its opposite,
16which had been held by some sbhool and refuted by Bharata,
Kalidasa gives proof of his debt to the theorist,whose views and 
observations have no doubt undergone clarification in being 
applied for illustrating how £prtgara,the main rasa of the drama, 
is linked with sphgara,evoked by the representation.
As the above connections we have traced between Bharata's
15.NJ^.VI.19-22.
16. Ibid.pp.293-295.
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theory and terminology and the references to some of the features
of the theory,in the dramatist’s works,suggests most forcibly the
inspiration Kalidasa has had from the basic doctrine fff the rasa
theory,we may justifiably expect him to have employed and adapted
these concepts and technical devices in the actual composition of
his dramas and even the poems.As a poet who has exhibited aji
overwhelming tendency to animate nature he gives the term bhava
a wider significance embracing not only the emotional states of
man and animal but extending it to cover the behaviour of natural
phenomena as well,in the portrayal of romantic scenes.He ffr-'ir
delineates a wide range of emotional states in the description of
17
the amorous gestures of the suitors to Indumatl,in the Raghuvayi^a,
availing himsfcif-of■theLbehetiour patterns broadly outl&Bddrby
Bharata for the purpose.In the Kumarasambhava,he depicts the
gradual onset of amorous feelings from nature and beast to man.
18
There,with the advent o# Kama,the beasts first manifest love
giving rein to their mating instincts,their behaviour indicating
the emotional state full of passion.(sneharasanuviddhagi bh&vajp
kriyaya vivavruji) .The creepers,too, are then infected and share
19with the trees,the pleasures of love,indicating very much the
17.See Chap.VI.
18. » « III.35-39.
19. Ibid.39.
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same emotional states as were found among animals.Mutual love 
deepemd among lovers and affects Parvatl,who is presented as a 
victim of exciting emotions deductible from the movements of her 
limbs.
vivrpvatl £ailasutapi bhavam aiigaiti sphuradbalakadambakalpaiti 
The love symbolism and the technique of gradually evoking 
spftg&ra by vivifying nature is K&lidSsafs own^but the elements 
which have gone into the shaping of these trends are perhaps 
rooted in the dance symbolism and gesture language of the 
NSJya^ad'tra.
Kalidasa, as we have observed in the analysis of the dramas
♦
and in the study of the image patterns,consistently evokes ^r^g^re 
which is complemented with and enlivened by hasya-two rasas which 
are coupled together in Bharata*s theory and even take numerical 
precedence in his grouping of rasas,whatever bearing that may have
had in the dramatist*s choice of the two rasas for delineation in
20
his works.It is also to Bharata that he owes the two main aspects
of ^yrigara,which are,in fact,the pivots on which his whole
literary art turns.The ten stages in which the heroine experiences
the pangs of separation(vipralambha £prig&ra)are ascribed by
Bharata to the authors of the manuals on the courtezan*s art and
21
the argument in the manual(NSfyada^tra)refuting the :1 v- • ^
/
20.Tasya ^rrigSrasya dve adhig$hape,sambhogo vipralsrabha^ oa.
VI.p304
21.IV.309-11.
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inapplicability of some of its stages savouring of karmpa for 
evoking £phgara,as raised by some critics,defends its - a 
appropriateness for the purpose by contrasting vipralambha 
£phg&ra with karupa.Whether Kalidasa was conscious of this 
distinction or not he has recognised the importance of these 
moods,the number of which vary in the several works,for evoking 
£prtg&ra,in the main,the karuna rasa being only subsidiary.
As far as the evidence goes,thifefrefcrelKalidagarifc therfirst 
classical authorctdobe conscioup dfcthaia^plidabfclityroftthe jrasa 
t h e a r y i topdramaipfrober^which hetbrings Leutub? introducing certain 
episodes illustrative of the close cinnexion between dance,song 
and music on the one hand and drama and poetry on the pther.If 
KSlidasa thus acknowledged the rasa theory of Bharata and 
indicated the wide literary range in which it could operate,his 
use of decorative modes of expression probably served the 
indirect purpose of furthering the growth of strictly decorative 
imagery which,from being just a handful in Bharata*s time,grew 
into a separate school of literary thought that reared its head 
time &f terttime ;;ln the history of the system to the detriment of 
of its progress on the lines which its founder had soundly laid.
The history of the alarikara sbhools between the rudimentary 
stage of it in the Natya^a^tra and the later and more developed 
system as found in the manuals of Dap$in and Bhamaha is a blank 
unlike in the case of the rasa school where we see a close
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continuity of ideas from Bharata to the predecessors of 
Anandavardhana via the workd of Kalidasa.Here,again,we may venture 
the working hypothesis that Kalidasa's use of varying image 
patterns may have filled thisttoid and fctimglated the growth of 
the school were it not for the difficulty of estimating the exact 
ctoano]qglc§l relationship ofp Da,p£in Bhamaha on the one hand and 
Kalidasa on the other.Even the problem of the dates of Dapglin and 
BhSmaha is far from settled but certain critical Comi&bntE in the 
Kavyadar^a appear to be a refutation of the views of an earlier 
contemporary or predecessor of Dap£in and the data criticised can
be traced in Bhamaha.Bapglin,in his discussion of the simile,
22
rejects the defects of simile(upamadopa)borrowed by Bhamaha from
23Medhavin and upholds the defects of style which the latter has 
maintained.Unlike later theorists both of them and especially, 
D&pgiin,have manufactured ad lib. examples to illustrate the many 
minute sub-divisions of the categories of imagery,more often, 
varying the same sentence to fit in with the definition of the 
category or introducing terms or epithets in the illustrations 
for signifying the appropriateness of the nomenclature.Following 
the classificatory method of grammar which hhs played no 
insignificant part in the evolution of these categories they have
22.Bhl.II.39-40
23.Kvd.II.51.
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been able to build up an elaborate and exhaustive system that owes 
hardly anything to actual usage gathered from the literature of 
any important historical period.In the absence of any identifiable 
references to Kalidasa's usages we have to infer that they were 
either cut off from the main stream of theoretical tradition 
growing from the times of Bharata which did not overrate the value 
ofl alarikara or that they were too near contemporaries of Kalidasa 
to take serious note of his usages in the way Vamana who lived 
centuries later has dene.
Vamana's contribution to the theory is an important landmark] 
in. its history for he is not only the first to give a 
reorientation to it and define afresh kavya in the light of a new 
principle of literary judgment but far more important than this 
for our purpose is his pioneering effort to raise the theory on 
the foundations of the then known literary usage of which 
Kalidasa's occupies a conspicuous place.Vamana cites from a wide 
range of poets including someewho are known to have existed about 
the late seventh century A.D. and is,therefore,definitely later 
than Dapglin and Bhamaha whose fundamental conceptions of poetry 
he criticises.We may take up some of the comments of his relating 
to Kalidasa and examine them in some detail as he is the first to 
have quoted from the poet's works and initiated an inquiry 
thereon which has continued down to the time of Jagannatha of the 
seventeenth century A.D.
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Vamana procedes to examine the view ofl Dap£in who conceived that
the’alarikaras'(decorative categories} constitute the beautifying
24
elements of poetry(k&vyasobhakaran dharman)which was somewhat
25
invalidated by Bharaaha who had substituted *vakrokti’Tan indirect
mode of expression,necessarily relegating the alarik§ras to a
secondary place as the trimmings of style.Vamana maintains in
opposition to both that stylistic excellences(gupay should take
the place of mere formal ’ornaments1 in the definition of what
gives charm to poetry.To make the definition clear he refers to
an appropriate analogy which says that as ornaments cannot,in
themselvestheighten the attractiveness of a woman devoid of beauty
and youth,so in the case of (poetical)language lacking in
stylistic quality(gupa)the’alarikaras’ alone cannot produce any 
27
elegance.In recognising the importance of stylistic ’qualities1 
Vamana admits that these go to distinguish particular ’dictions*
(rlti),endowed with varying numbers of these’qualities * and
28considered by him as the essence(soul) of kavya.Among the three
24.Kvd.il.1.
25.Bhl.1.14 & 36.
26.Kvl.III.1.1.
27.Vamana has also used the term ’alaiikara* to denote the charm 
(saundarya) resulting from the endowment of these ’qualities *(I• 
l-2.)and should therefore be not confused with this sense.
28.Kvl.III.1.2.
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different styles mentioned by him,Vaidartohl takes precedence by
virtue of possessing all the qualities,in illustration of which 
29
a verse from the Sgkuntala is cited(II.3.) as against a quotation 
from the MahavIracarita(I.54) typical of the Gau£I style^ which 
is characterised by the quality of fvigorousness1(oftas) with its 
use of harsh sounds(atyulbapapada).Here,therefore,Vamana makes an
important distinction between two dictions reflecting the facts of
*
poetry as represented in the works of two of the most 
distinguished authors of the period,who have themselves been 
conscious of these respective traits in their style,in the 
patterning of the imagery and in the evocation of the rasas. 
Waiting after the most important poets and dramatists,KalidSsa, 
J3Qdraka,Bhat^i,Bharavi,Magha and BhavabhGti,had made their * 
contributions available,and especially, when some of them had 
laid too much emphasis on the decorative aspect of imagery,Vamana 
could not have entirely ignored it in his treatment.His study of 
the categories is much more systematic,the attempt being to 
condense the huge catalogue of Dap£lin to a less elaborate scheme 
enabling the types and sub-types to be comprehensively formulated 
We may compare,for example,the methods of setting forth the 
simile and its sub-divisions in the reapective theorists as it 
would help us to see the advantage V&mana has had over Dapflin in
29*Kvl.1•2.11-12
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following literary usage as far as possible.As could be expected 
from an analysis of the similes found in the literature,the 
grammatical and other defects inherent in comparisons are not 
curtly dismissed,as in the K&vy£dar£a,but examined in the- light 
of their use by KSlidasa and other recognised authors.Thus he 
refers to a verse from the &akuntala(l.15)as an illustration of 
'gender disparity' in simile^excusable on the grounds of its 
being one of the various modifications of simile?^
In illustrating the quality of 'coalescence'(dlepa)Vamana 
quotes a.versaefrom the Kum&rasambhava(I.1)which has been a stock 
example with many another theorist,and two verses in exempli­
fication of 'lucidity ' (pras&da) 9 one from the Raghuvagis,a(lII .70), 
where '.lucidity' and 'floridity' are equally combined and the 
second from the. VikramdTyat£Iya(III .10) where the former quality 
exceeds the latte?^
Vamana has.therefore not made by any means an exhaustive 
inquiry into the works of K&lid£sa but the value of his brief 
discussion of certain distinctive features of his style is an 
initial contribution we cannot belittle when placed in the 
perspective of the antecedent developments of the theory and its 
subsequent evolution from Anandavardhana onwards. By devaluating
30.Kvl.IV.2.14. 
51. Ibid.III.1.10.
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the aladk&ra concept he paved the way for the rise of the new 
school of dhvani,whose best exponent is Anandavardhana.
Anandavardhana finds in the style and literary technique of 
Kalidasa confirmation of the theory of dhvani erected on the 
foundations; of the rasa concept that appears to have been 
submerged as an important criterion till his time owing to the 
preoccupation of the theory with the fbt*mal: featuresl~r fe lures 
of kavya and the effect this may possibly have had on the later 
classical writers,in particular.But before we proceed to the 
appraisal of Kalid&sa's poetic and dramatic art as illustrated 
in the DhvanySloka we may devote some space to the discussion of 
the significance and scope of the term dhvani,with particular 
reference to its connexion with rasa,keeping in mind what bearing 
the concept has in Mallinatha's vocabulary in his commentaries on 
the poet's works.
In the course of tracing the origin and growth of rasa
52
as a literary principle we observed how there arose an increasing 
consciousness of the superiority of sense(artha)to form(stylistic 
ornaments)in the earlier period of literature.The intermediate 
stages of th»r development of the idea from Bharata to 
Anandavardhana are not recorded in the intervening theoretical 
speculations perhaps because the rasa theory as formulated by the
52.See Chap.III.§£^85-95.
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former was not considered to be fundamentally applicable to the 
criiticism of poetry.Yet,we can infer the possibility of such 
problems having been subject to scrutiny in the sbhools of 
grammar when we remind ourselves that Sanskrit grammar continued 
to be the handmaid of poetics from the time of YAska and,therefore 
contributed to theoretical speculation of the various by-products 
of philosophical and logical terminology.It is to these 
grammatical schools that we owe the concept of dhvani,which had 
greater significance as a grammatical term,in the beginning,than 
in its radically changed and adapted sense of 'suggestiveness',in 
poetical theory,iato which it developed later.At the time of 
Anandavardhana the concept of rasa had also been restored from 
oblivion and come into contact with the most revolutionary 
linguistic principle formulated in grammar.Thus the composite 
literary principle of rasa-dhvani enunciated in the karikas and 
worked out into a comprehensive system of criticism by . 
Anandavardhana marks another important stage in the development 
of the theory-a stage which may rightly be considered its climax 
owing to the absence of anything so original in its later career. 
Granted then that dhvani is a grammatical concept,in its origin, 
is it possible to find the intermediate stepd indicating its 
adaptation to poetical theory?Io answer this question we may 
trace it back to its source in grammar.
According to Anandavardhana dhvani has been a term used by
209
the grammarians to denote the sound produced when woirds are
33 34uttered. Abhinavagupta*s citations from the Vakyapadlya prove that
Anandavardhana haspreferred to Bhartphari and his school,here,for
in the definition of dhvani given by the grammarian it is meant
to be the physical content of sound resulting from its utterance.
It is possible to entertain the view that the analogy comes from
the vibration produced by striking a bell which has a sound
function(£abdavySp&ra)as much as speech.In fact Abhinavagupta
states that the implied meaning(vyarigyartha)possessing the nature
of a sound imitative and taking the place of the clang of a bell
35
is called Idhvanif.To clarify the terms of the analogy further- 
as words when pronounced produce a resonance so the term was 
extended in its connotation to denote the 1 suggestiveness1 of a 
piece of poetry or even of 16/-line or^word 6f it.The name of one 
of the sub-divisions of dhvani-kavya,as formulated by 
Anandavardhana^bears perceptible traces of the adaptation of the 
concept for literary evaluation from its connexion,we have 
referred to above,with the sound of a bell.It is called
33.Te (vaiy&karapati) ca ^rflyamanepu varpepu dhvanir iti
vyavaharanti.Dhvl.1.pp.55-56.
34*Dhvl.I.commy.pp.55-56.
35.GhapJ;adinirhradasthanIyo *nurapanatraopalakgito vyahgyd’py artho
dhvanir iti vyavahptati.Ibid.commy.1 .p.55.
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’anusvanopamavyarigya' or the suggestive sense comparable to an 
echo or vibration.
Among the theorists TlMandavardhana may be fittingly 
called the best adherent of the historical method in his criticisn 
for the *ay in which he refutes the existing grammatical, 
philosophical and poetical(mainly,the alarikara) theories gives 
us some idea of the relation of poetics to the other disciplines 
and the citations from the works of classical authors and the 
Interesting discussions thereon show the extent of his masterful 
survey of the varying trends of poetical thought.In his treatise, 
we have,by far,the best assessment of Kalidasa’s style and 
technique^in the entire history of Sanfekirit literary criticism^ 
for with rare and penetrating insight into the workings of the 
poet’s mind he brings out the richness of Kalidasa’s poetical 
genius and the delicacy of his aesthetic sensitiveness by 
discussing the salient features of his art with reference to 
practically all the works.
Tin an davardhan a is the first theorist to recognise the
importance of the Ramgyana as having set forth the pattern of a
poem consisting of what is charming(lalita) as well as proper 
36
(ucita)-perhaps from the artistic point of view.He concurs with
36.Dhvl.1.Vr.p.15.These two terms adumbrate the development of 
’lalitya’ and ’aucitya’ as separate literary principles in later 
stages of the theory.
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K&lidasa in pointing out in exactly the same words as the poet 
that Valmlki appears to have been conscious of the importance of 
meaning (artha) and sentiment(rasa)in writing the epic.This gives 
Anandavardhana a sound starting point to develop his theory and 
substantiate its manifold aspects with reference to the usages of 
the'great poets'(mahgkavis)who owe so much to the 'first poet1 
(adikavi),Valmlki.Then he pays the highest tribute to the next 
most important poet,KalidasI,tanked, among.those;fcndowted with 
creative ability1(pratibha-defined in the commentary as'aptlrva- 
vastunirmapakpama prajna)-a quality which Dap^in,Bhamaha and 
Vamana havefilsO accepted as essential for the making of a 'great 
poet'.So important does Kglid&sa appear to Anandavardhana that 
he uses the term 'Kalid&sa's usage' as a synonym of 'good poetical 
usage1.
Vamana,as we saw,set forth the superiority of the Vaidarbhl 
style to the gau£I,illustrating the distinction from the prevalent 
usage.Anandavardhana employs this fundamental distinction to 
reflect the nature of the contrast in sentiment(rasa)involved
therein.To his mind £phg£ra is the most delectable of rasas(parafr
\ 38prahl&dano rasafc) which is associated with 'sweetness-*a judgment
which mirrors the essential quality of KSlidSsa's style,as we also
37.Dhvl.2.Vr.p.34. 
38.Ibid.II.8.
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found in the course of our analysis of the works.Anandavardhana 
adds further that ^pftgara in its vipralambha aspect and karupa 
give distinct charm to a poem,which,too,reflects a close study of 
Kalidasafs method of evoking rasa.Not only has the poetfs style 
been studied with a view to establishing what particular rasas 
impart to the diction any of the special‘qualities1 enunciated 
from the time of Bharata,but it is also contrasted with its 
opposite,associated with the evocation of the rough and coarse 
sentiments,which by the very nature of their content savour of 
emotional intensity?
It will be worthwhile to examine some of the general
deductions of Anandavardhana where he brings the art and technique
of Kalidasa into focus for proving his contentions,in a manner
rarely attempted before him.His main'.thesis being the attempt to
find the criteria of*good poetry *(dhvanikavya) and consequently
establish the conditions that would satisfy it,he lays emphasis
on rasa so much that he is forced to confcibtlde that the poet _
should dedicate himself whole-heartedly to its evocation to give
41
a uniform design to the composition as a whole.In discussing the 
character of the poet*s equipment he comes to the same conclusion
39.Dhvl.II.9.
40.Ibid.II.10.
41.Ibid.III.Vr.p.183.
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for in addition to the usages of recognised poets and the
propensities of his own genius that guide tba writer,accordigg to
Anandavardhana,the critical standards set forth by Bharata tends
to shape his ideas and they,of course,have set a premium on the
evocation of rasa.He illustrates this primary condition of
presentation of the narrative with a general reference to
Kalidasa's works,besides several other separate poems and dramas,
stating that the poet has successfully circumvented the
limitations imposed dm him in the choice of historical themes-
borrowed from the epics etc.-by dropping the episodes incongruous
with the main sentiment to be delineated and,thereby,re-shaping
42
the story so as to fit in with the required sentiment .This is also 
true of Bhavabhdti'd dramatic technique whereby he varies the 
original of the epic narrative to expand those episodes which 
savour more of the rasas he is fond of evoking.lt is after the 
observation of this important feature of the manner of composing 
poetry or drama with the main sentiment in view(profusely 
exemplified from varying literary strata)that he makes the general 
statement that the poet should not be faithful to the historical
42.Thvl.$II.p.l83.In the commy.Abhinavagupta refers to the Rgh. 
where the poet owes nothing to historical narrative in introducin| 
wedding scenes of Aja and other kings.
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pattern of the stor^thus distinguishing the function of the poet
from that of the historian and recalling somewhat Aristotle's
44
diffferenciatjon of their functions.
Connected with this recognition of the poet's conception
of the function of poetry are the two aspects of poetical
technique he deduces after his survey of the range ofl dhvani kevya,
towards the end of his treatise,whereby the: inexhaustible
resourcefulness(pratibhanantya) of the poet is combined with
increasing freshness of diction(navatva) even in the handling of a
45very common theme. In some of the descriptions of the Kumara- 
sambhava he finds adequate support for this view for,according to 
him,there is a variation of purpose in the repfctitionsfeven if 
the 'suggestive sense' is not what the poet aims atT in view of 
the explicit meaning varying according to circumstance(avasthS), 
place(de£a) and time(k§laj.In the passages referred to, he 
observes that the poet first portrays Parvatl,in all the
43.Na hi kaver itivrttamatranirvartanena kijjacit prayo janagi.III.p.•
183.
44. "It is not the function of the poet"says Aristotle to relate 
what has happened,but what may happen........"
Butcher-Aristotle's Theory of Fine Art.pp.163-4.
45 .Dhvl .IV.1-2 .and Vptti thereon.
46. Avasthaderfakaladivisegair api jayate
Anantyam eva vScyasya suddhasy&pi swabh&vatafc. IV.7#
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perfection of beauty,followed by a sketch of her differently
showing how she excites Siva's love for her, and culminating in
47her final presentation in the newly-wedded state,at the toilet.
Under the same head-repetition demanded..b? differing circumstances
-he analjtges another descriptive passage of the same poem,
incidentally bringing out the most important trend in Sanskrit
imagery for which Kalidasa,as we saw in the course of our
discussion of the imagery,exhibits a strong predeliction.His view
is that in the sketches of the Himalaya,the Ganges and other
inanimate natural phenomena,their endowment with animate elements
48
lends itself to novelty of treatment(apClrvat*a) .The tone of the 
latter part of the discussion dealing with the two other 
conditioning factors(de^a and k&la) suggests the scrutiny of the* 
data from the poet's work,generally,and the purport of the whole 
seems to ascribe to his poetry,an incomparable freshness of 
treatment(navanavatva),characteristic distinctiveness of style 
(apdrvatva) and diversity of representation of the subject matter 
(Snantya rr nanatva)
In the treatment of the 'qualities' which are traditionally 
recognised as heightening the tone of the writing or detracting
47.Tatha hy avasthg....... pratibh&sante.Dhvl.IV.p.302•
48. Ay am apara£ cav&stha..............prasiddhas cayaga satkavlnaga
margab* Ibid.IV.p.303.
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therefrom,Anandavardhana does not tacitly accept the time-honourec
categories but adapts their salient features in such a way as to
bring them in line with his theory and in relation,particularly,
to the taste of the reader or the audience*The faults of style
(dogas) are,in his view,twofold-(a)through lack of good taste and
(b)through la,ck of artistic ability,but a deficiency of the first
kind is capable of being concealed by sheeE, artistic competence
on the part of an experienced poet.A case in point,in his opinion,
is the account of the post-nuptial dalliance between a deity and
his spouse,in the Kumarasambhava,which would have appeared
improper and crude were it not for the poet^ competence in
49
concealing its offensive qualities by his art.To raise such an 
issue as the propriety of introducing the erotic sentiment into 
the love affair of a deity and settle it in favour of the poet 
justifying it on the grounds of artistry appears a little short 
of revolutionary when we consider the dogmatic approach of other 
theorists who have been so wedded to the traditional method as to 
ignore such tendenciwi in literature.
Continuing in the manner of Vamana,Anandavardhana is 
vehement in his criticism of alarikara. being advanced as the main
49.Avyutpattikpto dogaii £aktya ss^pvriyate kavefc
Yas tv adaktikptas tasya sa jhaf ity avabhasate. III.169.
The vptti and the commy. explain the significance of the terms 
£akti and vyutpatti.
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criterion of literary appreciation for it appears to him,at best,
only a subsidiary aid(ariga) in the evocation of rasa(arigl).
Accordingly.he gives it the deserved place in his system
explaining that in dhvani kavya decorative categories can (inly be
50
justifiably used if without much effort the rasa emerges.Approving 
the use of such basic images as the simile and metaphor,intended 
to subserve ^prig&ra and suggest a meaning beyond what is explicit, 
he shows how the bee image in the Sakuntala(l.21) feeds the 
dominating rasa-^phg&riu
At various stages,in the course of outlining the features 
and defining the concepts of the dhvani theory,he clarifies his 
premises with reference to literary usage.In the third section 
(udyota)of his work,where he analyses the two main divisions of 
dhvani from the angle of 'vyanjaka1(denoter),as agent,he has 
chosen,to illustrate the 'suggestiveness of meaning* of the kind 
where the literal sense is not what is intended(avivakpitavacya- 
dhvani),a verse from the Meghaddta(l .52)noted for its harmonious 
fusion of the function of the image and the suggestive function 
of the words chosefj^Another example from the same work show the 
way in which he has drawn uj>on the functional purpose of the
50.Dhvl.II.17•
51.Ibid.11^18 and the vftticthereon. 
52.Ibid.III. and vptti p.286-7.
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image,as obtaining in standard authors,to form a sort of amalgam
of alafikara and dhvani in the theory.Thus in elucidating the
•imperceptible process* of dhvani ,in his second main division
(vivakpitSnyaparavacya),he points out that the correspondences
between the separate parts of the heroine*s body and their
appropriate counterparts in the flora and fauna are effectively
worked out by the image process,in the Yaksafs lament(II.44),that
the co-existent vipralambha ^prigara and khrupa^the dominant
55
sentiments) and thei.ira&ges aid each other.
We may not agree entirely with him in the appropriateness
of reading into the separate verses and lines of poetry and drama
examples of the various processes of dhvani,which should be
applied in the assessment of a literary piece as a whole,but,
nevertheless we cannot fail to be impressed with his successful
approach to interpret kavya in terms of sensitiveness for'meaning*
and not for 'forip'.He has sifted even the minute shades of
meaning of words and sentences,analytically,somewhat in the style
of grammafciaai,to adduce illustrations from the Sakuntala, and
54 55
Meghaduta in support of the denotative power of words,declensions
56
and even prefixes,as furthering the effectiveness of the'suggested
55.Dhvl.II. and vptti p.114.
54.Ibid.III.vp.p.151.
55.Ibid. P»192 and commy.p.192.
56.Ibid. pp.195-4.
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sense*
His comments on two Other accounts the Kumarasambhava 
throw added light on the interconnexion between theory and 
practice*In illustrating the imperceptible * process* of dhvani by
which he embraces the main mode of evoking rasa as known to 
57
Bharata and wherein,according to Anandavardhana, the varying
CO
emotions,conveyed by the words themselves,throw out the rasa in a
flash as if it were,he refers to the arrival of PSLrvatl during
spring,Siva*s loss of self-control at the appearence of Kama and
59the consequent events ending with Kama*s wielding of the bow- 
descriptions(in the epic poem) in which the flow of the subsidiary 
emotions(vibhava,anubhava and vyabhicaribhava) and their complete 
merging in the dominant emotion(sthayibh&fa)follow so swiftly 
upon each other that the several stages in the process are not 
observable.This process is contrasted with its opposite where the 
rasa production is manifest(lakgyakrama)and where even before the
57*Tatra vibhavanubhavavyabhicarisagiyogad rasanigpattiti.Nts .VI *p.
274.
58*Yato yatra sakgac chabdaniveditebhyo vibhavanubhavavyabhicSri- 
bhyo rasadlnajp pratltift sa tasya kevalasya margaJi.Mvl.II*Vy*p. 
124. See also commy.p.125.for Abhinavagupta1s gloss.
59.Ibid.Vy#p.124-5.The commy.cites the relevant verses from the 
poem and explains the various stages in which the bhavas rise 
and develop into the rasa.
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function of words comes into operation (^abdavyaparajp vinaiva)the
innate potentiality of meaning suggests itself*°To elucidate this
process he quotes from Kalidasa,again,and from the same work.We
may reproduce the lines as it would help our discussion*
. Evapi v£dini devarpau p§x£ve pitur adhomfckhl
Lllakamalapatrapi gapayamasa p&rvatl. Kum*VI*84.
In the above he explains that 'the counting of the lotus
petals1 symptomatically suggests the implied meaning,purporting to
be the accessory mood(vyabhicaribhava) of shame,in this case,
without any aid from the literal significance of the words,and,as
Abhinavagupta adds,the process takes place so slowly as to make it
61
clear and perceptible*
The verse referred to is cited no less than three more-times, 
its applicability extended to the exemplification of as many 
processes.As one of the sub-divisions of 'anudv&nopamavyarigya1
60.Dhvl.II.13• and Vp.p.124.
61.Ibid.II.p.125.commy. from Iha tu......  lakgjakramatmajp.
Anandavardhana clarifies the distinction between the implied
meaning as conveyed here and in the example
Sagiketakalamanasagi vijagi jnatva vidagdhaya
Hasan netrarpitaktltapi lllapadmajgi nimllitagi.
where the meaning intended to be implied,so to say,is expressed
(in words) and hence lies outside the domain of dhvani.II.Vp.p,
126.
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(the implied meaning comparable to an echo or vibration) he
62
mentions a species of dhvani, spontaneously ari£±ng(svatafc sambhavll
as opposed to another produced by the poet purposively,citing this
verse as a n *'illustration of the former.In. showing the function of
1suggrstiveness'(vyanjakatva)as distinct from literal expression
(vScakatva)he refers again to the action described in this verse
which,while having a sense of its own,sheds light on another
63
sense in the manner of a lamp.Finally it is held up to illustrate 
the difference between the lower grade of poetry(gupIbhdtavyaAgya) 
and the higher grade(dhvanikavya)where .without any such
64
adventitious aid like vakrokti,the implied sense emerges.
Xnandavardhana's analysis of Kalidasa's poetry is,however, 
not a fttlfcooe Qommendaiioh of the literary technique whereof only 
the features that help to illustrate his theory have been drawn 
upon and the defective traits ignored.In the previous example 
discussed we noted that Snandavardhfena has descrimina'ted between 
what is excellent and what commonplace in his conception of 
poetry.The Kumarasembhava,which has enabled him to substantiate 
many of the processes associated with what he considers correct
62.Dhvl.II•Vp.p.130.
63.Ibid.III.Vrp.239.
64.Ibid. p.238. The term for dhvahivkavya exactly opposite to 
guplbhata is pradhanlbhflta.
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poetical usage?also furnishes a sample of (guplbhtltavyarigya)
poetry where there is no evident attempt to seek for an implied
meaning.Thus he maintains that in
Patyu£ £iras'eandrakalam anena sppdeti s'akhya parihasapGrvagi
Sa ranjayitaa carapau kpt&£Ir m&lyena niraacajlagi .#agb§na.
KunuVI Jyl9t
the direct expression of the implied meaning by means 6f the
phrase •nirvacanagi jaghana.1 renders the dhvani secondary(guplbhava
65
depending as it is on somethigg else.
He devotes more space to the discussion of the question of 
the unity of the rasas examining such problems as the possibility 
of the incoherence of pattern that may result from the mixture of 
discordant rasas,as for instance,when the emotions proper for 
the evocation of santa rasa are introduced end the sentiment of 
love is evoked subsequently.The discussion that follows on the 
topic of'rasa blending1 purports to be mainly an assessment of 
the role of s'prigara,the main rasa,that has been delineated in 
Sanskrit literature,in the light of the background of historical 
and religious narrative,which tends to evoke £anta and which have
65.Dhvl.III.p.267.
In the commy.Abhinavagnpta explains that the feelings of 
bashfulness,jealousy,excitement etc.though suggested by the verse 
are nevertheless subordinated to the meaning conveyed by 
^irvacana1 rendering the sentiment of love not principal but 
secondary.
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supplied the ti«i poets and dramatists with the themes.That the 
manner in which K&lidasa has sought to evoke rasa against the 
historical and religious background of the sources of his works
has in all possibility been uppermost in Anandavardhana1s mind
cannot be ruled put when we consider one of the many arguments
he adduces for the interruption of the process of rasa evocation.
He states that the repeated evocation of the same rasa which has
already reached maturity detracts from its effectiveness and 
66
charm,and if we accept the gloss of the commentator,this remark
applies with particular emphasis to the poetfs delineation of
karupa which in spite of its being fully brought out in previous
episodes comes in for a fresh evocation in situations savouring
67
of sadness associated with passionate love. These and other 
problematical aspects of literary technique have confronted the 
theorist with the diffidulty of justifying them in strict accord 
with theoretical requirements and the solution he has been able 
to offer is,at best,to compromise his point of view in terms of 
such usage.
Before we proceed to the next important epoch in the history 
of the theory we must pause and take stock of Kalidasa's position 
as he emerges from the analysis of his style and technique in
66.Dhvl.III.19 and Vp.p.202. 
67.Ibid.III.commy.p.203.
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Anandavardhana1s treatise.Ably aided by his competent interpreter, 
Abhinavagupta,who has many a time focussed more light on the 
statements of the text,both,by elucidation of the important points 
and by exemplification of them from the relevant sources, 
Anandavardhana has certainly made a fresh approach to the study 
of literary criticism abandoning many of the outmoded ideas and 
introducing new criteria of a more thoughtful character^equal to 
the task of evaluating the works of the most creative period of 
classical literature that preceded him.by a few centuries.Kalidasa 
as the foregoing estimate of some of the features of his art in 
the Dhvanyaloka shows,forms an important link in connecting kavya 
with poetics which appears to have been divorced from each other 
before his times.In other words it was left to Anandavardhana to 
test Kalidasa,who,as we saw earlier was influenced by the 
conception of rasa,in the light of a theory deriving from the 
fundamental teachings of Bharata and modified by the impact of 
grammatical terminology.
After this brilliant exposition of the salient features of 
poetry and drama the discipline(poetics) rarely offers anything 
so original and so searching in its interpretation of the 
principles of kavya.The period up to the 17th.6.A.Dfis 
nevertheless marked by increasing theoretical speculation which 
exhibits two main tendencies.Immediately after the formulation of 
the doctrine of dhvani;polemical schools strove to refute the
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validity of the new criteria even substituting other concepts 
that tended to nullify the primary aesthetic function of poetry, 
which had been vividly brought to focus by Anandavardhana.After 
this outburst from the anti-dhvani schools the discipline settled 
down to consolidate itself and assimilate all the main concepts 
which had emerged in the course of centuries of theorising 
activity into an eclectic system combining gupa,alaAkara and 
dhvani.But these polemical and synthetic attempts were marred now 
and then by the appearence of a few who put the clock back in 
reviwing the old alnhkara concept.During this chequered career of 
the discipline Kalidasa appears to have maintained his reputation, 
being cited as an authority for the varying points of view the 
theorists have advanced.Of the writers who have discussed his 
usages in this late period we shall take up the two,who are 
considered to have done much by way of recapitulating the main 
concepts,the first being Mammaja,who,in the K&vyapraka£a,reviewed 
the dhvani theory in reply to the refutations of those who 
criticised its basic tenet and Vidvanatha,who,as late as the 16th, 
c.A.D.,redefined kavya in terms of rasa and yet retained the 
framework of the image categories in the most lucid exposition 
of the subject after Anandavardhana,in the Sahityadarpapa.
In addition to being a resun® of the dhvani theory MammaJa's 
treatment is also an attempt to compromise with the age-old 
criterion of alahkara in the very definition of kavya.He has in
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fact taken away the emphasis on rasa,Anandavardhana placed,in 
attempting to embrace all the aspects of poetry in as elastic a 
definition as he could produce.
68
TSd adop^u ^fiCbdErthau sagupav enal'eAkftl punaft kvapi.•.Kvp.1.4.
He follows,in the main,the style of combining aphorism,versej
and easy prose,in the same way as Anandavardhana,repeating,at
times,tritely,the formulae for defining processes and even the
actual quotations from authors,occuring in the DhvsnyEloka.
Lacking in any degree of novelty of treatment in this respect
he separated the functions of rasa and of alaAkara so much that
69
he cites from Kalidasa in Chapter VII. to illustrate some of the 
rasas while elsewhere(Chap.X)he exhaustively classifies and 
defines the tropes with suitable examples from Kalidasa.There is 
hardly anything significant that he points out from the poetry 
as would constitute an advance from Anandavardhana*s 
interpretation.Some of the trivial points in poetical usage 
considered unjustifiable from the standpoint of grammatical norms 
seem to have attracted his attention but when he takes up more
'   . ' . - . ' - ., 1..____ . •; . .___   i___
68.The {explahatpry)-vrtti adds that the useoofc.'kv&pi 'rin the 
definition is for the purpose of admitting the necessity of
1 alaAk&ra1 in all instances.the absence of it sometimes not 
detracting from the completeness of kEvya.
69.Kvp.IV.v.37 A 42.
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important questions as the one referring to the appropriateness
of Rati's lament being deepened in its content by repetition he
does not proceed further from the standpoint adopted by
70
Anandavardhana and merely calls it a defect of rasa.Unlike
the latter who maintains that the ascription of passionate love
to gods does not constitute a poetical defect if the poet brings
his artistry and technique to bear in presenting the description,
elegantly,Mammafa squeamishly rejects from- his reckoning such
accounts as the erotic scenes in the Kumarasambhava on grounds of
7JD
breach of religious convention.
The SS.hityadarpapa stands out as the most methodical
exposition of the theory obtaining in the synthetic period we
have referred to earlier.lt sets out to weigh the various
definitions of poetry from the earliest times to his day recalling
incidentally,the appeal poetry has in satisfying'the conventional
72
ends of life more easily than religious lore,-an idea mooted by
73
Bhavabhdti,earlier.After a  very exhaustive and Well reasonedout 
dnalysis of Mammajia's definition,which he refutes,he arrives at
70.Kvp.VII.Vp.p.176. 
71.Ibid. p.178.
72 .Sdp.1.1-2 .pp#.l-2
73 .See Ghap.I V 7 p #182.
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his own conception of kavya-
vakyagi ras&tmekagi kavyaga. 1.2-3.p.5. 
following it up with the detailed outlining of its constituent 
features.Yet he too is overwhelmingly influenced by the desire to 
expatiate on the categories which are,however,subject to the most 
systematic classification ever recorded in the history of the 
theory.His is a much more historical treatment than Dap^in*s by 
virtue of the fact that the minute distinctions of meaning and 
form between the types and sub-types are established on the more 
secure foundations of the widest possible range of kavya usage, 
handled by any theorist,and not on the possibilities of mere 
variation of the structural pattern of the sentence o t  verse.We 
may be permitted to observe that usages such as Kalidasa*s-which 
he alludes to in the work-in the patterning of images may have 
helped him in differenciating the shades of meaning and the 
modifications of form in the immense network of imagery he has 
presented.
The relation between Kalidasa and his literary art on the 
one hand and the theorists and their theories on the other which j 
weihhve pursued in this chapter,taking into account the 
outstanding contributions of the schools,enables us,therefore,to 
gauge both,the nature of the influence the theory has had on the 
creative activity of the poet-dramatist,and also the influehce e« 
of his dramatic and poetic technique on the later clarification
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end formulation .of various aspects of the theory.In summing up
the evidence we have gathered in the preceding sections of this 
chapter we must begin by asserting that it is Kalidasa*s dramatic 
art,more than h4g poetry,that links theory with practice for it 
is in the dramas that he acknowledges the rasa theory of Bharata 
in practically all its sdlient features.The number of rasas as 
enunciated by Bharata and the way in which the antecedent 
emotional stages(bhavas,vibhavas and anubhavas)contribute to the 
evolution of the main sentiment(rasa) are fully known to him and 
the latter process id illustrated quite clearly with reference to 
mime,dance drama and operatic dance that are effectively linked 
with the main story of the drama proper and are?in all probability 
the intermediate stages in which the theory operated.lt is also 
the terminology of Bharata that is used in the explanation of the 
dancing postures and musical accompaniments connected with these 
performances.These data elucidate the manner in which the original 
material-songs and dances etc.- of drama gave the necessary 
stimulus to Bharata to formulate the theory of rasa and 
consequently appiy it inft wider context,the drama,whose connexion 
with the basic material Kalidasa,consciously or unconsciously, 
illustrates.
Knowing,as we now do,that Kalidasa is fully conversant with 
the primary function of drama,namely,its capacity to stimulate 
the reader or audience and evoke the main sentiment to the
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exclusion of others we may recapitulate the technical devices 
he adopjs in the narrative for its successful evocation.Bharata 
has been his guide here too,but an important improvement on the 
theory emerges in the poetical technique,primarily.Kalidasa has 
accepted the superiority of the sentiment of love-also recognised 
as such by Anandavardhana-as the pivot of the narrative in all his 
works,and proceeded to exemplify its operation in the two aspects 
mentioned by Bharata in all the dramas and in the later lyricc in 
a consistent pattern.But while borrowing this process from the 
theory he has also revitalised it by introducing aa innovation 
understandable in the light of his poetical technique of vivifying 
nature in imagery.Thus not only are the heroes and heroines of 
Kalidasa subject to the emotional changes,but the animal world and 
even the inanimate,sometimes most conspicuously,are seen to be 
sharing in all the fluctuations of human fortune.The tendency to 
animate nature originates in lyrical poetry and it is perhaps the 
strong lyrical flavour of his dramas that has tempted him to 
extend this to drama as well.In the progression of the narrative 
to its climax this technical device brings a distinct dramatic 
effect in lyrical and epic poetry,but although the same could be 
said of the drama it tends to make him a lyrical dramatist,in 
this sphere,unlike BhavabhQti? who devotes himself entirely to the 
dramatisation of human emotional conflicts irrespective of the 
feelings and movements of nature as a background.Kalidasafs methoc
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therefore,is unique in that no dramatist after him was equal to 
the task of blending the lyrical narrative with dramatic action 
. bo as to give to the drama a soft and evenitone*f hi. "Tv- mas.
The evidence from the theory,in the light of the accepted 
chronology og the schools we have mentioned,has shown us that the 
criterion of dhvani in literary criticism was not known to 
Kalidasa.If,therefore,the compositions of Kalidasa seem to testify 
only to his knowledge of the antecedent rasa theory and if,also, 
the very pattern of his poems and dramas give striking confir­
mation of its validity,no less can we see in his use of imagery 
with a variety of functions(besides its purely decorative usage) 
the elegance of his style(compared with those that preceded and 
followed him) and,above all,in the choice of language,the data foi 
the new principles of literary evaluation put forward after his 
time.To this period belongs the concept of dhvani which arose fron 
the terminology of grammar and was later appropriated by poetical 
theory.In outlining the essential features of good poetry or 
drama^dhvani kavya in Anandavardhana fs vicabulary-Anandavardhana 
illustrates how imagery and the explditationuof the emotive 
significance of words can be subordinated to the production of 
sentiment and the quotations from his treatise bearing on
Kalidasa's style and imagery,in this respect,have,therefore, 
occupied us for the greater part of this chapter.Anandavardhana*s 
views cannot be dismissed lightly,specially,because his is the
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most lucid exposition of the soundest of criteria known to the 
theory,which owes a great deal to the technical,stylistic and 
linguistic improvements Kalidasa has bben able to introduce to 
Sanskrit poetry and drama.
The overwhelming importance attached to Kalidasa*s udages 
by Anandavardhana for exemplifying dhvani kSvyji has no doubt led
to later commentators of his works reading much more
%
* suggestiveness of meaning* than even the theorist would have 
wished to concede.Many an interpretation of this nature comes 
from Mallinatha,Kalidasa•£ faithful:commentator,who in spite of 
the remarkable insight he has into the passionate tone of the 
poet’s imagery often gives exaggerated renderings of the original 
content of the poetry,thus taking the concept far beyond the 
confines fixed for it by its exponent.
Up to the time of Anandavardhana the literary art of 
competent poets and dramatists like KSlidasa and BhavabhGti had 
as much to give to the theory as they received from its important
principles like rasa and dhvani.The absence of a poet or dramatisl 
of their calibre reflects itself in the impoverishment of the 
theory thereafter.The subsequent period is marked by no 
contribution of note in the field of kavya,and this fact is 
doubtless reflected in the absence of anything very searching in 
theoretical speculation,too,while the resurgence of alliikara 
schools in the final stages of its history is perhaps the result
of the emphasis the poets of the latter part of the creative 
epoch in Sanskrit literature placed on form more than on the 
content and its significance.
Keeping in mind the varying importance the several works of 
Kalid&sa fras had in the theory and comparing this with their 
relative merits as emerging from our analysis of the imagery and 
the rasas,in the previous chapters,we may use this evidence for a 
chronological assessment of the works.The frequent references to 
the Kumarasambhava,in practically all the theoretical manuals andj 
particularly,in the Dhvany&loka^ establishes it convincingly as 
a product of his maturity executed with dxcellent artistry.The 
MeghadGta can also be assigned to the same period of the poet's 
activity from the way theorists have drawn many an example from 
it for their illustrations although the internal evidence as a 
result of our analysis goes to prove that it is a more mature anc 
finished piece of writing than the former.Among the dramas the 
Vikramorvadlya which has been cited less often appears to be the 
latest of his dramas,the developed style and technique of which 
separates it from the rest of the dramas and draws it nearer to 
the works of the mature period.But together with the other dramas 
it belongs to one continuous period of composition owing to their 
uniformity of pattern where he also gives cogent proof of 
remarkable improvement on his youthful style.The absence of any 
reference whatsoever to the fttusajphara could perhaps be negatively
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inferred as pointing to its not being a worh of Kalidasa were it 
not for the possibility of tracing a smooth and gradual 
develppment and refinement of imagery and poetical style from the 
first lyric,ptusagahara, to the second^MeghadGta.Incoherent in its 
structure,the Raghuvagasa possibly falls midway between the 
earlier lyric and the dramas,representing the transitional stage 
in the attainment of stylistic maturity and hardly referred to in 
any of the manuals.
Consequent to this survey of Kalidasa's works and specially 
in the light of the chronological limits we have been able to fix 
from his relation to the theorists we may examine afresh the 
problem of his date.Vamana,who has been assigned to the early 
part of the ninth century A.D.is the first critic to quote from 
Kalidasa,whereas Bharata,the first exponent of the rasa theory, 
does not refer to him.Although it has been difficult to determine 
Bharata's date with any degree of precision it would be 
unhistorical to place him in the hoary past,ajt least,not so far 
back as would interrupt the apparent contiguity and continuity ol 
theoretical thought from him to Anandavardhana.Besides,the style 
and language of his treatise indicages that it belongs to the 
early centuries of the Christian era.Between these two limits, 
the terminus a quo in Bharata's time and the terminus ad quem in 
Vamana's,Kalidasa is separated by as many centuries from the 
former as would have required his poetry and drama to attain the
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fame and dignity of furnishing models for the latter.At the time 
of Anandavardhana,that is roughly the latter part of the 9th.c. 
A.D.,K&lidasa had become so conspicuous a figure in the literary 
horizon that it became necessary for him to go into the poet's 
art and technique to show samples of good poetry.The relative 
chronology between the writings and the theory,therefore,confirms 
the hitherto accepted date for Kalidasa,whi is placed,accordingly 
in the middle part of the Gupta period.
